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Abstract
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries--decades that saw the radical
transformation of Latin American cities into metropolises-race and environment became
social determinants of the modem utopian project of eugenics, the biological and social
movement that claimed nothing less than the "improvement" of the human race. My study
reveals how eugenics, fueled by an elite's fear of social degeneration in France during the
Third Republic (1870-1940), moved from the realms of medicine and law to architecture and
urban planning, becoming a political subtext in the building of modem Latin American
nations that viewed France as a primary cultural and scientific paradigm.
By bringing together science and aesthetics, this work offers an interdisciplinary study of a
movement that, in its striving to create a new human ideal, found a moral guidepost in
medical science, and a critical technology in architecture, urbanism, and landscape design.
Analyzing eugenics as a set of practices characterized by motifs of generation/degeneration,
species' survival and productivity, this dissertation is the first in-depth exploration of
eugenics' influence on the construction of the built environment and its crafting of modernity.
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Introduction
At the inaugural session of the First Brazilian Congress of Eugenics in July of 1929, the
physician and anthropologist Edgar Roquette Pinto addressed an audience of physicians in
Rio de Janeiro preoccupied with the question of how a country as vast as Brazil could best
increase, and even improve, its population. To accomplish this, Roquette Pinto exalted the
"eugenia" as the new science that, together with medicine and hygiene, would guarantee the
efficiency and aperfeoamento (perfection) of the race. 1 According to him, eugenics-the
social and biological movement that strove for nothing less than the improvement of the
human race-integrated heredity and environment as its primary tools: "It is critical to
emphasize that the influence [on our race] does not stem from the natural environment but
rather from the artificial environment, created by man." 2 With these words, Roquette Pinto
underscored a positivist agenda that was at the very core of the eugenics movement in Latin
America: the crucial role of the built environment in the "amelioration" of "the biological
patrimony" of the region's diverse population.3
My dissertation investigates how this form of eugenics emerged from medical science
and moved to architecture and urban planning, becoming a critical instrument in the crafting
'Edgar Roquette Pinto, "Inaugural Session," First Brazilian Congress of Eugenics (Congresso
Brasileiro de Eugenia), Actas e Trabalhos, Vol. 1., Rio de Janeiro, 1929, 12
2 "A domestica9go 6 factor preponderante nas differencia96es raciaes; mas 6 preciso accentuar que a
influencia ndo 6 do meio natural e sim de um meio artificial, creado pelo homem." Roquette Pinto in
Second Session, First Brazilian Congress of Eugenics (Congresso Brasileiro de Eugenia), Actas e
Trabalhos, Op. Cit., 16. All translations from Portuguese, French, Spanish, and Italian are mine,
otherwise is indicated.
3 Ibid., 12.
of modernity in France during the Third Republic (1870-1940) and in the new Latin American
nation-states. This new science, or pseudoscience, mesmerized intellectuals and technocrats in
France and Latin America from physicians and architect members of the Parisian Muse
Social, to reformers and urban planners in Brazil and Argentina to international figures such
as Le Corbusier and the Nobel laureate eugenicist Alexis Carrel, permeating almost every
aspect of human life including race, gender, economics, politics, social structures, and even
the arts. By examining the confluence of science and aesthetics, my research offers a
comprehensive study of a particular strain of eugenics that, in its striving to create a new
'human ideal,' found in science, medical science in particular, a moral guidepost in which
urbanism, architecture, and landscape design became its primary instruments.
Based on Jean-Baptiste Lamarck's (1744-1829) theory of the "inheritance of acquired
characteristics," the form of eugenics that I investigate conceptualized evolution as driven by
adaptation to environmental changes, in contrast to mainstream eugenics, which viewed
evolution as impervious to the environment and driven solely by control over breeding.
Eagerly adopted by French and Latin American elites, Lamarckian discourses--comprising an
invitation to social engineering--set the stage for a particular orientation toward
environmental-genetic interaction, bringing with it the very possibility of "progress." It was
widely believed that positivism as an objective methodology would provide both order and
progress through science. The impact of these ideas on the transformation of Latin American
countries into modem nations was remarkable. Although positivism was not uniform in the
ways it was adapted in each country, the thrust towards the transformation of environment
was a constant, inserting itself into the concept of the milieu. In fact, the term milieu was
borrowed by Auguste Comte from Lamarck and transformed into a comprehensive concept
that brought together space and society in a state of contingency. This new understanding was
at the center of the eugenics movement developed in France and Latin America, which
becomes highly discernible when we consider the practices of architecture, urban planning,
and landscape design in early twentieth century Brazil and Argentina. Thus, the central thesis
of my work interrogates a critical connection between the environment and the body
associated with the advent of a new form of hygiene. At the turn of the century, this new form
of hygiene--social hygiene--concerned itself with the influences arising from the milieu and
the fruits of human capital-production and reproduction.4
Arguing for a reconsideration of our contemporary understanding of eugenics, my
dissertation explores the international proliferation of a Lamarckian strain of eugenics, which
first appeared in France at the turn of the twentieth century and then spread throughout Latin
America-the only region in the developing world where eugenics was, in fact,
institutionalized. By doing so, my work explores eugenics in a region of the world that has
4 Two concepts frame my research: milieu and bio-power. Milieu was defined by Georges Canguilhem
as a relational and variable system that, in the eighteenth century, moved from physics to biology,
during the nineteenth century to sociology, geography, and finally, at the turn of the twentieth century,
to urban planning. In this notion of milieu, Canguilhem follows Lamarck to identify the absence of an
intrinsic harmony between living beings and their surroundings and a consequent mutual process of
struggle and adaptation. Bio-power was identified by Michel Foucault as a political technology whose
goal was the intervention into the vital characteristics of human existence. Foucault observes how this
technology was developed as a dualistic technique: one part focused on the anatomo-politics of the
human body to seek its optimization in a system of production; the other part focused on the bio-
politics of populations to regulate the basic mechanisms of life: birth, morbidity, and mortality.
Brought together at the end of the nineteenth century, these two mechanisms--one to manage the
individual, the other the collective-became the main objects of the state's health, hygiene, and
welfare regulations. In other words, Foucault's concept of bio-power sees the individual-body and the
society-collective as objects of power and manipulation-race, sex, reproduction, and the mechanism
of life as its vehicles; similarly, Canguilhem's concept of milieu brings together space and society in a
state of contingency. When taken together, these themes describe assumptions that underlie the form
of eugenics developed in France and Latin America as well as the policies of their welfare states.
been virtually absent from extant examinations of this movement. In fact, Nancy L. Stepan's
1991 book, The Hour of Eugenics: Race, Gender, and Nation in Latin America, is the only
comprehensive examination of eugenics in the Latin American region.5 In contrast, most
previous historical examinations of this movement have been focused exclusively on England
and the United States. For example, Daniel J. Kevles's 1984 book, In the Name of Eugenics:
Genetics and the Uses of Human Heredity, focusing on these two countries, represents a
seminal account on the history of what Kevles called "mainline eugenics."6 In addition, most
previous studies on eugenics have examined this movement mostly in the context of science
and politics but examinations of its association with other fields such as architecture and
modernist aesthetics has been extremely rare. Building upon these two main works, my
dissertation provides for the first time an in-depth exploration of the eugenics' influence on
the construction of the modem environment, adopting a transnational perspective as model of
historical investigation. Finally, although Lamarckian eugenics was an ideology adopted in
various countries on both sides of the Atlantic, including France, Belgium, Argentina, Mexico
and Brazil, the history of eugenics has been almost entirely devoted to mainstream eugenics;
Nonetheless a history that traces solely how Lamarckian eugenics became involved in the
construction of modernity in these countries would still be very limited. My dissertation
moves beyond simply studying Lamarckian eugenics by itself, to study its association with
urban planning, architecture, and landscape design, unveiling in this way, the alliance
between aesthetics, science, and politics at the core of Latin American modernism. My aim is
5 Nancy L. Stepan, The Hour of Eugenics: Race, Gender, and Nation in Latin America (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1991).
6 Daniel Kevles, In the Name of Eugenics: Genetics and the Uses of Human Heredity (Cambridge,
Mass: Harvard University Press, 1995).
to contribute to a new understanding of modernity--one which views modernity not as
something invented in Europe and exported to other regions, but rather as produced precisely
out of transnational interactions such as those I investigate here.
Dissertation Outline
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the primacy of medical sciences and the leadership
of physicians in Latin America was not specifically a response to the sanitarian needs of the
population. Instead, in Latin America, medicine became a hegemonic method used by elites to
study and then reconfigurate their national populations. 7 My work demonstrates how
medicine also became a method for the reconfiguration of the physical environment. In other
words, while physicians conceived of society in social Darwinian terms as a complex
biological organism, elites also imagined the nation in biological terms, and the city as an
organism to be intervened in by reformers, architects, and urban planners. In reponse to this,
my study uses a discipline-based approach to examine how eugenics used physical space in its
attempt to normalize an heterogeneous population; specifically, I explore the dynamics
between modernity and eugenics through the fields of Urbanism (Chapter One), Architecture
(Chapter Two) and Landscape Design (Chapter Three). Unlike a nation-based approach, in
which chapters would focus the connections between eugenics and the transformation of
physical environment primarily within national boundaries, this approach facilitates the
understanding of modernity as an experience that is constructed precisely out of a range of
7 See Hugo Vezzetti, La Locura en Argentina, (Buenos Aires: Folios, 1983), and Gabriela Nouzeilles
"Ficciones paranoicas de fin de siglo: naturalismo argentino y policia m6dica" MLN, Vol. 112, No. 2,
Hispanic Issue (Mar., 1997), pp. 232-252.
interconnected spatializations-from transcontinental and transnational, to institutional and
discursive, to urban and architectural.
Chapter One of my study, Paris Goes West: From Mus6e Social to "Ailing Paradise,"
examines the complicities of science, morality, and architecture in the practices of physicians
and architects, members of the Mus6e Social-an interdisciplinary institution founded in Paris
in 1895 to study the social problems of modem France. Specifically, I examine the work of
natalist Adolphe Pinard, who revitalized the concept of puericulture, a human analogue of
agriculture for the "scientific cultivation" of the mother-child unit; hygienist Louis Landouzy,
who, by focusing his attention on the "social diseases" of modernity-alcohol, syphilis and
tuberculosis-argued for the cultivation of the human species through his concept of
hominiculture; and architects Jean-Claude Forestier and Donat-Alfred Agache, who
envisioned the Latin American city as a laboratory for social reform. Their combined work
significantly influenced both French and Latin American eugenic discourses. However, I
argue that it was in Latin America that these discourses found their way into practice, and
where modem urbanism became both a eugenic technology and its ultimate aesthetic form.
Chapter Two, Machines for Modern Life: The Apparatus of Health and Reproduction,
shows how French and Latin American elites integrated these medical theories into state
policies, architectural manifestations, and new conceptions of landscape aimed at healing and
social reform. It further explores how positivist discourses, invested with "apolitical"
scientific authority promising progress, discipline and morality, infiltrated into the conception
of physical spaces-natural and architectural-as major factor in the transformation of
modem medicine into an agent of the "normative." This chapter reveals an extraordinary
proliferation of health dispensaries, new hospitals for "social diseases," autonomous maternity
wards, reformatories and "open air" schools, asylums, and restorative gardens, all of which
grew out of prophylactic and pronatalist outlooks as well as from the belief that progress
derives from the dualism of life and matter.
Chapter Three, Geographies of Modernity: Le Corbusier in Burle-Marx's Garden,
examines various forms of representations that reveal the relationship between modernism
and eugenics in the work of two key theorist-practitioners: Le Corbusier, and the Brazilian
landscape architect Roberto Burle Marx. More specifically, this chapter first demonstrates an
explicit connection between Le Corbusier's version of modem utopia and eugenic ideology-
which produced a body of work that reinforced French preoccupation with degeneration. It
focuses on his Latin American travels, his relationship with the French eugenicist Alexis
Carrel, and his own doctrinaire ideas of the 1930s and 1940s. Then the chapter turns to Burle
Marx, whose work, which challenged the very heart of Le Corbusier's understanding and
utilization of nature, mediated between a representation of the tropics not as uncivilized and
thus an obstacle to progress but as the very image of the modem nation. This chapter also
reveals how family and environment emerge as significant arenas in which the myth of
progress was manifested, veiling and sublimating the preexisting rhetoric of eugenics.
My work is based upon my research conducted in scientific and architectural archives
in five countries: France, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and the United States. Working in these
archives, many of which had never been examined by art or architectural historians, I
analyzed medical and architectural reports, blueprints, photographs, periodicals, and
unpublished and published primary sources to identify how this strain of eugenics, embedded
in medical discourses, was appropriated into the practices of French and Latin American
social reformers, architects and urban planners. From these documents, I sifted out bio-
medical, moral, and aesthetic elements that together define the process of eugenics in its
crafting of modernity. How these ideas traveled across boundaries between disciplines and
countries, how they were appropriated by widely divergent political agents with distinctive
ideological agendas, and how they found their way into practice, defines the interrogative
model I have designed to analyze a form of eugenics in which science, aesthetics and morality
became almost indistinguishable. This interrogative model intertwines the history of
urbanism, architecture, landscape design at the beginning of the twentieth century with the
dialogues between France and two Latin American countries: Brazil and Argentina. The
choice of exploring these two countries was motivated by the extraordinary role that the
construction of their modern environment had in the process of adopting and institutionalizing
eugenics as an ideology of modernity. It was in these two countries, among the most
populated countries in Latin America, that eugenics acted as a pervasive agent of modernity
overcoming the traditional association of eugenics to fascism.
Brazil, a country that had received the world's largest slave population from colonial times to
1888, became a republic only in 1889, a mere year after the final relatively non-violent
abolition of slavery. 8 The period from 1889 to 1930 (in which Brazil was ruled by alternating
8 The last decades of the Portuguese Empire in Brazil were marked by debates about the demolition of
two of its most important institutions: slavery and the monarchy. Although slave trade supposedly
ended in 1850 in fact lasted for several more decades.
governments from its dominant industrial states, Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais) and from 1930
to 1945, under the increansingly authoritarian regime of Getulio Vargas for more than twenty
years, saw the most extraordinary physical transformation in the history of the country. Rio de
Janeiro, the main focus of my analysis, experienced more urban development during the
1920s and 1930s, than was achieved during the building of the entire city of Brazilia, the new
capital of the country, during the 1950s and 1960s. 9 Argentina, a country that acquired its
independence in 1810 (almost a century earlier than Brazil), received between 1857 and 1930
a net immigration of 3.5 million people, meaning that about 60 percent of the total population
increase during that time could be attributed to immigration.10 During this period, Argentina
became the second largest destination for European migration (second only to the United
States), and one of the most urbanized countries in the world, with more than eighty percent
of its population living in urban agglomerations." These two Latin American nations offer a
rich and diverse spectrum of social structures, economic development, racial ideologies, and
territorial characteristics that highlight the complexities of how a specific strain of eugenics
played a critical role in the search for progress and civilization in Latin America. Although
they had inexorable differences, at the first half of the twentieth century both of them took
France as their dominant cultural model-rather than Portugal or Spain (their colonial
nations), or the United States, which after World War II would acquire hegemony over almost
9 See Lauro Cavalcanti, "Moderno e brasileiro: Una introdugio ao guia de arquitetura," in Quando o
Brazil era moderno: Guia de arquitetura 1928-1960, (Rio de Janeiro: Aeroplano Editoria, 2001) 8-25.
10 By 1914, approximately thirty percent of the population was foreign born, a percetage that
duplicated that duplicate the thirtteen percent of the population foreign born in the United status. See
Thomas Skidmore and Peter H Smith, Modern Latin America, (New York: Oxford University Press,
2001
" Alfredo R. Lattes and Ruth Sautu, "Inmigraci6n, cambio demogrifico y desarrollo industrial en la
Argentina," Cuadernos del CENEP, No. 5, Buenos Aires, 1978, 2-3.
the entire region. Since the last decades of the nineteenth century, Latin American elites
argued for a Latin essence that was embodied in French culture and science. This dissertation
focuses, therefore, on the dialogues between France, Argentina and Brazil, becoming the
initial stage of an open-ended project that seeks to understand the role of eugenics in the
construction of the modem environment throughout the entire region of Latin America.
Significance of the Project
French cultural influence in the construction of modem Latin American nations has been
extensively analyzed in the history of urbanism.12 These studies recognize the primacy of
French urbanism and humanism in Latin America from the last decades of the nineteenth
century to World War II-the event that marked the end of the "European Cycle" and the
beginning of the era of North American dominance. Building on this legacy, as well as on
recent scholarship that analyzes the extension of French architectonic and urban ideals to its
colonies,' 3 my project takes these insights in a different direction: the migration of French
ideas on modem urbanism and humanism to non-colonial yet culturally related countries, a
transfer whose routes and complexities have yet to be explored in a 'dependent' periphery.
My study aligns this body of research with investigations into the history of modem medicine
that examine the intersections between medical knowledge, the state's "disciplinary and
12 Francis Violich, Cities of Latin America. Housing and Planning to the South (New York: Reinhold
Publishing Corporation, 1944); Jorge E. Hardoy and R.M. Morse, Repensando la ciudad de America
Latina (Buenos Aires: GEL, 1988); A.Almandoz, Planning Latin America's Capital Cities, 1850-1950
(London: Routledge, 2002); Ramon Gutierrez, "Modelos e imaginarios europeos en urbanismo
americano 1900-1950," Revista de Arquitectura, 8, 1996, 2-3.
13 Gwendolyn Wright, The Politics of Design in French Colonial Urbanism (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1991); Jean-Louis Cohen and Monique Eleb, Casablanca, mythes et figures d'une
aventure urbaine (Editions Hazan, 1998); Jean-Louis Cohen, Algiers: Paysage urbain et architectures
1800-2000 (Paris: Editions de l'Imprimeur, 2003).
progressive" health policies, and different ways of perceiving and representing diseases in
modern France and Latin America. 14 Bringing together aesthetics and science, my work
focuses on the way eugenics provided a platform for the exchange of ideas and played a
critical role in the conception of modern Latin American cities, new health institutions and
their architecture, immigration policies, and the rise and collapse of the social welfare state. 15
My project thus grapples with theories of modernity, modernism, and modernization,
placing modernity outside conventional center-periphery models, to articulate the
"overlapping, disjunctive landscape" with shifts "according to the different kinds of cultural,
financial, and political forces one considers."' 6 Most importantly, my study shows that given
the complexities of modernism and modernization in today's global world, we can no longer
see just one side or the other, separating Europe from the Americas, and North from South.
For this reason, it becomes imperative that we take into account the impact of Latin America
on the imaginarium of the main actors of my narrative. Thus, I contribute not only to the body
14 Jacques Leonard, "Eugenisme et Darwinisme: Espoirs et Perplexit6s chez des M6decins Frangais du
XIXe si'cle et du d6but du XXe siecle," in Y. Conry, ed., De Darwin au Darwinisme : Science et
Ideologie (Paris: Vrin, 1983), 187-207; Patrice Bourdelais, Les nouvelles pratiques de sant6 : acteurs,
objets, logigues sociales, XVIIIe-XXe siecles (Paris: Belin, 2005); Diego Armus, ed., Disease in the
History of Modem Latin America: from Malaria to Aids (Durham andLondon: Duke University Press,
2003); Gilberto Hochman and Diego Armus, Cuidar, Controlar, Curar: Ensaios Hist6ricos Sobre
Saide e Doenga na America Latina e Caribe (Rio de Janeiro: Colegiao Histria e Saide, Editora
Fiocruz, 2004).
15 Critical precedents for my research are: Paul Rabinow, French Modem: Norms and Forms of the
Social Environment (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1989); Nancy Leys Stepan, The
Hour of Eugenics: Race, Gender, and Nation in Latin America (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University
Press, 1991); Anne Carol, Histoire de l'eugrnisme en France: les medecins et la procr6ation, XIXe-
XXe si'cle (Paris : Seuil, 1995); Janet R. Home, A Social Laboratory for Modern France: The Musre
Social & The Rise of the Welfare State (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2002).
16 Timothy Mitchell paraphrasing Arjun Appadurai, Questions of Modernity, (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 2000), 7.
of scholarship that analyzes the work of architects who were members of the Mus6e Social,17
or Le Corbusier's international role18; I also make the case for resituating their oeuvre-along
with their scientific and architectural Latin American counterparts-within a truly global
context, as major components of a world culture that posits a new understanding of
modernity.
17 Catherine Bruant, "Donat-Alfred Agache: Urbanismo, Uma Sociologia Aplicada," in Ribeiro, Luiz
Cesar and Robert Pechman, eds., Cidade, Povo, Nacio: Genese do Urbanismo Moderno (Rio de
Janeiro: Civiliza9go Brasileiro, 1994); David Underwood, "Alfred Agache, French Sociology and
Modern Urbanism In France and Brazil," in Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, June
1991, 133-140; Sonia Berman, Plazas y parques de Buenos Aires : la obra de los paisajistas franceses,
Andr6, Courtois, Thays, Bouvard, Forestier (Buenos Aires: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1998);
Benedicte Leclerc, ed., Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier, 1861-1930. Du Jardin au Paysage Urbain
(Paris: Picard, 1994); Jean-Francois Lejeune, "The City as Landscape: Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier
and the Great Urban Works of Havana, 1925-1930," in The Journal of Decorative and Propaganda
Arts 1875-1945, Cuba Theme Issue (Japan: The Wolfson Foundation of Decorative and Propaganda
Arts, Inc., 1996), among others.
'8 For example: Mardges Bacon, Le Corbusier in America: travels in the land of the timid (Cambridge,
Mass: MIT Press, 2001); and Jean-Louis Cohen, Le Corbusier et la mystique de I'URSS: theories et
projets pour Moscou, 1928-1936 (Bruxelles: P. Mardaga; 1987).
Chapter ONE
Paris Goes West: From Musee Social to "Ailing Paradise."
In 1910, a few months before his death, the British scientist Francis Galton (1822-1911) wrote
his only novel. In this fictional narrative, Galton, who earlier had coined the word eugenics
from the Greek eugenis meaning "wellborn," portrays a utopian state organized according to
his views on heredity. While Thomas More had envisioned an ideal sixteenth-century society
as an island without specific location, Galton visualized his modem utopia also as a finite
space, amusingly named Kantsaywhere.19 At the power center of Kantsaywhere was the
Eugenic College, an institution that exercised absolute control over the entire population.20
Moved by the aim of evolving a "superior race of men," the Eugenic College defined its main
mission as the evaluation and classification of citizens so as to identify those with optimum
traits. A medical examination was mandatory for every citizen to obtain a "Pass certificate for
'Genetic' qualities." Even upon arrival immigrants were examined by certified physicians
sent to the main posts to test them. Those who passed the preliminary examination were
19 In 1516, when Thomas More coined the term utopia to identify his idealistic society, he collapsed
two Greek words, eu-topia and ou-topia (eu meaning "good," ou meaning "no," and topia meaning
"place"). Utopia was pictured by More as a good place that existed nowhere. I owe the etymology of
the word utopia to Louis Marin. See Louis Marin, Utopics: Spatial Play, (London: Macmillan, 1984),
and Louis Marin, "Frontiers of Utopia: Past and Present," Critical Inquiry, Vol. 19(3), 1992, 397-420.
20 "The Eugenic College of Kantsaywhere" was the complete title of Francis Galton's unpublished
novel. As part of the eugenics proselytism that occupied his last years, Galton wanted his ideas to
reach not only men of science and those who attended his lectures but a wider public--those who
"read novels and only look at the picture pages of newspapers." For Galton, fiction was also the
vehicle to achieve this aim. However, being rejected by a publisher, Galton thought that his
Kantsaywhere "must be smothered or suspended," as he wrote to one of his nieces, Millicent Galton
Lethbridge. In response, a few months after his death, Galton Lethbridge destroyed portions of the
novel. Yet, within days she notified executors of Galton's will that she could not continue this
mutilation. She suggested that the surviving fragments either be entrusted to Karl Pearson, Galton's
student and biographer, or to one of the Darwins, relatives of Galton. The surviving fragments were
reproduced in Karl Pearson's The Life, Letters and Labours of Francis Galton, Vol. IIIA (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1930), 411-425.
certified as acceptable, with "fitness in body and mind." Those who failed, considered
"undesirable as individuals and dangerous to the community," were persuaded to emigrate.
They were escorted to ships "to convey them back to whence they came." 21 The cost of
deportation and other incentives were offered "on the condition of their never returning." If
they refused to emigrate, they were either segregated into labor colonies outside the city
where celibacy was mandatory, or were allowed to stay under rigorous surveillance "so long
as they propagated no children." 22 Conversely, those who passed the medical examination
were entitled to compete in an "Honorous Examination" and, therefore, to be classified and
rewarded.23 Citizens with the most heritable gifts were given financial incentives--farms,
houses, hostels and various funds were used "to encourage early marriages [and multiple
procreation] among the most highly diplomaed." 24 Claiming objectivity, science-in the form
of eugenics-became the main social and cultural determinant. In Galton's fictional
21 Ibid., 420. At the beginning of the twentieth century, while in England Galton was imagining these
immigration procedures for his utopian Kantsaywhere, immigration tests and various facilities to
evaluate, classify and host possible immigrants were implemented and built throughout the
Americas--from Ellis Island in New York to the Buenos Aires Harbor in the Southern Cone [Images
1-2].
22 It is not surprising that the Malthusian fear of overpopulation, which haunted most European
countries, was also a threat to Galton's Kantsaywhere. "They say that limitation of families is now a
recognized institution among most of the cultures and many of the artisan and labouring classes in
Europe and America, and there is no reason why a sentence demanding it for the protection for the
nation should not be passed, and the infraction of that sentence punished as a criminal act." Ibid.
23 Four equally important tests determined the ranking. The anthropometrical test recorded stature and
other measures, weight, strength, breathing capacity, acuity of vision, acuteness of hearing, and marks
of the body; the examination for aesthetics and literature required reading prose and poetry, writing
essays, simple singing, and athletic postures; the medical examination was an exhaustive series of tests
to determine both the former and current states of health; the ancestral examination searched for
evidence of family talents or illnesses. As Pearson notes, the description of the anthropometrical test
and the place for this examination in Galton's utopia are reminiscent of Galton's real Anthropometric
Laboratory in South Kensington. Ibid., 416-118. Regarding Galton's laboratory in South Kensington
see Karl Pearson, The Life, Letters and Labours of Francis Galton, Vol. II (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1930), 257-262.
24 Ibid., Vol IIIA, 414.
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Image 1
"Awaiting Examination," Ellis Island, New York Harbor (Early 1900's).
Archive: The Library of Congress, Washington DC, USA
Image 2
La Rotonda, Immigrants Hotel, Buenos Aires Harbor (1910).
Archive: Archivo General de la Naci6n. Buenos Aires, Argentina
society "a general conviction of this truth forms the firm basis of the customs and ideals of
Kantsaywhere." 25
Genes were almost everything in Kantsaywhere. That which is transmissible by
heredity-the "natural" according to Professor I. Donoghue, a successful immigrant in
Galton's tale and the main voice of the story-was in fact the most pressing concern. 26 As
Donoghue explains, "...what they are concerned with in one another are the natural, and
therefore the only heritable characteristics." Then, he clarifies, "We have heard much in
political talk of the 'prairie value' of land, that is to say, of its value when uncultivated,
neither fenced nor drained, ploughed nor planted, only to be reached over the waste, and
having neither houses nor farm buildings. Applying this idea to man, as if he were land, it is
the 'prairie value' of him that the Kantsaywhere people seek to ascertain."27 The primacy of
the "natural"--whether land or people-was undeniable in Galton's tale. In other words, it
was only the "prairie value" of inhabitants of this utopian society-people as natural
resource-that was significant. Not by chance, Kantsaywhere represented a world ruled just
by nature-genetics or inborn biological factors. There, nurture--external environmental
factors or social, political, and cultural circumstances-was simply irrelevant.28
25 Ibid., 418.
26 The novel was written as the journal of Professor I. Donoghue, probably an Irish immigrant, who,
highly interested in the customs of Kantsaywhere, provided a detailed account of the examinations and
the government system at large.
27 Ibid., 414.
28 The debate nature-versus-nurture has been traditionally attributed to Galton. See Ruth Schwartz
Cowan, "Nature and Nurture: The Interplay of Biology and Politics in the Work of Francis Galton,"
Studies in the History of Biology 1 (1977): 133-207.
With its primacy of nature over nurture, Galton's eugenic utopia characterized the
mainline of the eugenics movement at the turn of the twentieth century. However, between
1890 and 1940, fueled by theories of evolution, eugenics-the "wellborn science"--expanded
as an international movement to nearly thirty countries.29 Although its definition and history
have been based fundamentally on its manifestations in the Anglo-Saxon world, eugenics
was, in fact, neither uniform nor universal.30 This dissertation explores a different form of
eugenics, activated in France during the Third Republic (1870-1940). This form of eugenics,
in which Galton's primacy of nature over nurture is inverted and blurred, was enthusiastically
adopted by most Latin American countries as they transformed themselves from former
colonies to independent nations-in the name of civilization, health, and progress.
A two-headed hybrid of science and public policy, the eugenics movement derived its
complexities from different interpretations of evolutionary theories and the ways they
accommodated the political, cultural, religious, and scientific agendas of each country. More
specifically, if for most mainstream eugenicists, including Galton, organic characteristics
were fixed, and were therefore impossible to modify by environmental factors;31 by contrast,
for eugenicists in other areas of the globe, organic characteristics could be modified by
29 According to the report of the International Commission of Eugenics, published in 1924, in the
Eugenics News, twenty two members were listed: in addition to Britain, United States, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand, the list included eleven other European countries and six Latin American
ones. See Mark B. Adams' introductory text "Eugenics in the History of Science" in Mark B. Adams
(edit.), The Wellborn Science. Eugenics in Germany, France, Brazil and Russia, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1990, 5.
30 Eugenics has been historically neglected in most areas of the globe besides England, the US, and
Germany, and to a lesser extent in Russia.
31 Galton was convinced that "race improvement could occur only when nature provided a distinct and
heritable organic chance [biologists of the day termed it a "sport"] upon which selection, natural or
eugenic, could act."
environmental factors, and these modifications could then be inherited by the following
generations. A foundation of this latter strain of eugenics was the principle of "inheritance of
acquired characteristics," which was introduced by the French biologist Jean Baptiste Pierre
Antoine de Monet Lamarck (1744-1829) in his theory of "transformism." 32 This led to the
first systematic theory of evolution known as "Lamarckism." Yet, this principle, largely
accepted by most late nineteenth-century evolutionary scientists including Galton's cousin,
Charles Darwin (1809-1882), was soon challenged.33 First, this theory was debated by the
German cytologist August Weissman (1834-1914) who proposed a theory of an autonomous
germ plasm--in which hereditary information was carried, fixed and impermeable to
environmental influence; and then by the rediscovery of Gregor Mendel's (1822-1884) laws
of inheritance-according to which hereditary information reappears unchanged in the next
generations. Mendelian genetics thereby confirmed the inviolability of Weissman's plasm.34
In Britain, Germany, and the United States, eugenics was predominantly Mendelian-the line
of thought behind Galton's idea in which evolution was driven by control over breeding. In
others regions, primarily in the Latin35 areas of the world, eugenics was predominantly
32 The term "transformism" refers to the theory of species change that preceded Darwin's theory of
evolution. It states that living beings originated by the modification of other living species changing
over time along a predetermined pathway.
33 Even Darwin developed his own theory of inheritance of acquired characteristics called Pangenesis
(from the Greek words: pan meaning whole, and genesis meaning birth). According to Darwin this
theory implies that every part of the organism reproduces itself and contributes to the formation of the
entire organism. See Darwin's last chapter in The Variation of Plants and Animals (London, 1868).
34 Nevertheless, it is logical to imagine that such scientific advances were not the only forces behind
Galton's position. There was also his own genealogy, connecting him to Charles Darwin, and
consequently stimulating his belief that "genius" was the result of inherited fitness. Galton was
convinced that desirable qualities were only transmitted from generation to generation by biological
inheritance, and never the result of education, culture, or social circumstances.
3' By "Latin," I am referring to Romance language-speaking countries. In fact, 1935 saw the founding
of the Latin International Federation of Eugenics Societies to encompass the so-called "Latin areas:"
Lamarckian--the line of thought in which evolution was driven by adaptation to changes in
the environment.
Emphasizing the convergence of two equally powerful forces ameliorating the human
species-heredity and milieu--this latter form of eugenics, embedded in preexistent medical
discourses, brought Lamarck back to the stage. Still in France, Lamarck was recognized in
medical sciences as a precursor of Darwin, unfairly eclipsed. In this sense, Lamarckism was
"the transforming influence that comes from the milieu" and Darwinism was "the hereditary
transmission of this resulting transformation" as observed by Charles Richet, the winner of
the 1913 Nobel Prize in Medicine.36 In this context, following Jacques Leonard's hypothesis,
the form of eugenics that developed in France and spread throughout Latin America was
medical and pre-Galtonian--a form that, in growing out of medicine rather than
anthropology, statistics, sociology, demography, or biology, made physical space its critical
instrument.
Juxtaposing the utopian eugenics movement with the process of imagining and
planning the city, this chapter explores precisely how this strain of eugenics found its way
into practice in Latin America from France. The Chapter is composed of three sections. The
first section, Eugenics and the City: from Utopia to Practice, begins with a travelogue on
France, Italy, Belgium, and the Latin American countries. It is also interesting to notice that as early
as the mid-nineteenth century, the very term Latin America was coined to designate the complex
assembly of Romance language-speaking post-colonial nations, revealing an emphasis on France's
cultural primacy in the entire area.
36 ( L'influence transformatrice du milieu, c'est le Lamarckisme. La trasmission h6r6ditaire des
transformations ainsi effectu6es, c'est le Darwinisme. >> Charles Richet, "La selection humaine,"
Eugenique et selection, 1922, 37. All translations from French, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian
are mine, otherwise is indicated.
utopian literature that portrays perfect societies and perfect spaces-both achieved through
the mechanisms of eugenics. Offering a brief account of the history of utopian texts from pure
fiction to the modem hyperspatialization, this travelogue traces the role of space in their
construction of these utopias. It highlights the point of intersection between the urge of
nineteenth century utopian texts to codify their desire for the ideal and the emergence of
modem urbanism. This travelogue of European and Latin American utopian texts also
demonstrates that many Latin American utopias were in fact medical utopias, written not by
fiction writers but by physicians or journalists publishing in scientific journals. At this point,
it is critical to underscore that this study is not an exploration of Latin American or European
imagination. Rather, it is an analysis of actual practices that intertwine fantasy and social
policy.
The chapter then turns to a second section, Professionalizing Eugenics, which introduces a
seminal event at the beginning of this story, the 1889 World Fair in Paris. This event marks
the emergence of social hygiene, a new form of hygiene at the core of the Lamarckian form of
eugenics that links environment and the body, and the creation of the Mus6e Social, an
interdisciplinary institution that played a crucial role in French social reform and in the
simultaneous transformation of Latin American cities. This section presents an analysis of the
medical theories and concepts in which space, geography and environment were embedded,
especially those concepts developed by the eugenicists of the Mus6e Social.
Back to Latin America, the third section, Practicing Utopia, explores the complicities
between science, morality and aesthetics in the practices of architects of the Parisian Mus6e
Social in Latin American cities; in particular this section explores the work of Donat-Alfred
Agache in Rio de Janeiro. It further analyzes the reception and implementation of French
medical theories in the process of transformation of these nations' main urban spaces. Thus,
this chapter views modem urbanism as a eugenic technology and its ultimate, aesthetic form
[Images 3-5].
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Na hygiene Dando ondens. Social Hygiene Campaign. Cartoon 1907
Archive: Collection Oswaldo Cruz. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Image 4
Demolition Morro do Castelo. 1922. Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Image 5
Donat-Alfred Agache. Urban Project for the Morro do Castello esplanade.
Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelaggo,
extensto e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Brrsilien, 1930.
I. Eugenics and the City: From Utopia to Practice
Empez6 siendo un ideal y sigue siendo un ideal. Amdrica es una utopia.
(It started as an ideal and continues as an ideal. America [the continent] is a utopia.)
Alfonso Reyes
It is not by chance that this chapter, which argues for eugenics as the origins of modem
urbanism, begins with a utopian text. Galton's Kantsaywhere is not only relevant to this study
because it portrays a society organized around ideas of heredity-imagined precisely by the
British scientist who coined the term eugenics-but also because of its very nature as a
utopian text." Frangoise Choay has described how utopian texts, although fictional, represent,
along with architectural treatises, critical precedents to writings on urbanism. From their
origins, these two kinds of texts, architectural treatises and utopian texts-as seen in Leon
Battista Alberti's De re aedificatoria (1485) and Thomas More's Utopia (1516)-share a
critical approach to an existing reality and a theoretical spatial model for a future one. Both,
Choay notes, represent two similar
mechanisms for the production of space: the first by producing principles and rules, the
second a model for the future.38 Just as More's island of Utopia was a critique of sixteenth-
37 Of course, Galton was neither the first nor the last to write about a utopian society based on the
control of sexuality and human breeding; in The Republic, written in approximately 368 B.C. under its
original Greek title "Politeia," Plato also imagined a utopian society achieved through the
implementation of highly effective eugenic practices. In 1602, inspired by Plato's The Republic and
his utopian island "Atlantis," the Dominican friar Tommaso Campanella visualized his CittA del Sole
as an ideal republic in which births were organized according to the quality of citizens. In 1781, Rtif
de la Bretonne in La D6couverte australe par un Homme-volant wrote about the use of technology to
produce an efficient race of human-animal workers in a colonial empire located to the South West of
France, halfway between Tierra del Fuego (Argentina) and the Antartica. It was to this remote island
in the southern hemisphere, where Victorin, the colonizer of his utopia, traveled with his vulnerable
flying apparatus [Image 61. For a brief introduction to these authors and their eugenicist imagined
societies, see Michele Riot-Sarcey, Thomas Bouchet and Antoine Picon, Dictionnaire des Utopies
(Paris: Larousse, 2002), 33-37, 64-69, 176-179, 184-185, 201.
38 Frangoise Choay, The Rule and the Model. On the Theory of Architecture and Urbanism,
(Cambridge, MA and London, England: The MIT Press, 1997), 7-8.
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Victorin-an African icarus?-traveling with his vulnerable flying apparatus to a
new colony located halfway between Tierra del Fuego and the Antartica
R6stif de la Bretonne, La d6couverte australe par un Homme-volant, 1781
Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
century England, utopian texts came into life as critiques of an existing reality offering a
model of society, and a model for the ideal space it would occupy. 39 It is not surprising that
utopian texts thrived, especially at the end of the eighteenth century-a period of great
upheaval and concomitant satire-and became hyper-spatialized during the nineteenth
century, in concert with the major urban transformations taking place at the time. Proposing a
counter-society, utopian texts described new forms of space, in some cases so vividly that
they seemed to embody a reality to come. Charles Fourier's Phalange (1829), Etienne Cabet's
Icarie (1840), Robert Owen's New Lanark (1841), and Benjamin Ward Richardson's Hygeia
(1876) are among the nineteenth-century utopian texts whose spatial organization is described
in painstaking detail [Image 7]. Looking back, even the anonymous eighteenth-century
Sinapia, apparently written by a counselor to the Spanish King Charles III (Carlos de Borb6n
1716-1788) as a realizable model, included descriptions of space in great detail.40
Nevertheless, it was not until the nineteenth century, in the shadow of the industrial
39 In an article written for the exhibition Utopie. La quite de la socidtd iddale en Occident (Utopia:
The Search for the Ideal Society in the Western World), Choay identifed three structural elements that
constitute the utopian genre: a critique of a society, a model society, and a model space. See Frangoise
Choay, "Utopia and the Philosophical Status of Constructed Space" in Utopia: The Search for the
Ideal Society in the Western World, (New York: The New York Pulic Library/Oxford University
Press, 2000), 346, 348.
40 Although the analysis of such spaces goes beyond the scope of this chapter, a brief comment on two
of these utopian societies seems relevant. The first of them, Hygeia: A city of Health, is relevant not
only because of its medical theme that created its urban model, but also because of its influence on
Latin-American literary and medical circles. Hygeia was translated into Spanish, published and widely
quoted in both literary publications and scientific journals. As an urban utopian program, Hygeia was
presented by the English physician Benjamin Ward Richardson at the Health Section of the 1862
Social Science Association meeting in Brighton, England. The text describes, from a medical point of
view, a city planned having as its primary value the health of its inhabitants. Richardson, who was one
of the first to emphasize the detrimental effects of alcohol and tobacco in his book Diseases of Modern
Life (1875), visualized a kind of hospital-city, an urban panoptic, in which environment was regulated
and controlled in order to eradicate most forms of disease. The second utopia Sinapia, una utopia
Espafiola en el siglo de las luces, a text not discovered until the 1970s, is relevant because it portrays a
society organized around the ideas of the Enlightenment's colonial agenda. As More's Utopia, Sinapia
represents an inverted image-it is a peninsula in the Southern Hemisphere that corresponds exactly to
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the Iberian peninsula in the Northern Hemisphere, in the same way that its name Sinapia is a mirror-
image of the word Ispania (Spain). Sinapia was thought as a counter-society to Spain, in which
farming and medicine were the practices especially encouraged, emphasizing progress and science.
The bibliographic references of these texts are: Benjamin Ward Richardson, Hygeia, A City of Health
(London, 1876); facsimile edition (New York & London, 1985; and Sinapia, una utopia Espafiola en sl
siglo de las luces (Madrid, 1976). See also
era, when economy and efficiency became the ideal, that utopian texts reached a sophisticated
level of spatial description, reflecting a clear desire to shift from fiction to realism. In fact, the
imagined spaces visualized by Fourier, Cabet and Owen were constructed and replicated in
different places.41 It was not by accident, then, that at the end of the nineteenth century the
utopian genre practically disappeared from literature.42
If it is true that More's Utopia gave a name to the genre of utopian literature, it is also
very important to understand to what extent More's work was fueled by the many fantastic
narrations of voyages to the New World published during that time. Studies reveal how More,
in the construction of his island of Utopia, borrowed from Amerigo Vespucci's travelogues,
published in 1504. Vespucci's texts were widely known in Europe a full decade before the
first publication of More's Utopia. "Mundus Novus" was the title of this document,
constructed in part from fragments of a letter that Vespucci wrote to one of the Medicis about
his second voyage, a voyage supported by the Portuguese empire along the vast coastline of
Brazil.43 Moreover, it has even been speculated that More's island is based on Vespucci's
description of an island of the archipelago Fernando de Noronha in the Brazilian state of
Pernambuco. In this sense, utopia, as imagined through Europe's first encounters with Latin
the Spanish version of Hygeia published in Revista Mddico Quiruirgica, Publicacidn Quincenal.
Organo de los Intereses Midicos Argentinos, No. 12, 1876, and Frangoise Choay's anthology of
utopian texts: L'urbanisme: utopies et realites. Une anthologie. (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1965).
41 The bibliographic references of the mentioned utopian texts are: Charles Fourier, Le Nouveau
monde industriel et soci6taire in Oeuvres compl6tes, vol. 6 (Paris 1870); Etienne Cabet, Travels in
Icaria, trans. Robert P. Sutton (Macomb, IL, 1985); Robert Owen, An Address delivered to the
Inhabitants of New Lanark (London, 1841)
42 Perhaps, as Choay observes, William Morris's News from Nowhere written in 1890, was the last
major utopia of the century in the Western World.
43 For an interesting account on Vespucci's travelogues see Felipe Fernandez-Armesto's recent book,
Amerigo: The Man Who Gave His Name to America, (Random House, 2007).
America, was a foundational element to both European history and Latin American history as
well.
At the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries-a period
which coincides with the end of utopian literature and the development of the eugenics
movement-Latin American texts about utopian societies and cities share a paradoxical
movement from the primacy of the ideal that traditionally characterizes the utopian genre and
the clear pragmatism that characterizes the work of the planners and reformers at the turn of
the century. It is important to observe that most of these utopias were written not by fiction
writers but by physicians and science journalists who published them either in medical
journals or in periodicals with a primary technical, scientific, and futuristic focus and a mass
circulation.
One of these journalists was Achilles Sioen, a French immigrant living in Argentina.
Sioen imagined the city of Buenos Aires as a sanitary utopia in which urban hygiene was the
technology used to sanitize and moralize a degenerate society. In his utopia, a new practice of
intervention was implemented that began with the public space and extended to individual
bodies, "especially the bodies of the poor.""44 Sioen's 1879 utopia, Buenos Aires en el aiio
2080, Una historia versosimil (Buenos Aires in the Year 2080, A Verisimilar History) was
more an urban plan for the actual construction of a metropolis free of diseases and vices than
a literary recreation of an ideal society. There, commemorative avenues celebrated science
and progress, and a new metropolitan park, "a green lung" (and other surgical interventions to
44Diego Armus, La ciudad impura: Salud, tuberculosis, y cultura en Buenos Aires, 1870-1950,(Buenos Aires, Edhasa, 2007), 33.
insert the "green" into the city), sought to guarantee a healthy environment and the very
"respiration of the city."45 Similarly, the Argentinean utopia "La ciudad argentina ideal o del
porvenir" (The Ideal Argentinean City or the City to Come) written by the Argentinean
physician Emilio Coni and published in a medical journal in 1919, portrays a modem city
built in resonance with scientific discoveries in Europe, especially in France, and with the
hygiene movement in Argentina at the beginning of the twentieth century. If the installation of
potable water systems and other sanitary equipment in the city represented Coni's main
interest at the end of the nineteenth century, as he demonstrated in his 1887 book Progrs de
l'hygiene dans la Rdpublique Argentine, the organization of institutions devoted to the
preservation, moralization and social welfare of the population became his main concern
during the 1920s.46 Coni's utopian city, echoing his own interests and medical practice, was
mainly a worker's model neighborhood in which the worker's house represented a source of
health, a sanitary preventive unit, and part of a net of prophylactic institutions that had as its
main purpose the "physical and moral amelioration of the race.' 47 The protection of pregnant
women and infants became a priority. Maternity wards, shelters for single mothers and their
children, asylums for "abnormal" children, schools and vocational colonies were built. In
Coni's society, the primary focus was regeneration and the main actions prophylaxis and
philanthropy. Thus, this was a society in which reproduction was even more relevant than
45 Aquiles Sioen, Buenos Aires en el afio 2080. Una historia versosimil, (Buenos Aires: Igon
Hermanos, 1879), 62.
46Emilio Coni, Progrds de l'hygi6ne dans la R6publique Argentine, (Paris: Bailliere et Fils, 1887).
47 Emilio Coni, "La ciudad argentina ideal o del porvenir," in La Semana Mddica, No. 14, April, 1919,
466.
production. 48 In these utopian texts, which could be classified as medical utopias, health is
"more than normality; in simple terms, it is normativity;"4 9 it represents "the possibility of
tolerating infractions of the habitual norm and instituting new norms in new situations."50
Thus, the relationship between the organism and its environment became the main object of
criticism and transformation. These utopias seem to be superimposed over the structure of the
Haussmanian city, with its primacy of circulation of commodities, people, cars, clean air, and
sunlight; its urban parks, gardens and plazas, as aesthetics, leisure, and hygienic instruments;
its connecting series of monuments and views; its modem sewer and water systems; and its
creation of a modem face for the city. But these utopian texts imagined the city as the result of
a project that attempted something else again: to bring "both norms and forms into a common
frame that would produce a healthy, efficient, and productive social order.""' In contrast to
Haussmanian Paris, and in concert with its own contemporary setting, these utopian texts
visualized the city of Buenos Aires not only as a political, economic, and technical object but
48 Other utopias were less optimistic. For example, in 1914 Pierre Quiroule, a French militant of the
turn of the century anarchist movement in Argentina, portrayed an anti-modern city in which
capitalism had been eradicated along with the family and disease, in a network of communes. La
ciudad de los hijos del sol (The city of the sun's sons) embodied the rejection of the metropolis,
understood by Quiroule as a "diabolic conglomeration of everything that could damage and injure the
human being: dirtiness, disease, corruption, degeneration, delinquency, oppression, misery [...] a
receptacle of sadness, tuberculosis and death." Quiroule advocated for small cities in which nature and
society could coexist in harmony, without health concerns, because the population had "upgraded their
blood" and "rejuvenated their bodies." Pierre Quirole, La ciudad anarquista americana. Obra de
construcci6n revolucionaria, (Buenos Aires: La Protesta, 1914), 159-161, 87-88. Unless otherwise
indicated, translations from Spanish, French, or Portuguese are my own.
49 See Frangois Delaporte, A Vital Rationalist. Selected Writings from Georges Canguilhem, (New
York: Zone Books, 2000), 351.
50 Georges Canguilhem, The Normal and the Pathological, (New York: Zone Books, 1991), 196-197.
51 Paul Rabinow, French Modern: Norms and Forms of the Social Environment, (Chicago and
London: The University of Chicago Press, 1995), 11.
mainly as a social entity. It is this attempt, as Paul Rabinow observes, that defines the modem
mindset of urban intervention.
A provocative utopian text, O choque das raas ou 0 Presidente negro: Romance
Americano do ano 2228 (Racial Clashes or the Black President: American Romance in the
Year of 2228), written in 1926 by the Brazilian journalist Jose Bento Monteiro Lobato,
focused on race as the main target of transformation. Considered a weak novel but an
extraordinary document of the historical and cultural context of its production, this eugenics
science fiction reveals the difference between a country like the United States with its ability
to separate the presumably "superior" from the "inferior" races, and a country like Brazil in
which the mixture of races was unavoidable. Criticizing Brazilian miscegenation as an
unfortunate solution that degrades all races, Miss Jane, the daughter of the scientist/creator of
a machine to envision the future, describes her admiration for what she saw as the United
States' triumph: the segregation of races and the consequential preservation of their purity.
She believed that the only way to save Brazil from miscegenation was to divide the country
into two distinct regions: the southern temperate part where most of the people were white
European immigrants, creating with Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay the Republic of
Parana, "the South American greatest;" and the rest of the country, a tropical republic where
its people "would suffer the terrible mistake of the mixture of races." 52 In point of fact, what
Miss Jane was really observing was the merging of racial determinism with environmental
52 Jose Bento Montiro Lobato, O choque das racas ou O Presidente negro: Romance Americano do ano
2228, (Sio Paulo: Brasiliense, 1964), 35.
determinism, both of which at the end of the nineteenth century emerged in the modem
utopian project of eugenics.
In contrast to this fictional vision in which there was no solution without the
segregation of territories and races, Brazilians saw environment as an object of transformation
and saw miscegenation not as a menace but as a liberation. In this view, race was defined not
only by ancestry alone but by other factors; Brazilians accepted white superiority (although
not white supremacy), seeing miscegenation precisely as the vehicle for "wiping out the
black" and the consequential "whitening" of the country.53 Improvements in the environment
would cause improvements in the race; modernization would bring progress. As Dain Borges
observed, "racial thinking in Brazil reflected the general medicalization of social thought,"
seeing society as a sick organism and the social scientist as a physician, contributing to this
process of medicalization. 54
These Latin American utopian texts, in which the hygienic and eugenic ideals share a
dominant place, suggest an intriguing relationship between utopia, eugenics, and the city. But
what kind of city is utopia imagining? What kind of society is eugenics imagining? What kind
of utopia is eugenics? Both utopia and eugenics embody the will to construct a moral
blueprint for both the improvement of society and the city. A key aspect of this study is to
observe how this moral blueprint becomes the instrument through which utopia materializes
53 Regarding the difference between accepting "white superiority" but not "white supremacy" see
Thomas E. Skidmore's document: Fact and Myth: Discovering a Racial Problem in Brazil (Sio:Paulo:
Instituto de Estudos Avangados, 1992).
54 Dain Borges, "Puffy, Ugly, Slothful and Inert: Degeneration in Brazilian Thought, 1880-1940,"
Journal of Latin American Studies, Vol. 25, No. 2 (May, 1993), pp. 235-256.
itself, with a moral and corrective aim: to transform a depraved society into a virtuous one.
More than any others, the Latin American utopian texts saw their environment as a plausible
scenario in which the transformation of the body and its surroundings was deemed
instrumental to the titanic march towards progress. If the end of the nineteenth century saw
the end of the utopian genre in literature, it also witnessed the subsequent appropriation of
utopia's structure by a new "comprehensive model," established also at the beginning of the
twentieth century, combining "spatial, social, and scientific elements." 55 The name for this
new model, as we shall presently see, is urbanism.
I I. Professionalizing Eugenics
Among the antecedents of our story, the Exposition Universelle, the World Fair held in
Paris from May to November of 1889, is seminal. This exhibition, the greatest fair of the
nineteenth century, which simultaneously celebrated the achievements of the industrial era
and the centennial of the French Revolution, exposed the Third Republic's position regarding
the "social question" for the first time. 56 The message, however, was not totally clear: on the
55 I borrow this definition of urbanism from Paul Rabinow. See Paul Rabinow, Ibid., 211.
56 The "social question" represented a haunting interrogation of a new form of poverty associated with
the advent of industrialization, liberal economy, and the crisis in philanthropic reform. Although the
term "social question" emerged in nineteenth century France to refer primarily to the lives and
working conditions of the industrial workers and was present throughout the century's public
discourse, it was at the turn of the twentieth century that the "social question" started to be seen not as
a condition attributed only to industrial society but as a compendium of issues related to society as a
whole. As Janet Home argues it "captured a strong element of bourgeois fear, both of change itself and
of the possibility of not being able to understand or harness change; it also embodied fear of workers
and of labor militancy." See Janet R. Home, A Social Laboratory for Modem France: The Mus6e
Social and the Rise of the Welfare State, (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2002), 17. For
an analysis of the association between the "social question" and urban problems see Christian
Topalov, "From the 'Social Question' to 'Urban Problems': Reformers and the Working Classes at the
Turn of the Twentieth Century," International Social Science Journal 125 (1990), 319-336. See also
Judith Stone, The Search for Social Peace: Reform Legislation in France, 1890-1914, (Albany;
University of New York Press, 1985) 1-23.
one hand, the fair represented a celebration of progress, national pride, and the
commencement of a new modem era; on the other hand, it revealed the problems caused by
industrialization, a kind of anxiety over a lost social order, and the emergence of the "new
poor"--a segment of society in which "poverty, criminality and disease were intermingled.""57
During the months that preceded its inauguration and during the period that this exhibition
was at the core of Parisian life, newspapers, various other periodicals, and even the Bulletin
Officiel de 1'Exposition Universelle, the official publication of the 1889 World Fair, reflected
this dilemma, showing side by side the triumphs of modem society and the social fear that lay
behind them. Their pages were filled with articles on public assistance, health and
education, the care of infants, and even criminal anthropology. Simultaneous with the World
Fair, Paris was also the stage for several related scientific and sociological conferences where
this social fear was at the center of debate [Image 8-10].58
An account of one of these events, the Criminal Anthropology Congress, published in
the Bulletin Officiel de l'Exposition Universelle No. 145 (August 1889), clearly manifested
the fear of degeneration that haunted French society. The article highlighted Leonce
57 Home, op.cit., 18. Topalov argues that it was at the beginning of the twentieth century, with the rise
of social science that a transformation on the representation of the "other" occurred. See Topalov,
Ibid., 33.
58 Among these events it is relevant to mention: the Congres International de Psychologie
Physiologique (International Congress of Phychological Psychology), which was presided by Jean-
Martin Charcot, counting among its participants Francis Glaton, Charles Richet, Pierre Janet, and also
the polemic Cesare Lombroso; Congres International d'hygiene et de demographie (The International
Congress of Hygiene and Demography) in which Louis Landouzy presented his rapports associating
hygiene and the protection of infancy; the Cogressus Mundi Dermatologiae and Syphiligraphy (The
International Dermatology and Syphilis Congress); and the mentioned II Congres International
d'Antropologie Criminelle, Biologie, et Sociologie (Second International Congress of Criminal
Antropology).
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Manouvrier's opposition to the famed Italian physician Cesare Lombroso's conception of
criminality as a biologically determined condition. Manouvrier, a French physician and
anthropologist who later would greatly influence Latin American medical science, was
convinced that transforming the milieu was a way to transform the human being, revealing
French scholars' commitment to neo-Lamarckian theories. According to the article,
Manouvrier dismissed Lombroso's "born criminal" thesis by claiming that Lombroso failed to
understand the complexities of the problem when he did not consider other factors such as
race, gender, social class, and even more importantly, the conditions of the milieu in
producing criminality. Manouvier even proposed to unite, under the term anthropotechnology
(anthropotechnie), all the disciplines that had as their main goal the elevation of the human
condition: "medicine, hygiene, morality, education, law, and politics." 59 It was clear that the
influence of French thinkers established the view, which still persists today, that "social
environment plays the most important role, in the long run, in shaping the actions and nature
of the criminal." 60 This Lamarckian view, which would eventually characterize the essence
of French eugenics, was present in many of the French contributions to the congresses and
events that accompanied the 1889 World Fair.
Although the main goal of the World Fair was to portray a victorious and positive
image of the Third Republic, which at the time still faced numerous political and social
problems, the Fair actually displayed both: the achievements as well as the tribulations of a
59 Anonymous, "Antropologie Criminelle" published in the Bulletin Officiel de l'Exposition
Universelle de 1889. No.145, Page 4.
60 Robert A. Nye, Crime, Madness, and Politics in Modern France. The Medical Concept of National
Decline, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 97.
modem republican society. Even the floor plan for the exhibition attempted to recreate the
Arc de Triomphe to symbolize the pride of France.61 The symbolic arc was formed by the two
main platforms of the exhibition, the Champs de Mars and the Esplanade des Invalides,
connected by the Quai d'Orsay. However, the division between these two main platforms
clearly revealed the contradictions faced by France as a modem republic and represented in
contemporary journals and the mass media. While at the center of Champs de Mars, the Eiffel
Tower reached for the sky as a new symbol of the republic, and the Galerie des Machines, in
its no less extraordinary iron structure, hosted a conglomeration of machinery and technical
achievements to celebrate the triumph of industrialization. On the other side of the exhibition,
however, at the Esplanade des Invalides, a series of buildings, performances, and exhibits
revealed a more ambivalent image--and not necessarily a confident one regarding progress.
This image was reflected in the stylistic palaces representing the French colonies, re-creations
of African villages, simulations of animated Arab streets and markets, and the first extensive
exposition of colonized people, showing over 400 Indochinese, Tahitians and Senegalese
[Images 11-12].62 Curiously enough, stuck in the middle of these representations was the
Social Economy Exhibition--the specific section of the Fair devoted to the "social
question." 63
61 See Deborah Silverman, "The 1889 Exhibition: The Crisis of Bourgeois Individualism," Oppositions
8 (Spring 1977), 71-91
62 Burton Benedict, The Anthropology of World's Fairs (London and Berkeley: Scholar Press, 1983),
48. For an analysis of architectural representations of Islam and "exotic" performances at the 1889
World Fair see Zeynep (elic, Displaying the Orient: Architecture of Islam at Nineteenth-Century
World Fairs (Berkeley: California University Press, 1992), and Zeynep Qelic and Leila Kinney,
"Ethnography and Exhibitionism at the Expositions Universelles," Assemblage 13 (1900), 34-59.
63 Although the main buildings at the Champs de Mars straight-forwardly represented progress and
evolution, very close to the Eiffel Tower, a particular exhibition called "I'Histoire de l'habitation
humaine," designed by Charles Gamier, the well-known architect of the Opera de Paris, represented
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the habitat of forty-four different cultures under a dismissive view. Articles written at the time, and
even Gamier's own book published in 1892 with the same exhibition's title, showed a kind of
superiority complex that developed nations often displayed about cultures different from their own.
See Charles Gamier and Auguste Amman, Histoire de l'habitation humaine, (Paris : Hachette, 1892).
The Social Economy Exhibition embraced concerns about the social ramifications of
industrialization. It assumed a critical position towards the liberal tradition, pointing at the
moral and human aspects of industrial development. However, this exhibition was
undoubtedly pro-industrial; it was conceived not precisely as a critique of industrialization,
portraying the working class as the forgotten stratum of French society, but as an address to a
complex reality that had to be faced by the republic. 64 In the same spirit that the colonial
palaces and representation of Arab and African communities were portrayed as colonized
societies proud of being part of the French grandeur, the Social Economy Exhibition opened
with the "cite sociale," a grandiose working village in which workers were portrayed in their
model houses accompanied by their families "so that one cannot imagine these homes without
their families." 65 It would not be inaccurate to say that the discussions generated by this
exhibition "set the stage for the rise of the modern welfare state in France" 66 and, with it, the
major components of French eugenics.
Two main interrelated factors underscore the relevance of the Social Economy
Exhibition to this study. One is that this exhibition led to the formation of the Musee Social
and its network of associated organizations. The other is that it led to the fundamental ideas--
ideals and fears--embedded in the redefinition of the "social question," entangled in the
64 See Janet R. Home's section on the social economy exhibition. Home, op.cit., 70-76.
65 At the Esplanade des Invalides, colonization and industrialization reflected both moral and material
progress. See Emile Cheysson, "L'Economie sociale a l'exposition universelle de 1889," La Reforme
sociale, 3d ser., nos 3-4 (13 June 1889).
66 Home actually claims that "it was during this period [the Third Republic] than during the revolution
of 1848, that France built the lasting foundation of a social republic." Home, op.cit., 58.
emergence of the social hygiene movement that would lay the groundwork for the type of
eugenics developed in France and Latin America.
It was at the Social Economy Exhibition that the engineer Emile Cheysson, a follower
of French social scientist and sociologist Fr6d6ric Le Play, and Jules Siegfried, the mayor of
Le Havre, already recognized for his actions in social policy, launched their idea for a "social
museum." How to represent and render appealing the social technologies proposed by the Le
Playists to a wider public was the main challenge assumed by the Social Economy Exhibition.
How to capture the attention of a mass audience to look and analyze, in the immediacy of a
temporal exhibition, not at valued objects--work of arts, magnificent buildings, or
unimaginable machines-but at simple documents that represented different aspects of the
industrial world. The idea of a permanent exhibition that displayed these materials and
assumed a more active role in the construction of the French welfare system became the
essential objective of the Le Playists, and the essence of what would later materialize as the
Mus'e Social.67 Thus, the Muse Social was conceived as a new kind of "museum" that
echoed the classical conception of museion, an institution that went beyond the traditional
museological functions of collecting, classifying, preserving, and displaying to assume a
more active, civic, and pedagogical role. These men's initiative refashioned the idea of a
museum that, instead of isolating objects by means of the museum's traditional functions,
displayed them "almost anthropologically," in relationship to their social and cultural
67 For the origins of the Muse Social see Janet R. Home, "Muse social a l'origine: Les
M6tamorphoses d'une id6e," Le Mouvement social 171 (1995), 47-69.
circumstances. 68 This idea had been formulated by Le Play several years earlier. But it would
not be until 1895 that this nomadic collection of documents, on display at the Social Economy
Exhibition, found a permanent place at an interdisciplinary institution, a kind of early think-
tank in which a group of modem social technocrats would address the social problems of the
time through a scientific mode of intervention. Thus, the Musee Social, the "Experimental
Museum of the World," as it was called by the French liberalist Leon Say, would host not
only a permanent exhibition of social economy and a library, but also sponsor research on
social questions by an interdisciplinary group of professionals whose work went beyond the
industrial world and the boundaries of the French territory and its colonies.69 This new group
of social technocrats had considerable influence on French law and discourse, but its main
impact was actually on the French colonies and on the non-French periphery in the emergent
Latin American nations.
As part of the redefinition of the "social question" which, at the end of the nineteenth
century turned its attention from the industrial world to society at large, the Social Economy
Exhibition devoted one of its fifteen sections to a new concept of hygiene-so-called social
hygiene.70 This concept was vague. The first to attempt to define the term was the
68 Late nineteenth century France saw the emergence of a new kind of museum to collect, display and
discuss materials related to modem technology and culture, which traditionally were temporarily
exhibited only at international fairs. For example, the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris was founded
in 1877; and in 1904 the former Conservatoire national des arts et m6tiers, which later became the
Musee des Arts et Metiers, created the new Musee de la prevention des accidents du travail et
d'hygiene industrielle.
69 Janet R. Home, Op.Cit., 136.
70 As it is documented in the "Rapports du jury international," the Social Economy Exhibition was
organized according to the following fifteen sections: Section I: Rdmuneration du travail
(Remuneration of Labor); Section II: Profit Sharing. Co-operative Associations of Production
(Participation aux benefices. Associations cooperatives de production); Section III: Professional
criminologist Alexandre Lacassage who, in 1876, saw it as an "art of knowing" the influences
that come from the milieu; then, in 1902, the Pasteurian Emile Duclaux emphasized the
broader theoretical dimension of the term in which illnesses were seen not as themselves but
in relation to their repercussions on society; and later the natalist Just Sicard de Plauzoles saw
it as a "science" concerned with the fruits of human capital: production (travail) and
reproduction.71 Nevertheless, at the core of every definition was the notion that social hygiene
governs the collective body rather than the individual body, as in "hygiene priv6e," in which
hygiene was seen as an individual moral attribute. Thus, as part of a late nineteenth-century
redrawing of boundaries between the public and private spheres, social hygiene became an
important component not only of workers' lives but of the lives of every member of society.
Syndicates (Syndicats professionnels); Section IV: Apprenticeship (Apprentissage); Section V: Mutual
Aid Societies (Soci6t6s de secours mutuels); Section VI: Banks of Pension and Life Annuities (Caisses
de retraites et rentes viageres); Section VII: Insurance in case of accidents (Assurances contre les
accidents et sur le vie); Section VIII: Savings (Epargne); Section IX: Consumptive Co-operative
Associations (Associations coop6ratives de consommation); Section X: Co-operative Loan
Associations (Associations cooperatives de credit); Section XI: Workers' Housing (Habitations
ouvribres); Section XII: Workers' Clubs. Recreations and Plays (Cercles d'ouvriers. R6cr6ations et
jeux); Secion XIII: Social Hygiene (Hygiene Sociale); Section XIV: Institutions Created by Employers
in Favor of their Employees (Institutions diverses cr66es par les chefs d'exploitation en faveur de leur
personnel); Section XV: Large and Small Industry and Large and Small Culture (Grande et petite
industrie. Grande et petite culture). Picard Alfred, ed. Ministbre du commerce, de l'industrie et des
colonies. Exposition universelle internationale de 1889 a Paris. Rapport du jury international. Groupe
de l'conomie sociale. 3 vols., (Paris: Imprimerie national 1891-92).
71 Alexandre Lacassagne defined hygiine social in his 1876 text "Pr6cis d'hygiene priv6e et sociale"
as "the art of knowing the various influences that come from the milieux in which human beings
develop themselves and modify themselves in the way most favorable for their physical, intellectual
and moral development." (L'hygiene est l'art de connaitre les influences diverses qui proviennent des
milieux dans lesquels l'homme evolue et de les modifier dans le sens le plus favorable a son
developpement physique, intellectual, et moral). See Lacassagne quoted in Alain Drouard, L'
Eug6nisme en questions: L'Exemple de 'eug6nisme francais, (Paris: Ellipses, 1999), 81. For
Duclaux's definition see Emile Duclaux, Hygibne Sociale (Paris : F61ix Alcan, 1902), 5 ; and for
Sicard de Plauzoles' definition see Just Sicard de Plauzoles, Principes d' hygiene sociale (Paris:
Editions m6dicales), 1927, 44.
In a guide to the 1889 Exhibition published in the Le Playists' journal La Riforme
sociale, Cheysson highlighted a main distinction between the exhibition on hygiene in the
1867 World Fair and the one in the 1889 World Fair. He argues that assistance-oriented to
help and heal the individual body of the already injured-was no longer the emphasis of the
1889 exhibition. Rather, for the 1889 Social Hygiene section, the emphasis shifted to the
liberal ideal ofprivoyance-a republican value of self-help and individual thrift-as the only
method for the elimination of poverty and the welfare of society.72 In other words, if
assistance was conceived as therapeutic and private, prevoyance was conceived as
prophylactic for the sake of the preservation and planning of society. In its attempt to go
beyond the health of the individual, social hygiene addressed in a single vision three major
health problems previously considered as separate in France: alcoholism, tuberculosis, and
venereal disease-known from that moment on as "social plagues" or "modem diseases." It is
precisely the convergence of these three health concerns that would generally characterize the
social hygiene movement and its concept of biological regeneration. In fact, as William
Schneider argues, it is not fully possible to understand this movement without understanding
the "perception of degeneration" that haunted French society-and which this movement
wanted to correct. Seen as progressive, this movement was in fact reactionary in the sense that
it "attempted to restore a previous status quo or reverse negative trends.""73 Thus, the three so-
called social plagues were perceived as vehicles for degeneration in a context that went
beyond the individual patient who suffers the disease to the collective social body. In this
72 For a more extended explanation of the liberal concept of prevoyance see Janet R. Home, A Social
Laboratory for Modem France: The Musee Social and the Rise of the Welfare State, 33-35.
73 William H. Schneider, Quality and Quantity: The Quest for Biological Regeneration in Twentieth-
Century France, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 11.
way, it was the concern about degeneration that provoked the preventive application of social
hygiene to future generations, the assumption of Lamarckian hereditary ideas, and the
consequential institutionalization of eugenics in France.
In a country that had endured public health practices for a whole century, it was
difficult to distinguish the boundaries between these practices and the new movement of
social hygiene. Yet, the idea that the French population was threatened by degenerative
diseases that could also be transferred to future generations was at the heart of the difference
between public and social hygiene:
Public hygiene is the collection of measures in a country that aims at the general
health and at the same time the defense of individuals and society against the risks of
sickness and death....Social hygiene has higher and further aims. Its objectives surpass
the simple preservation of the race and extend to its constant improvement, to its
perfection. It attacks, for example, diseases of a special order: tuberculosis, syphilis,
and alcoholism, which affect the individual and his descendents.74
This differentiation provided an understanding of social hygiene as a form of eugenics that
would soon be institutionalized in France. Yet, how could social hygiene reach this goal to
"surpass the simple preservation of the race and extend [it] to its constant improvement, to its
perfection"?
The response was provided by two physician members of the Mus6e Social. The first was
Adolphe Pinard, who, in 1895 trying to unveil the causes of declining fertility in France,
developed the concept of puericulture-a kind of human analogue of agriculture-for the
74 Dr Gautrez, 11e Congres de l'alliance d'hygidne sociale (Clermont-Ferrand, 1921), 5.
"scientific cultivation" of the mother-child unit." In order to face the apparent depopulation
of the nation, Pinard, who was influenced by the morally driven analysis of proto-sociologists
such as Le Play, added a Lamarckian notion of heredity to the moral exhortation of the values
of raising children-in this way connecting the well-being of the child to the mother's health,
the health of previous generations, and environmental influences. Puericulture bound together
a pro-family and pro-natalist outlook, which emphasized the traditional role of women in the
family-women in reproduction-linked to medicine as a science presented as an apolitical
and empirical form of knowledge. In puericulture, morality sometimes assumed the position
of science; and sometimes science assumed the position of morality. The second physician
was Louis Landouzy, who, also influenced by Lamarckian ideas of heredity, argued for the
cultivation of the human species during the whole span of life. Landouzy focused on the
social poisons-alcohol, tuberculosis, and syphilis-using the term hominiculture to refer to
the battle against them. Influenced by Pinard and Landouzy, who later became members of
both hygienic and eugenics organizations, Sicard de Plauzoles defined social hygiene in a
larger context:
Social Hygiene is an economic science, having human capital as its object, its
production and reproduction (eugenics and puericulture), its conservation (hygiene,
medicine and preventive assistance), its utilization (professional and physical
education) and its output (scientific organization of work).
75 I borrow this association between puericulture and agriculture from Jane Ellen Crisler. See Jane
Ellen Crisler, "Saving the Seed: The Scientific Preservation of Children in France during the Third
Republic" (Ph.D. dissertation. University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1984), 76.
76 <L' hygiene sociale est une science 6conomique, ayant pour object le capital ou mat6riel humain, su
production et sa reproduction (eugenique et pu6riculture), sa conservation (hygiene, medecine et
assistance preventive), sa utilisation (education physique et professionnelle) et son rendement
(organisation scientifique du travail).>> Sicard de Plauzoles, La Police des families, (Paris: Minuit,
1920), 178
Eugenics was implicit in Sicard de Plauzoles' notion of social hygiene through the notion of
puericulture, which linked milieu and heredity and was at the center of French Eugenics.
Social hygiene provided the first opportunity to forecast the convergence of hygienics and
eugenics in France. In other words, these two apparently different movements-hygienics,
acting to conserve the health of the body and to transform the milieu; and eugenics, acting to
ameliorate human heredity--converged to the point of fusion. The hygienists' goals-
improvement of housing, education, public space and health-were shared by both the
hygienists and the eugenicists to the point that the same names were listed among the
members of both organizations.
Even before Pinard reactivated the concept of puericulture in 1895,77 the Social
Hygiene Section of the Social Economic Exhibition, as it was documented by EAmile
Neumann in his official report, emphasized three main interrelated areas of concern
corresponding to the three main obsessions of eugenics: the ravaging effects of modern
diseases, including alcoholism, tuberculosis, syphilis, adding mental illness to the list; the
"amelioration" of the infant, children and adolescents by applying practices of racial hygiene;
and the re-imagining of the city as one means of eradicating degeneration.78
77 In 1895, the same year of the official inauguration of the Musee Social, the French obstetrician
Adolphe Pinard reactivated the term pudriculture. On November 26, at the Academie de Medecine in
Paris, Pinard, the first chair of the Baudelocque Obstetrician Clinic who later would devote himself to
politics, revisited the term in a talk titled "La Pubriculture intrauterine." Previously, Charles Alfred
Caron had already coined the term puericulture to describe "the hygiene and physiological science of
raising children" in his 1866 work La Puericulture, ou la science d'6lever hyginiquement et
physiologiquement les enfants. See Anne Carol, Histoire de l'eugnisme en France. Les medecins et la
procr6ation XIXe-XXe siecle (Paris : Editions du Seuil, 1995), 41.
78 See lmile Neumann's official report, "Hygiene Sociale" (Section XII), in Picard, Ibid., 283-302.
Echoing this concern, three of the fifteen sections that constituted the Social Economy
Exhibition-Workers' Housing (Section XI), Workers' Clubs, Recreation, and Play (Section
XII), and the Social Hygiene Section (Section XIII)-clearly considered architecture an
influential element and one of the main instruments for ameliorating the lives of the workers
and their descendents. These sections emphasized the moral and physical results of improving
spatial conditions for the workers, from the private space of their houses, to the public spaces
for their recreation and health, such as sports clubs, gardens, gymnasiums, temperance cafes,
refectories, and lavatories.
In 1904, the Alliance d'hygiene sociale, a coalition of public health groups, emerged
as the first organization of social hygiene. Considered "the strong arm of the Mus6e Social,"
the Alliance d'hygiene sociale turned space into a key instrument for combating social
diseases in "the preservation of the race, its improvement, and its perfection." 79 This was the
first time that a group of physicians and architects joined forces "to introduce a new way of
conceiving and promoting collective action as a medical, moral and social means of
prevention."80 Among the names of Musee Social's reformers, such as Jules Siegfried,
Georges Risler, Louis Landouzy, were the names of the most prominent architects in France
at the beginning of the century, such as Eugene H6nard and Adolphe Augustin-Rey-making
architecture a main focus of this collective action. The announcement for the Congress of
Social Hygiene in 1911 highlighted the roles of architecture, urbanism, and landscape in the
79 Leon Murard and Patrick Zylberman. L'hygibne dans la R"publique: La sant6 publique en France ou
l'utopie contrari6e, 1870-1918, (Paris: Fayard, 1996), 450.
8so Nikolaos Pitsos, L'Alliance d'Hygi6ne Sociale : I'histoire d'une association entre l'hygi6nisme et le
solidarisme, 1904-1955. M6moire de DEA en Politiques Sociales et Soci6td. Universite Paris I.
Directeur de recherche : Michel Pigenet. Annie Universitaire 2004-2005, 12.
sanitation of houses and neighborhoods, open spaces and playgrounds, the expansion of cities,
and the creation of a new typology, the garden-city: "In a few words, the congress' program
covers topics ranging 'from the insalubrious city (Ville-Taudis)' where all forms of contagion,
of misery and death are developed, 'to the garden-city (Cit6-Jardin)'where the race gets
fortified, where air and sun guarantee health and life."81 Amusingly, as Gustave Kahn had
already visualized in 1901, "at this moment, hygiene is God, the physicians are its prophets,
and the architect follows their prescriptions.82
The Alliance d'hygiene social inspired the creation in 1908 of a new section of the Mus6e
Social on Urban and Rural Hygiene (later called Section d'hygiene urbaine et rurale et de
prevoyance sociale). After its creation, physicians and architects joined the Mus6e Social
even in greater numbers. A new orientation toward planning and urban development arose at
the core of the Mus6e Social with the work of the prominent French architects H6nard and
Agustin-Rey, as well as Louis Bonnier, Andre B6rard, Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier, Robert
de Souza, Donat Alfred Agache, Marcel Poete, Leon Jaussely, Maurice Rotival, and Henri
Prost, among others. In 1911, when Landouzy became the vice president of this section, it
included 98 members-almost a third of the total members of the Mus6e Social.8 3 In 1913,
81 Leon Bourgeois, << Congres d' hygiene sociale de Roubaix. 20-22 October 1911>> in Bulletin
Alliance d'hygiine sociale, No.21 Janvier-Mars 1911, 1
82 Gustave Kahn, L'esth6tigue de la rue (Paris: Eugene Fasquelle Editeur, 1901), 299. See also Pascal
Mory, "Architecture et hygi6nisme ' Paris au d6but du xxe siecle. L'architecte entre savoir medical et
pouvoir politique," in Patrice Bourdelais (dir.), Les hygi6nistes : enjeux, modiles et pratiques (Paris,
Editions Belin, 2001), 145-162.
83 Home, op.cit., 254.
this group created the first professional association in France devoted to urbanism, the Soci6t6
Frangaise des Urbanistes, claiming the origin of modem urbanism.
This new combination of science, aesthetics, and urbanism found its laboratory in
Latin America. While in Europe eugenics had become diffused by the broader anxieties of
modernization, in Latin America it operated in a more open and transparent way, initiating a
kind of eugenics that was overtly embedded in the concrete activities of urban transformation,
not merely in the rhetoric of nationalization and modernization. Urban projects designed by
these architect-members of the Muse Social for Latin America include: B6rard's plan for
Guayaquil, Forestier's plans for Havana and Buenos Aires, Agache's plan for Rio de Janeiro,
and Rotival's plan for Caracas- all of which gave credence to the practices of eugenics
[Images 13-18]. Under the influence of Pinard and Landouzy, puericulture-the form that
characterizes eugenics in Latin America-was added to the curricula in almost every Latin
American high school from Mexico to Patagonia, and institutes of puericulture and
hominiculture-to be the object of analysis in chapter two-were founded in countries as
different as Brazil, Cuba, and Mexico. Thus, as we shall see, puericulture paved the way for
planning-both the planning of the family and the planning of the city-to become "the first
principle of social hygiene; prevention was the most valuable of cures." 4
84 Rabinow, op.cit., 268.
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Images 13 & 14
J.C.N. Forestier, Piano Regulador y de Reforma de la Capital Federal, Buenos
Aires, 1925 Intendencia Municipal.
Archive: CEDOM. Buenos Aires, Argentina
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Images 15 & 16
J.C.N. Forestier, Master Plan for Havana, Cuba, 1924
Archives: Centre d'Archives d'architecture du XXe siecle (Cit6 de I'architecture et du
patrimoine), Paris.
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Images 17 & 18
J.C.N. Forestier, Master Plan for Havana, Cuba, 1924
Archives: Centre d'Archives d'architecture du XXe siecle (Cit6 de I'architecture et du patrimoine), Paris.
I I I. Practicing Utopia.
Rio de Janeiro, 1922. Another international fair-the Centennial Commemoration Exhibition
of the Independence of Brazil--occupied the extensive territory remaining at the very core of
the city after the extraordinary destruction of an entire mountain: the Morro do Castelo. The
815,000 square meters of flat land-the result of the demolition of the mountain and the new
esplanade landfill reclaimed from the sea-were rapidly occupied by splendid eclectic
pavilions, gardens, and public spaces, and even a hydroplane port built to provide a modern
and glorious entrance to the city that was called "the port of Brazil." Conceived as the modem
and successful face of a country that, nearing the end of its First Republic (1889-1930),85 still
faced serious political and economic crises, the 1922 Centennial Commemoration Exhibition
was literally placed over the void left by the erased main urban nucleus of the city and its
thousands of displaced "undesirable" inhabitants [Images 19-22].86 That year, 1922, was a
crucial one in the history of Modern Brazil. Not only had the demolition of the historical
mountain been initiated but it was also the moment in which Brazil struggled to define its
national identity; the year of the founding of the Brazilian Communist Party; the year of the
celebrated Modern Art Week in Sao Paulo; and the year of the first manifestation of the
85 The First Republic, also known as Repfiblica Velha (Old Republic), was the period from the
promulgation of the Brazilian Republic on November 15, 1889 to the military coup of October 1930,
which brought Getdlio Vargas into power. A politician from Rio Grande do Sul and a wealthy pro-
industrial nationalist, Vargas was the head of the Brazilian state from 1930 to 1945, and later from
1951 until his death in 1954. For a description of Brazilian First Republic see Boris Fausto, "Brazil:
the social and political structure of the First Republic (1889-1930)," in Leslie. Bethell (edit.), The
Cambridge History of Latin America, Vol. V (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986) 779-
830.
86 After the expulsion of the French during the sixteenth century, Rio de Janeiro was moved from the
base of the Pao de A9ucar mountain in Urca to the Morro do Castelo. It was the Morro do Castelo that
was the place recognized as Rio de Janeiro's original setting.
"tenentista" movement.87 The engineer and industrialist Carlos Sampaio (1861-1930), the
mayor of the city from 1920 to 1922 who initiated its colossal demolition, victoriously wrote:
The celebrated mountain, historic due to the fact that the city of Rio de Janeiro was
founded there, sacred due to the existence of a convent and two churches, legendary
and enchanted due to the subterranean galleries in which it was said were gold and
precious stone treasures, for more than a century challenged the physicians that
recommended its demolition in order to ameliorate the poor hygienic conditions of the
city, as well as the engineers who saw in such an action an important technical
challenge and a lucrative operation. 88
A few lines later, Sampaio justified the mountain's demolition, claiming not only hygienic,
technological, and economic reasons, but aesthetic ones,
87 See Marly Silva da Motta, A nacio faz 100 anos: a questio nacional do Centenadrio da
Independrncia (Rio de Janeiro, 1992), 3. The movimento tenentista was a political and military
movement, which was led by low and medium ranking military officers who were unsatisfied with the
local politics of coronelismo (the colonels), and the national effects of what was called CafI con
Leite--the alternate succession of governors from the most productive states (mostly from Slo Paulo
and Minas Gerais) to the presidency of Brazil. The first revolt organized by the movimento tenentista
was the Revolta dos 18 do Forte do Copacabana, which occurred on July 5, 1922--only a couple of
months earlier that the inauguration of the Centennial Commemoration Exhibition of the
Independence of Brazil.
88 Carlos Sampaio, O arrazamento do morro do Castelo, (Paris: Soci6t6 Frangaise d'Imprimerie, 192-.),
4. As early as 1891, Carlos Cesar de Oliveira Sampaio had founded "Cia. Do Arrazamento do Morro
do Castello," his own private corporation to study and execute the demolition of the mountain. In his
first discourse as mayor of Rio, Sampaio made very clear the nature of his government: "...the present
moment is of action...." In fact, in only two years Sampaio was able to initiate not only a titanic
enterprise--the demolition of the Morro do Castello and the bulldozing of the esplanade that would
host the international exhibition-but other important urban interventions in Rio's elite southern
neighborhoods, such as the flattening and sanitizing of the pond, Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas, and its
urban border, and the reconstruction of Atlantic Avenue and the waterfront of Copacabana. In his
attempt to continue the urban transformation initiated by Francisco Pereira Passos, the mayor of Rio
de Janeiro at the beginning of the century, Sampaio brought back to the stage the "urban question,"
debating the need to produce a master plan for the city. However, accused of corruption, Sampaio was
unable to continue his transformation and to lead master plan debates. It was not until the end of the
municipal government of Sampaio's successor, Alaor Prata, that the debates about a master plan for
the city would be reinitiated. Under Prata's government the demolition of the Morro do Castello was
postponed. See Lucia Helena Pereira da Silva, Engenheiros, Arquitetos e Urbanistas: a historia da elite
burocratica na cidade do Rio de Janeiro, 1920-1945. Master Thesis - IPPUR/UFRJ, 1995; and Lucia
Silva, "A trajet6ria de Alfred Donat Agache no Brasil" in Luis Cesar de Queiroz Ribeiro and Robert
Pechaman, eds., Cidade, povo e nacio: Genese do urbanismo moderno (Nova Friburgo, RJ:
Civilizagio Brasileira, 1996), 397-410.
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Image 19
Poster. Centennial Commemoration Exhibition of the Independence of Brazil.
International Exhibition, Rio de Janeiro, 1922.
Archive: Arquivo Gerald a Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Image 20
Demolition Morro do Castelo. 1922. Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
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Image 21
Neo-colonial pavilions. Centennial Commemoration Exhibition of the Independence of
Brazil, Rio de Janeiro 1922.
Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Image 22
Hydroplane Port. Centennial Commemoration Exhibition of the Independence of Brazil,
Rio de Janeiro 1922.
Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
because it was a barrier to ventilation (...) and produced, due to its non-aesthetic and
nauseating aspect, a bad impression on travelers, who, upon entering the splendid Rio
de Janeiro Bay, had the same sensation as seeing a rotten front tooth in a beautiful
mouth.89
As noted in the introduction of this dissertation, the battle against the bubonic plague
and yellow fever, initiated by the physician Oswaldo Cruz at the beginning of the twentieth
century, led to radical sanitary and urban reform, reaching its climax in the early 1920s with
the spectacular demolition of this entire mountain at the center of the city.90 The idea of
eliminating the mountain had been discussed since the end of the eighteenth century. In 1798,
a medical report argued for its demolition, since, according to its author, the mountain acted
as an enormous barrier impeding the circulation of air from the sea and consequently
promoting the proliferation of disease. But, at the beginning of the 1920s, aesthetic and moral
reasons were added to sanitary ones, and the mountain became not only an obstacle to
ventilation but the very negation of modernity itself, a reservoir of vice and disease, the place
of a marginal population, mostly blacks, composed of the poor and the ill-prostitutes,
vagabonds, and former slaves, "with their embarrassing practices of superstition and
misery."91 The demolition of the Morro de Castelo was not possible until then, when
hygiene-usually understood either as an individual moral attribute or associated with the
physical condition of space-became social hygiene, and hydraulic technologies reached a
more innovative level of development [Images 23-26]. At this
89 Ibid., 4-5
90 The sanitary and urban reforms developed during the first decade of the century were not limited to
sewage works and avenues' openings, but rather the reforms extended a massive smallpox vaccination
widely rejected by the population.
91 Jose Antonio Nonato and Nubia Melhem Santos, Era uma vez o Morro do Castello, 67.
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Images 23 & 24
Demolition Morro do Castelo. 1922. Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro
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Images 25 & 26
Demolition Morro do Castelo. 1922. Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro
point, with the radical razing of the mountain, the reformers' strategic vision of "changing the
city to change the society" 92 was emphatically realized.
Just as the urban reforms initiated at the beginning of the century by Francisco Pereira
Passos to prepare for the city's 1908 international exhibition were fueled by the desire to
efface the image of Brazil as backwards and uncivilized, so the dramatic demolition of the
Morro do Castelo--generating the extensive territory in which the 1922 international
exhibition was displayed-represented the first and most radical action in the construction of
a new image.93 This image negated not only any backwards association but also the
perception of the country as racially exotic. In other words, the 1922 exhibition was
conceived as a self-portrait of a cosmopolitan nation-a nation that was able to undertake a
self-remaking process, not only of its milieu but of its population. The Livro de Ouro, a more
than 518-page catalogue for the exhibition, was explicit when it described the exhibition as an
"expression of the constructive energy of a new race," a new race able to triumph in "the
battle between man, mountain, and ocean." 94 The exhibition itself represented a literal
92 Christian Topalov, "Da questio social aos problemas urbanos: os reformadores e a populacio das
metr6poles em principios do s6culo XX" in Queiroz Ribeiro and Pechman (eds.), Op.cit., 23.
93 Nicolau Sevchenko, Literatura como Missao. Tensoes sociais e craqgo cultural na
PrimeiraRepblica, (Sio Paulo: Brasiliense, 1983), 29. The year 1922 was an electoral year in Brazil.
Epiticio Pessoa, the president of the country from 1919 to 1922, found relief from the military
rebellions and political conflicts of his government in the Centennial Commemoration Exhibition of
the Independence of Brazil. As Mauricio Tenorio argues, international exhibitions and politics
complement each other, and "Pessoa's position in relation to the exhibition of the First Republic of
Brazil was similar to the one assumed by French President Sadi Carnot during the 1889 World's Fair,
in the no-less vulnerable Third Republic of France." ("e a posi io de Epiticio Pessoa, em relago a
exposi9go na Primeira Repiblica brasileira, foi semelhante Aquela do presidente frances Sadi Carnot
durante a exposigio universal de Paris de 1889, na ndo menos frigil Terceira Repiiblica francesa.")
Mauricio Tenorio, "Um Cuautemoc Carioca: Comemorando o Centenirio da Independencia do Brasil
e a raga c6smica," in Estudos Hist6ricos, Rio de Janeiro, vol. 7, n. 14, 1994, 23-148.
"triumph" over the territory-promoting itself as a tabula rasa, a new territory cleansed from
its history and its unwanted inhabitants. Even the catalogue is striking in its complete
elimination of all traces of the African and indigenous component of the Brazilian culture.95
An exploration of the imagery, spread throughout the entire catalogue, provides an excellent
demonstration of a new alliance between beauty, health, tropicality and modernization that the
Brazilian elites adopted to represent themselves and their new nation. In most publicity
materials for companies and products, white men, women, and children of classic Greco-
Roman appearance, wearing white robes and crowns, were arranged against the verdant
beauty of the Brazilian tropical landscape or were used to frame the architecture and
machinery of modem factories.96 Eugenics was without a doubt an "aesthetic-biological
movement concerned with beauty and ugliness, purity and contamination, as represented in
race" [Image 27].97 The ideal of beauty and virtue, in this movement of race improvement,
94 Catalogue, Livro de Ouro: Comemorativo do Centenario da Independencia do Brasil e da Exposiio
Internacional do Rio de Janeiro, (Rio de Janeiro: Edigao do Annuario do Brasil, 1923). 77.
95 The only exception is a brief mention of the abolition of slavery in Brazil made by Monsignor
Fernando Rangel in his article, "A Egreja no Brasil," Livro de Ouro, Ibid., 287-288.
96 Advertisements featured a variety of products such as wine and other liquor, cigars, oils, olives, tea,
metal artifacts, shoes, buttons, and medicines, as well as companies for health insurance, importation
and exportation, typesetting and printing, clinical laboratories, and pharmacies.
9 7 Nancy Leys Stepan, The Hour of Eugenics: Race, Gender and Nation in Latin America, (Ithaca and
London: Cornell University Press, 1991), 135.
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Image 27
"Para a boa sadude e forga e preciso o sangue puro o que se consegue con a Aluretina"
From 0 Livro de Ouro: Comemorativo do Centenbrio da Independncia do Brasil e da Exposiqo
intemacional do Rio de Janeiro, (Rio de Janeiro: Edigao do Annuario do Brasil, 1923).
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In several illustrations, the Livro de Ouro exalted the natural monuments of Rio de Janeiro,
particularly those man-made or man-dominated. On the one hand, it celebrated Pio de Agficar
(Sugar Loaf), a prominent mountain that rose up from the water in the peninsula of Urca at
the entrance of the Bay, where the city was originally founded--celebrated because of its
beauty and history but especially because of its new funicular, the third cable car built in the
world to facilitate access to the peak. On the other hand, it also celebrated the Corcovado, the
extraordinary mountain at the center of the Floresta da Tijuca (Tijuca Forest),98 the world's
largest man-made urban rain forest located at the very center of the city, which would be
crowned a few years later with a monumental 39.6 meter-tall statue of Cristo Redentor (Christ
with open arms). In fact, the stone foundation was laid at the peak of the mountain on April
04, 1922 [Images 28-30]. 99 Natural monuments, released from tropical fatality, became
politicized as new icons of collective identity and moralized as elements of transformation
directly linked to the reimagining of the body. Included in most of the publicity on hygiene
that permeates the Livro de Ouro, tropical nature, now monumentalized, was portrayed
precisely as the site of the interplay between the body, labor and technology. In fact, an
advertisement for a medication portrays Pao de Auicar as one of the Seven Wonders of the
98 The original Tijuca Forest, destroyed by the proliferation of coffee plantations, was replanted during
the second half of the nineteenth century with the aim of protecting Rio de Janeiro's water resources.
The Tijuca Forest in Rio covers thirty two square kilometers, becoming the world's largest urban
forest.
99 Although the idea of erecting a colossal image of Christ emerged in 1921 as part of following year's
commemoration of Brazilian's Independence, its construction did not start until 1926, and its final
version was not inaugurated until 1931. Several design versions were proposed for the image of
Chirst. The built project is attributed to the Brazilian artist Carlos Oswald, the Brazilian engineer
Heitor da Silva Costa, and the French sculptor Paul Landowski. In July 2007, the statue Cristo
Redentor was named one of the New Seven Wonders of the World.
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Image 28
Bondinho. Pio de AGcar and the funicular, 1912
Archive: Arquivo Gerald a Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Image 29
Construction of the statue of Christ at the peak of the Corcovado mountain.
View of Pao de Agqucar, 1930.
Archive: Arquivo Gerald a Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Image 30
Brazilian engineer Heitor da Silva Costa and the final model for the statue.
Archive: Arquivo Gerald a Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
World, compared to monuments such as the Eiffel Tower, the Egyptian pyramids, the Statue
of Freedom, and the Hanging Gardens of Babylon [Image 31]. 100
The exhibition itself represented another kind of triumph-a triumph over illness.
Organized as main attractions of the fair behind the neo-colonial fagades of the exhibition's
pavilions, two particular museums seemed to isolate social diseases supposedly eradicated
with the demolition of the mountain: tuberculosis and syphilis.101 This demolition, part of the
reform termed "regeneration," reveals not only Brazilian elites' faith in their slow but steady
march toward "whitening" the population, but also their new fear of the so-called pariahs of
modem times-alcoholics, syphilitics, prostitutes, and sexual deviants. It was not by accident
that most of the population eradicated by the reform was black-the same people that the
Brazilian writer Lima Barreto identified as "the non-invited to the party."10 2 For Brazilian
elites, medical science represented the medium through which modernity could be achieved
and the rationalization by which their actions could be legitimized. The well-known Brazilian
physician and positivist Antonio Austregesilo, in his article in the Livro de Ouro, cites one
hundred years of Brazilian achievements in medicine, biology, and hygiene. He emphasizes
'00Catalogue, Livro de Ouro, Ibid., 4-5.
10' Livro de Ouro, Ibid., 367.
102 Sevchenko, op.cit., 29. In fact, it is extremely significant to note that in Brazil race, as a factor to be
considered in national census was included in the first census in 1872 and in the second census in
1890, but it was omitted between 1890 and 1940. This omission was especially significant in a country
that not only received more Africans than any other country in the world during the course of the slave
trade, but also was the last in the Americas to abolish slavery. See Thomas E. Skidmore's study "Fact
and Myth: Discovering a Racial Problem in Brazil" (Sdo Paulo: Instituto de Estudos Avangados,
1992).
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Image 31
"O Contratosse e as sete maravilhas do Mundo"
From 0 Uvro de Ouro: Comemorativo do Centenbrio da Independgncia do Brasil e da Exposio
Intemacional do Rio de Janeiro, (Rio de Janeiro: Ediao do Annuario do Brasil, 1923).
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the primacy of medical sciences by stating that "nations with primitive medicine cannot be
great; without doubt, it is hygiene and biological experimentation that determines the
scientific vitality of developed nations." 103 He exalted Oswaldo Cruz's success in the
eradication of yellow fever from the cities; Carlos Chagas' campaigns against venereal
diseases, leprosy, tuberculosis, and malaria; Juliano Moreira's and Franco Rocha's assistance
to the mentally ill; and various other policies adopted by the National Department of Public
Health spanning domestic hygiene to food control.' 4
However, Austregesilo was convinced that "the Brazilian medical spirit was always a
satellite of the French spirit," that although Brazilians were aware of medical advances
produced in Germany, Italy, England, and the USA, it was to France that they turned for
knowledge and orientation. 0 5 Fear of degeneration of their population provoked the French to
shift their attention from infectious to genetic diseases, and to become preoccupied with a new
series of medical classifications and new measurements for fitness. This new threat
immediately assaulted the Brazilian elite. Various articles published in the Livro de Ouro
emphasize the "urgent protection of the fittest" and the need to extend hygiene education
(better understood as social hygiene) from the schools of medicine to general education in
each elementary and high school throughout the country. In other words, the articles
emphasize the importance of hygiene education not only in medical circles but, most
103 Antonio Astrogesilo, "A Escola Medica Brasilera (1822-1922)," Livro de Ouro, op.cit., 96.
104 Livro de Ouro, Ibid., 93,
105 Livro de Ouro, Ibid., 94-95.
critically, in the education of "all men and women who will be fathers and mothers." 106 The
ideas behind these articles and the numerous advertisements throughout the Livro de Ouro
clearly indicate the Brazilian elites' determination to merge hygenics and eugenics,
materialized as a French "science-faith" known as puericulture.
As in the 1889 Exhibition Universelle in Paris, the international exhibition in Rio de
Janeiro was also accompanied by various international scientific conferences. 107 Among them,
the Primeiro Congreso Brasileiro de Protec9fo a Infancia (First Brazilian Congress for the
Protection of Infants), organized by the recently created Department of Infancy in Brazil, is at
the core of Brazilian's transformation of puericulture into a neo-Lamarckian form of
eugenics. 18 Revealing the influence of French medicine on Brazilian medical circles, the
debates at the Congress focus on the importance of puericulture---the term that Adolphe
Pinard, the French physician and member of the Mus6e Social, revitalized as "the research
and application of all knowledge relative to the reproduction, conservation and amelioration
106 See for example Afranio Peixoto's "O Ensino Publico No Brasil," and Bernardino Antonio Gomes'
"A Medicina e a Hygiene ha Cem Annos," Livro de Ouro, op.cit., 115-121 and 290-292 respectively.
107 In the Livro de Ouro, twenty five congresses are mentioned as simultaneous events with the
international exhibition, including the First Brazilian Congress for the Protection of Infants (Primeiro
Congreso Brasileiro de Proteccio ia Infancia), the Third Pan-American Child Congress (III Congreso
Americano da Crianga), the First National Congress of Practitioners, and the First International
Leprosy Conference. Ibid., 334.
o08 The First Brazilian Congress for the Protection of the Infants was held in Rio de Janeiro from
August 27 to September 5 of 1922.
Image 32
Puericulture, children & Pio de Agqicar. Photograph in "A Puericultura Pre-Conceptional"
Interview Brazilian eugenicist Renato Kehl, c. 1940. Collection Renato Kehl. Box 3.
Archive: Collection Oswaldo Cruz. Rio de Janeiro, Brazi
Images 33 & 34
Images. Morcorvo Filho, Lecture on Alcoholism. Design: A. Marcello.
Collection Morcorvo Filho, 1927
Archive: Academia Nacional de Medicina. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
of the human species." 109 Echoing Pinard, Brazilian physicians were convinced that "a child
was the result of two forces in equilibrium: heredity and milieu," 110 and that consequently
puericulture was "one of the most accessible ways of conserving and perfecting the human
species [Images 32-34]."'"11 From this notion, two main tenets were derived: on the one hand,
children, considered a national biological-political resource, and mothers were directly
linked--and both were regarded as a "collective political economy"; on the other hand,
environment became the plausible scenario for apparently contradictory goals, the
preservation of a country's national image and the transformation of its inhabitants, giving
particular attention to urban planning and to the transformation of the milieu in which
reproduction, maternity and child rearing occurred. An analysis of these apparatuses of health
and reproduction will be the focus of Chapter Two.
Rio de Janeiro: Agache's laboratoire
In 1926, it was not by chance that, under Mayor Antonio Prado Jinior, four years after the
commemorations of the Independence of Brazil and its series of scientific conferences, a
group of physician and architect members of the influential Rotary Club of Rio de Janeiro, led
debates regarding the need to find an architect capable of undertaking the design of an urban
master plan for Rio-a plan that would also determine the fate of the Morro do Castelo's
109 Elements de puericulture a l'usage des 6tudiants et des infirmieres des 6ducateurs et des parents
(Paris: L'Expansion scientifique frangaise, 1947), 16-17.
110 Christovam Bezerra Dantas, "A Crianga E A Eugenia" published in Section on Sociology and
Legistation, Primeiro Congresso Brasileiro de Protecco ia Infancia. Boletim 7 (1924). Theses
officiaes, Memorias e Conclus6es. (Rio de Janeiro: Empresa Graphica Editora, 1925), 175-179.
esplanade. 112 Alleging hygienic and eugenic factors, it was also not a coincidence that this
group of Rotarians, including the physicians Jose Mariano Filho and Jodo Augusto de Mattos
Pimenta, proposed for this urban transformation the name of two architects who were
members of the Parisian Musee Social: Leon Jaussely and Donat-Alfred Agache [Image 35-
37].'113 It was, in fact, Mariano Filho, the physician, art and architectural critic who became
the most vehement promoter of neo-colonial architecture in Brazil, who emphatically
supported the candidacy of Agache. Why did such an ardent promoter of a style inspired by
Brazil's colonial past become the main advocate for the appointment of a French architect?
His promotion of what he termed a "maternal architecture," inspired by Brazil's Luso-colonial
112 After the 1922 celebrations of the Independence of Brazil and the public works executed in Rio de
Janeiro by Mayor Carlos Sampaio (1920-1922), the municipality was submerged in a financial and
political crisis. Although the demolition of the Morro do Castello and other urban transformation were
interrupted by the following administration, the idea of producing a master plan for the transformation
of the city capital was undertaken by a new municipal commission, the Nova Comissio da Carta
Cadastral, presided over by Mayor Alaor Prata (1922-1926) and directed by the engineer Armando
Augusto de Godoy. This commission would later constitute another commission, which included other
members of the Brazilian society that would be devoted exclusively to the discussion and
implementation of Rio's first comprehensive master plan. In 1926, when Prado Jinior substituted
Alaor Prata as mayor of the city, the discussion was no longer about the need for producing a plan,
since as presented in the newspapers, it had already been considered "a necessary and inevitable work"
to be accomplished. Rather, the discussion focused on the need of defining who would be the best
professional to undertake this mission, "an architect or an engineer, a local professional or a
foreigner." The municipal commission explored the position of diverse institutions and civil
organizations such as the Instituto Central dos Arquitetos (ICA) and the Rotary Club, perhaps the most
influential institution in this process. At the beginning of 1927, yet in the middle of the debates, Mayor
Prado Jinior (1926-1930) was convinced that there was not a local professional capable of
undertaking such an urban project, and so he invited Agache to Rio with the excuse that Agache would
give a series of five lectures on urbanism. Agache arrived in Rio on June 25, 1927, delivered his
lectures, and finally, in November of that year, with the approval of the Municipal Council (Conselho
Municipal), established his office in the Municipal Theater of Rio de Janeiro. For the polemic process
of his invitation and appointment to Rio see Lucia Silva, "A trajet6ria de Alfred Agache no Brazil" in
Luis Cesar de Queiroz Ribeiro and Robert Pechaman, eds.,Op.cit., 397-410, and Denise Cabral
Stuckenbruck, O Rio de Janeiro em guestAo: o Piano Agache e o ideirio modernista dos anos 20, (Rio
de Janeiro: IPPUR/FASE, 1996).See also Jornal do Brasil, February 02, 1926.
113 The commission promoted by Mattos Pimenta defended the idea of hiring an international well-
known professional, suggesting four foreign architects: the German Joseph Stiibben, the English
Thomas Bennett, and the French Jaussely and Agache. See Armando de Godoy, A Urbs e seus
problemas (Rio de Janeiro: Jornal do Commercio, 1943), 33.
Image 35
D.A. Agache. Line representing the location of the Morro do Castello
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelagqo,
extensio e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Brbsilien, 1930.)
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Image 36
Aerial view of Rio de Janeiro's downtown and the esplanade
after the demolition of Morro do Castello. Photo: Augusto Malta.
Archive: Instituto Moreira Sales. Collection Brascan. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Image 37
Plan of Rio de Janeiro before the demolition of the mountain Morro do Castello
Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodela~io,
extensgo e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Br6silien, 1930.
heritage, was not only manifested in his innumerable articles published in the most popular
periodicals but also in the promotion of a national series of architectural competitions and
travel fellowships offered to young architects and students to travel to historical cities such as
the baroque cities of Minas Gerais. 114 Yet in 1921, taking advantage of his leadership position
in the Instituto Central dos Arquitetos and the Sociedade Brasileira de Belas Artes, Mariano
Filho created the Heitor de Mello and the Casa Brasileira prizes to recognize the work of
architects, appropriating the language of religious and civic architecture of colonial times. A
year later, the neo-colonial style, represented in almost every pavilion at the 1922 exhibition
for the commemoration of the Independence of Brazil, was declared by the government to be
the national style, and decreed to be the mandatory style adopted by every building that would
represent Brazil abroad from 1922 to 1938.115
In 1926, it was clear that the appointment of Agache was an expression of a preference for
European over Brazilian designers that, since the time of the Portuguese empire, had brought
to the country a constellation of French artists and architects; but, at the same time, it is
curious that this choice was an expression of a peculiar interchangeability of the neo-colonial
and beaux art languages, as representatives of the official visual ideology of the country. 116
114 One commendment of Mariano Filho's 1923 "Decalogue for the Brazilian Architect" ("Decalogo
do arquiteto brasileiro") refers to neo-colonial architecture as "maternal architecture," as architecture
"in harmony with the 'soul' of the Brasilians." See the section, "O neocolonial: Lucio Costa e Jose
Marianno Filho (1924-1929), in Otavio Leonido, Carradas de Razoes: Lucio Costa e a Arquitetura
Moderna Brazileira, (Rio de Janeiro: Editora PUCRio and Edig9es Loyola, 2008), 31.
"
5See Lauro Cavalcanti, Moderno e brasileiro: a historia de uma nova linguagem na arquitetura 1930-
1960, (Rio de Janeiro: Jorge Zahar, 2006).
116Only a year later after the Portuguese royal family, escaping from Napoleonic invasions, established
its court in Rio de Janeiro in 1808, a "French artistic mission" led by the architect Grandjean de
Montigny was invited to change the image of the city that in 1815 would be the new capital of the
Portuguese empire transformed into a new Paris. From 1809, this mission established a century of
Neo-colonialism, a style based on the incorporation of elements from a national tradition,
emerged as a response to the "destructive cosmopolitanism" that according to its promoters
would disfigure the "face" of Brazilian cities."117 The choice of Agache arose amid the cultural
and political tensions of the 1920s between the "conservative" modernists-who argued for a
modernity based on the languages of the country's colonial heritage or on the languages of
nineteenth century Europe, particularly France-and the modernists of the Semana de Arte
Moderno (Week of Modern Art) in S~o Paulo who wanted to represent the brasilidade
through the celebration of a mixture of the old and the new, the foreign, the indigenous, and
the African."' s In a context in which the state supported a style that was in a sense anti-
Beaux-Arts aesthetics in the art and architecture of the city that lasted even after the independence of
the country in 1822, in which Rio became the capital of independent Brazil, and continued throughout
the twentieth century with the urban Haussmannian transformation led by the mayor of the city,
Francisco Pereira Passos, between 1902 and 1906 as part of public health reforms. Rio was the capital
of Brazil until 1960, the year in which the federal capital was transferred to Brasilia, a city laboratory
designed by Lucio Costa in the Midwest of the country. See Irma Arestizabal (ed.), Uma cidade em
questo I: Grandjean de Montigny e o Rio de Janeiro, (Rio de Janeiro, 1979), and Giovanna Rosso Del
Brenna, O Rio de Janeiro de Pereira Passos, (Rio de Janeiro: Index, 1985).
117As Otavio Leonidio points out, this argument was basically the same argument formulated by
Monteiro Lobato, the writer of the utopian text O choque das racas ou O Presidente negro: Romance
Americano do ano 2228, commented upon earlier in this chapter, when he said that "Style is the
unique form of things. It is a way of being distinct. It is a physiognomy. It is a face. The lack of a face
is so terrible that cities which hesitate to construct their own style import masks only to pretend they,
have a face" ("Estilo 6 a forma peculiar das coisas. E un modo de ser inconundivel. E a fisionomia. E o
rostro. N~o ter rostro 6 um mal tao grande que as cidades con receio de crier o seu pr6prio importam
mascaras apenas para finger que tem um"). Monteiro Lobato quoted in Leonidio, Op. Cit., 31. See also
Carlos Lemos, "O estilo que nunca existiu," in Aracy Amaral (edit.), Arquitetura neocolonial: America
Latina, Caribe, Estados Unidos, (Sio Paulo: Memorial/Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1994).
118 Of course, I am referring to the writers, artists and intellectuals that participated in the art festival in
Sao Paulo in Februray of 1922 known as the Week of Modem Art, and that openly attack the faux
modernity represented by the cultural establishment in Rio de Janeiro. The group included: the writers
Oswaldo de Andrade, Mario de Andrade, the artists Emilio di Cavalcanti, Tarsila do Amaral, Anita
Malfatti, and the music composer Heitor VillaLobos. During the 1920s, their mutual inspiration
generates original movements in Brazil such as Oswaldo de Andrade's Pau-Brasil Literary
Movement, inspired in the red wood that gave name to the country and that represents the first
material for exportation from Brazil from the sixteen century; the Anthropophagy Movement which
privileged the anthropophagous metaphor (as a link between the national and the cosmopolitan), and
Villalobos fusion of Brazilian folk and popular music and seminal composition of European classical
modernist, pro-Iberian, with a desire for Belle-Epoque, and at the same time "white" as an
emblem of progress and modernity, the demolition of an entire mountain-a radical action
breaking from the past-was a contradictory act, but one immediately resolved-first by
inscribing this tabula rasa with the neo-colonial pavilions of the 1922 international
exhibition, and then by inviting Agache to formulate an urban plan in the languages the elites
had identified as their own. 119 Of course, the elites were not a homogenous group but they
(politicians, reformers, intellectuals) seemed to agree about the 61an they wanted for their
cities. Even Mario de Andrade, one of the main protagonists of the Week of Modern Art, was
also an open supporter of Mariano Filho's ideas and the so called neo-colonial movement. In
fact, in 1928, in a series of articles published in Didrio Nacional, Andrade recognized and
celebrated the role of the architects working for the "normalization" of the neo-colonial as a
Brazilian national style. 120 In many ways, these "modern" attitudes sought to homogenize the
city and, with it, its population by eradicating "undesirable inhabitants" and proclaiming the
esplanade to be a political and economic altar of power, infused with European forms.
composers like his celebrated Bachianas Brasileiras. As Daniel Pecaut observes, they dreamed with an
"ideological and ironic modernity, therefore a modernity at the encounter between the cosmopolitan
and the national but which first choice is the national >> ("modernit6 ideologique e ironique done, a la
rencontre du cosmopolite et du national, mais qui est d'abord choix du national"). Daniel Prcaut, Entre
le peuple et la nationales intellectuels et la politique au Bresil (Paris, 1988), 18. See also Wilson
Martins, Hist6ria da inteligncia brasileira, vol. VI (1915-1933), 272-376 and Aracy Amaral, Artes
plisticas na Semana de 22 (S~io Paulo, 1970). Later, this battle would be manifested in the first Getulio
Vargas regime with the establishment of cultural institutions such as the Institution for the
Preservation of the National Historical and Artistic Patrimony, and the Imperial Museum. See Daryle
Williams, Culture Wars in Brazil: The First Vargas Regime, 1930-1945, (Duke: Duke University
Press, 2001).
119 Neo-classicism was incorporated into Rio's urban fabric from the first half of the nineteenth
century by members of the French Artistic Mission including Auguste-Marie Taunay (1768-1864),
Jean-Baptiste Debret (1768-1848), Joachim Lebreton (1760-1819) and Grandjean de Montigny (1776-
1850).
120 In 1936, on the eve of Vargas' Estado Novo (1937-1945), Andrade continued his support of
neocolonialism as a national style, and in his preliminary project for the institutionalization of the
Servigo do Patrimrnio Artistico Nacional suggested Mariano Filho as a consultant.
Agache arrived in Rio on June 25, 1927, and few days later delivered his first lecture, "What
is urbanism" ("O que e o urbanismo"). He started his lecture by introducing himself as the
physician who, having a medical case on his hands-Rio de Janeiro-had to produce a
diagnosis for the pathological condition of the sick city that, due to its impetuous growth,
needed to be treated:
I want you to see me as a kind of doctor who has been consulted and who is more than
pleased to bring his knowledge to bear and to be able to make use of it in his
consideration of this pathological case submitted for examination. I say pathological
case because Mademoiselle Carioca [referring to Rio de Janeiro] is certainly sick. But
do not be afraid since her illness is not congenital: it is one that is curable, because it is
a problem of a growth crisis. 121
A city that, in 1906, had 800,000 inhabitants and in 1920 (according to the national census)
had a population of 1,158,000, which only eight years later would reach 1,900,000 people,
was for Agache a sick city, the result of a lack of discipline and the "necessary precautions," a
city that urgently required control. Agache explained:
Miss Carioca [again referring to Rio, using the term commonly employed to refer to
the people of the city], affected by the rapid development of her circulation is now
ailing. Her breathing, her circulation and her digestive system soon will be threatened.
What to do? A physician needs to prescribe a severe regime, a model of progress and
discipline, and provide her with urgency a regulatory plan that allows her to blossom
favorably.122
121 "Desejo que vejaes em mim uma specie de medico, que foi consultado e se julga feliz por trazer os
seus conhecimentos e poder fazel-os valer no caso pathologico submettido A sua apreciagio. Digo caso
pathologico, porque Mlle Carioca, que acabo de visitar, estA certamente doente; nio temaes, porem
porquanto a sua molestia ndo 6 congenita; 6 daquellas que sio passiveis de cura, pois o seu mal
consiste em uma crise de crescimento." Donat Alfred Agache, Cidade do Rio de Janeiro. Extensio
Remodelago Embelezamento (Paris: Foyer Bresilien, 1930), 5.
122 "A Senhorita Carioca, deante do rapido desenvolvimento da sua circulacgo, disso se resente. A sua
respiragAo, a sua circulag o e a sua digestio dentro em pouco, estario ameagadas. Que fazer? O
medico precisa de ihe prescrever um regimen severo, uma norma de progresso e de disciplina, e dar-
Ihe com urgencia um piano regulador, que Ihe permitta desabrochar favoravelmente." Ibid.,
To control the city's staggering growth, Agache proposed a "discipline" that years earlier he
had helped to create with his colleagues at the Musee Social in Paris, defined as "a science
and an art" but overall as a "social philosophy." 123 According to Agache, to whom the very
term urbanism was attributed, urbanism embodies the "rules" for the "amelioration" of the
city-it was, in his own words, "the renovation, the expansion, and the beautification of a
city, accomplished by a methodological study of human geography and urban topography
without disregarding financial solutions."l 24 His definition emphasized what differentiates the
"modern" urbanism born in the Musee Social from the urban transformation undertaken by
Haussmann and imported to Rio by Pereira Passos. This distinction resides, as Peter Wolf
observes, in modern urbanism's concern for social welfare, the primacy of the socioeconomic
aspects of urban planning that displaced preoccupations with circulation and hygiene that
drove the Haussmann interventions. 125 This move from circulation to social welfare, from
hygiene to eugenics, in the search for moral and economic progress, was conceived as a part
of a new interdisciplinary and transnational scope by the architects members of the Musee
Social, who found in medicine a reason and a methodology for their practices, and in the
French culturally dependent nations of Latin America the perfect sites for their
experimentations.
123 At the core of the Mus6e Social, Agache and a group of members of the Section d'Hygiene Urbaine
et Rurale, which included Jaussely, Andre B6rard, Agustin Rey and Marcel Auburtin, had created the
Soci6td des Architectes Urbanistes (1913), the first professional organization in France devoted to city
planning that later became the Soci6t6 Frangaise des Urbanistes SFU (1919).
124"E' a remodelagio, a extensio, e o embellezamento de uma cidade levados a effeito mediante um
estudo methodico da geographia humana e da topographia urbana sem decurara as solu95es
financeiras. Agache, Op cit., 3. Italics mine.
125 Paul Wolf, Eug6ne Henard and the Beginning of Urbanism in Paris, 1900-1914, (The Hague,
1968),
In November of 1927, Agache received the commission to develop the first comprehensive
master plan for Rio de Janeiro. After studying the city and its problems for two years, Agache
and his team produced a complete diagnosis of the city and elaborated the various short and
long term projects that should be executed for the "expansion, amelioration, and
beautification" of Rio. In 1930, Agache's master plan was completed and, although it
included the expected blueprints and photographs of the urban areas to be surgically altered as
well as the details of his buildings, the plan also included more than three hundred pages of
text devoted to accomplishing Agache's main goal: the promotion of his social ideology.
Beyond the possibility of an immediate execution of his plan, Agache sought to indoctrinate
the people of Rio in the "cause" of urbanism. He warned in his first lecture that it "is
necessary that the sick patient be the first to desire her cure," referring once again to Rio as a
young female while describing his role as a "positivist missionary" who was there in a
"conquest" to indoctrinate "the maximum number of adherents to the cause of urbanism..."-
the social doctrine that would ensure the city's cure.126
In his master plan, following his historical account of the development of the city, Agache
produced two plans that would allow him to explain the radical transformation of the city
center by the demolition of two mountains: a current aerial photograph of Rio to produce what
he called "plano photo-topographico," and his "plan schdmatique" [Images 38-39]. Agache
126 
"Tenho por missio conquistar nesta cidade o maios numero possivel de adeptos ai causa do
urbanismo..." Agache, Op.Cit., 6. The plan was published in Paris, first in 1930 in Portuguese as
Cidade do Rio de Janeiro. Extensio Remodelaio Embelezamento, and then, two years later, in
French as La remodelation d'une capitale. Agache's lectures in Rio were included as the introduction
to both editions. See Donat-Alfred Agache, Cidade do Rio de Janeiro. Extensio Remodelado
Embelezamento, Op. Cit., and Donat-Alfred Agache, La remodelation d'une capitale, (Paris 1932).
used both plans to identify the nearly razed Morro do Castello whose demolition-interrupted
during the government of Aloar Prata and completed by the Mayor Prado Junior in 1929-
produced a new landfill that Agache called "Ponta Calabouqo"; and the still existing Morro do
San Antonio, whose eventual demolition would also produce a new landfill, thus drawing a
more rectilinear border from the waterfront of the Gloria neighborhood to Ponta Calabouqo.
In the schematic plan, Agache marked an axis along the new Santos Dumont Avenue
connecting the new Castello Plaza at the center of where the former mountain used to be
located and the Pio de Aqucar, Rio's natural landmark, at the other side of the bay. 127 As a
major advocate for the demolition of the two mountains, Agache argued that the
administrative and financial area of the city found itself trapped between the Morro do
Castello and the Morro de Santo Antonio, with the only circulatory road being the Avenida
Rio Branco, the main axis of Pereira Passos' urban intervention. He justified the demolition of
the two mountains by saying it was the only way to create an aesthetically-pleasing,
functional and prolific downtown area. If the Morro do Castello produced 250,000m2 of
empty land at the very commercial center of the city, also allowing the extension of
700,000m2 of land filled gained from the sea at the entrance to the bay, the
127 In fact, Agache pointed it out by drawing an interrupted axis from the center of the place that once
was occupied by the morro do castello and the caption "The axis of the Santos Dumont Avenue is
allied with the Pao de Acucar" (L'Axe de L'Avenue Santos Dumont est dans I'align6ment du Pain de
Sucre) . The Santos Dumont Avenue is parallel to the Avenida Rio Brancto that Pereira Passos opened
at the beginning of the century
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Images 38-39
D-A Agache, "Piano Photo-topographico" and "Plan Sch6matique"
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelacgo,
extenso e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Br6silien, 1930.)
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Image 40
J. Carlos, "Negocio da China"
in Careta, Rio de Janeiro, August 27, 1921.
Image 41
J. Carlos, "Os extremos se tocam"
in Careta No. 621 (Cover), Rio de Janeiro, August 27, 1921.
demolition of the Morro de San Antonio would add 200,000m2 of flat land on the other side
of Rio Branco Avenue and about 650,000m2 of land filled to rectify the border of the Gloria
and Flamengo neighborhoods and to create Rio's civic center as the dignified entrance to a
modem city. 128 "Those territories recovered from nature due to human tenacity [Agache
argued] will allow us to offer two essential functional elements to the city: the government
center and the financial center...representing urban economy in harmony with the modem
needs of progress." 129 In a further delineation of the central area of the city, Agache
organized three main functional elements: the business center, the "city's social," and Rio's
"command post"[Image 42]. In the area that was once occupied by the Morro de Castello,
Agache visualized the "Castelo" business center-an architectural complex of identical
skyscrapers that represented the "economic forces associated with the social ideals of our
epoch." 130 As David Underwood observes, "for Agache this meant the creation of good
urbanistic ensembles that subordinated undisciplined individuals and single buildings to a
disciplined and uniform total environment that could satisfy modem 'social and economic
128 According to Agache, the demolition of the Morro de Santo Antonio was considered by the
engineers Joao Pedreira de Couto Ferraz and Libanio Lima during the time of the Imperial
government, but it was postponed progressively for particularly interests.
129 Agache, Op.cit., 160-161. In the early 1920s, the popular cartoonist J. Carlos published a series of
cartoons openly presenting a critical position towards the demolition of the mountains. His cartoons
refer to the economic and political agenda behind the government decision, as well as the
consequences that this decision would have for the people that would be displaced. One of the
cartoons titled "Negogio da China," a popular expression used to refer to a grand business deal,
represents the dialogue between two technocrats (one of them probably Carlos Sampaio himself) who
pointing towards the water while standing in a little boat, talk about the "liquidity" that the sell of the
new land would generate. In another cartoon titled "Os extremos se tocam," Neptune exclaims from
the sea "But what is this?" and a character, representing the Centenary of the Independence of Brazil,
responds from the top of the hill in demolition: "This is a straight line from Calabougo to Gloria."
[Images 40-411.
130 Ibid., 129-30
exigencies' in a 'logical and regular' fashion."'131 These series of skyscrapers that emerged
from a solid platform of horizontal buildings hosting shopping arcades, parking facilities, and
other public services, surround a colossal plaza crowned at its center with an almost
cartoonish miniature monument to commemorate the place and the founder of the city: a
monument that resembles a ruin, one fragment of those buildings dislodged from the hill upon
which the city was founded 132 [Images 43-45]. At Ponta Calabougo, a kind of isthmus gained
from the sea, Agache visualized a cultivated nature, a kind of "tropical Versailles," a French
formal garden with a reflecting pool surrounded by a succession of glorious palm trees and
gazebos marking an axis between the magnificent views of the bay and a monumental
building, a pantheon for national heroes. This area of gardens and promenades was for
Agache the perfect setting for the location of foreign embassies, and not by chance, Agache's
emblematic image of the tropics for European tourism, since Rio, after Agache's
transformation, would be "among all the tropical regions, the one in which the white man can
most easily adapt" [Images 48-49]. 133
131 David K. Underwood, Alfred Agache, French Sociology, and Modem Urbanism in France and
Brazil, Journal Society of Architerctural Historians, June 1991, 149.
132 See also J. Carlos' catoons [Images 46-471: "Negocio da China" in Careta, Rio de Janeiro, August
27, 1921; and "Os extremos se tocam" in the cover of Careta No. 621 (Cover), Rio de Janeiro, August
27, 1921.
'
33 Agache, Op.Cit., 4.
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Images 42
D-A Agache, Rio de Janeiro, Downtown Aereal View (Detail)
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelac~o.
extensAo e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Brbsilien, 1930.)
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Image 43
D-A Agache, Rio de Janeiro,Financial Center and Castelo Square
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelaco,
extensio e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Br6silien, 1930.)
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Images 44-45
D-A Agache, Rio de Janeiro, Castelo Square
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelaco,
extensao e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer BrEsilien, 1930.)
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Image 46
J. Carlos, "Os sem tecto"
in Careta, No. 695, Rio de Janeiro, October 15, 1921.
Image 47
J. Carlos, "O Centenario-O' abre alas, que eu quero passar!"
in Careta, No. 646, Rio de Janeiro, November 6, 1920.
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Images 48-49
D-A Agache, Rio de Janeiro, Ponta Calabougo or City's Social
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelacdo,
extensAo e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Br6silien, 1930.)
In his advocacy for the razing of the Morro do San Antonio, Agache argues that its demolition
was increasingly important for the future of the city, "from an aesthetic point of view and
from a hygienic and economic point of view." On the one hand, the elimination of the
mountain would allow the eradication of the crowded and inefficient streets and houses of the
colonial city, replacing them by parks and majestic avenues, such as the Avenida Presidente
Vargas, finally constructed in 1940. For Agache as it was for his promoter Mattos Pimenta,
urban intervention in Rio required more than the demolition of mountains and the creation of
new urban esplanades; it required the identification of the "unhealthy" areas to be clinically
removed from the "healthy" new urban fabric. There was not accommodation for the poor in
Agache's plan. In a talk given at the Rotary Club on November 12 of 1926 Mattos Pimenta
anticipated Agache's plan:
Nevertheless, to outline the plan, even before its adoption, it is relevant to put an
immediate stop, to raise a prophylactic barrier against the overwhelming infestation of
the beautiful mountains of Rio de Janeiro by the plague of the 'favellas' [the slums]-
the leprosy of aesthetic that emerged on the hillside [...] and was spread everywhere,
filling in dirt and misery preferably the new neighborhoods where nature has been
most lavish of beauties: Morros do Leme, Copacabana and Ipanema (...) and even in
the new lands, near the site of the Centennial Exposition! (...) [the slums] do not
constitute purely a ruthless crime against aesthetics, they are particularly a serious
threat to peace and public health. 134
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"Sem embargo, porem, do piano a delinear, antes mesmo de sua adopgAo, e mister se ponha um
paradeiro immediato, se levante uma barreira prophylactica contra a infestagio avassaladora das lindas
montanhas do Rio de Janeiro pelo flagello das 'favellas'-lepra da esthetica, que surgiu ali no morro
[...] e foi se derramando por toda a parte, enchendo de sujeira e de miseria preferencialmente os bairros
mais novos e onde a natureza foi mais prodiga de bellezas: morros do Leme, de Copacabana e de
Ipanema (...) e at6 nos novos terrenos junto ao local da Exposigio do Centenario! (...) n&o constituem
puramente impiedoso crime contra a esthetica, ellas sdo particularmente uma grave ameaga A
tranquilidade e a salubridade publica." In Febraury, 1927, Mattos Pimenta also produced a film titled
"A Favella e seus Habitantes" which was projected in various theaters in the city. See Mattos Pimenta
quoted by Otavio Leonidio, Op. Cit.
On the other hand, this demolition would produce the esplanade for the construction of
Rio's Command Post, the "Entrance do Brazil" with its geometrical open air auditorium
surrounded by governmental buildings-a kind of visionary project that has been compared
with the architecture of Boullee and Ledoux. This civic center, which Agache mentions
would be the ideal space for the carnival parade so beloved by Brazilians, was in fact
presented in his drawings as a highly-formal ceremonial space in which the multitude, rather
than dancing, is shown in army formation, in geometrical molded square, as if they were part
of the surrounding architecture [Images 50-511. It seems that in his need to map people as if
they were spatial components, Agache materialized what he called "anthropogeography," a
term that Le Corbusier also used in his 1942 book La Maison des Hommes, as a way to
collapse his concept of urban topography into his notion of human geography.
In fact, at the same time, Lucio Costa, the architect and urban designer who would furnish the
extraordinary modernist plans for President Kubitschek's Brasilia in 1960, embraced this
same eugenic stance when in his 1928 article "O arranha-ceu e o Rio de Janeiro" ("The Skycraper
and Rio de Janeiro") publicly declares:
I am pessimistic about its [the skycraper's] completion [in our environment] as a
monument of architecture. And that pessimism is not limited to a particular case but
extends to architecture and urbanism in general. All architecture is a question of race.
When our nation is that exotic thing that we see on the streets, our architecture will
inevitably be an exotic thing. It is not those half dozen who travel and dress on Rue de
la Paix, but that anonymous crowd that takes trains from Central and Leopoldina,
people with sickly faces who shame us everywhere. What can we expect from people
like this? Everything is a function of race. If the breed is good, and the government is
good, the architecture will be good. Talk, discuss, gesticulate: our basic problem is
selective immigration; the rest is secondary-it will change on its own.135
135 "Sou apenas pessimista quanto a sua realizagio como monumento de arquitetura. E esse
pessimismo nio se limita ao caso particular mas se estende A arquitetura em geral e urbanismo. Toda
arquitetura e uma questdo de raqa. Enquanto o nosso povo for essa coisa ex6tica que vemos pelas ruas
a nossa arquitetura serAi forgosamente uma coisa ex6tica. NMo e essa meia d'izia que viaja e se veste na
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It is clear that these sentiments represent a racist eugenic policy that has gone almost
unmentioned in the literature and practically absent from his own historiography. In much the
same way, Agache's urbanism--embodied in his conferences, lectures, exhibitions, and even
the texts that accompany his master plan-was a bold expression of a eugenic technology.
Thus, as a modem ideology that made urban design its main technology, eugenics was
transferred in Rio from Agache's "laboratory" to Lucio Costa and Le Corbusier versions of
modem utopia. More specifically, the epicenter of Agache's transformation in Rio-the
esplanade that remained after the Morro de Castelo was demolished-would be crowned by
Lucio Costa's emblematic building for the Ministry of Health and Education, for which Le
Corbusier was a consultant; and the esplanades that were created from the earth of these two
once-standing mountains that became the territory for Le Corbusier's "manifesto" would be
reversed, in a sense, in the work of the Brazilian landscape architect Burle Marx, initiating a
dialogue between eugenics and modernism, which will be the focus of chapter three.
rue de la Paix, mas essa multid o an6nima que toma trens da central e Leopoldina, gente de caras
lividas, que nos envergonha por toda a parte. O que podemos esperar de um povo assim? Tudo 6
fungio da raga. A raga sendo boa o governo 6 bom, seri boa a arquitetura./ Falen, discutam,
gesticulem, o nosso problema basico 6 a imigragio selecionada, o resto 6 secundirio, viir por si."
Lucio Costa, "O arranha-c6u e o Rio de Janeiro," in O Pais, Rio de Janeiro, July 1, 1928.
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Images 50-51
D-A Agache, Rio's Command Post (The "Entrance do Brazil")
(Source: Alfred-Donat Agache, A cidade do Rio de Janeiro, remodelacgo,
extensao e embelezamento. 1927-1930. Paris: Foyer Br6silien, 1930.)
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Chapter T W 0
Machines for Modern Life: The Apparatus of Health and Reproduction
Deciphering the binary code of medicine and society under the spell of architecture and the
city, this chapter argues for an interrogation of modem architecture's clinical agenda, which
grew as a result of a form of eugenics that traveled from France on the back of medical
science and inserted itself within the urban fabric of early twentieth-century Latin American
cities.1 It balances the social history of the modem urban institutions that attempted to
ameliorate the health of the region, particularly in Argentina, with the architectures that were
imagined alongside as national projects of healing and social reform. In this way, Chapter
Two explores the means of imagining a network of buildings, parks, gardens, playgrounds,
reformatories, schools, and even the family home-the apparatuses of health and
reproduction-to reveal how this complex technological system regulated global flows of
people, rationalized sexuality, and sought to purify reproduction in the new Latin world.
Prescribed by physicians and executed by architects, these spaces became tangible extensions
'Continuing the work of the French historian of medicine Jacques Leonard, Anne Carol observes that
it is precisely in the connection of eugenics-medicine that French eugenics displays its originality. It
was Lonard who first identified eugenics, not as an abstract foreign theory, but as a practice
performed by a specific social group: physicians. LRonard traced eugenics' preoccupations with early
nineteenth-century medical treatises devoted to the "Art de bien pro-crier" to "digindration et
regeneration," and with late nineteenth-century related concepts such as Adolphe Pinard's concept of
puericulture and Louis Landouzy's concept of hominiculture. Focusing on the influences that come
from the milieu, French eugenics remained practically untouched by Mendelian genetics. See Anne
Carol, Histoire de l'eugnisme en France. Les m6decins et la procreation XIXe-XXe siecle, (Paris:
Editions du Seul, 1995), 364. In 1982, in a letter to Anne Carol, LUonard states "Eugenics in France
did not start in 1912 [the date of the First International Congress on Eugenics held in London],
eugenics was an ancient preoccupation, older than Darwinism's introduction in France" (L'eugenisme
en France ne commence pas en 1912, c'est une preoccupation ancienne, et meme ant6rieure a
l'introduction du darwinisme en France). Leonard quoted in Anne Carol, << Les medecins frangais et
l'eugenisme: Un champ de recherche ouvert par Jacques Leonard >> in Mddecins,maladies et socidtd,
1992.
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of the eugenic concepts of puericulture-which focuses on the mother-child unit and the
reproduction and improvement of the human species-and hominiculture-which focuses on
the entire span of individual human life with particular emphasis on the consequences of the
so called social diseases-syphilis, alcoholism, and tuberculosis.2 Tracing the roots of
degeneration theories from France to Latin America at the turn of the century, this work
examines the confluence of medicine, society and milieu used to "normalize" a so-called
feeble society in the name of constructing a modern nation. In doing so, this chapter
postulates a cross-section of ideas about health and disease, nation and citizenship,
productivity and modernity through an examination of new medical dispositifs, or those
spaces expressly created to permeate the city - with the ultimate aim of reconfiguring the
family and the nation.
Before it was imported to Latin America, the fear of degeneration grew into a national
obsession in France. A major voice of this "progressive pathology" was the well-known
2 Continuing the work of the French historian of medicine Jacques Leonard, Anne Carol observes that
it is precisely in the connection of eugenics-medicine that French eugenics displays its originality.2 It
was Leonard who first identified eugenics, not as an abstract foreign theory, but as a practice
performed by a specific social group: physicians. According to L6onard, rather than collecting
genealogical charts and statistics as mainstream eugenicists, including anthropologists, demographists,
and statisticians, French eugenicists, mostly physicians, were using more than creating knowledge-in
actually, creating law. From his earliest work, Leonard emphasized the pre-Galtonian and even pre-
Darwinian origin of French eugenics, with its roots in French medical knowledge.2 L6onard traced
eugenics' preoccupations with early nineteenth-century medical treatises devoted to the "Art de bien
pro-crier" to "diginiration et regeneration," and to related concepts such as Adolphe Pinard's
concept ofpuericulture and Louis Landouzy's concept of hominiculture. See Anne Carol, Histoire de
l'eug6nisme en France. Les m6decins et la procr6ation XIXe-XXe siecle, (Paris: Editions du Seul,
1995), 364. In 1982, in a letter to Anne Carol, Leonard states "Eugenics in France did not start in 1912
[the date of the First International Congress on Eugenics held in London], eugenics was an ancient
preoccupation, older than Darwinism's introduction in France" (L'eug6nisme en France ne commence
pas en 1912, c'est une preoccupation ancienne, et meme antdrieure A l'introduction du darwinisme en
France). Lonard quoted in Anne Carol, ( Les m6decins frangais et l'eug6nisme: Un champ de
recherche ouvert par Jacques Leonard >> in Mddecins,maladies et societd, 1992.
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French writer, Emile Zola, whose lifelong preoccupation with the family and its social and
physical environment captured the powerful interaction between society, pathology and space.
In 1896, in an article published in Le Figaro, Emile Zola, the well-known writer of the series
Les Rougon Macquart (1871-1893), announced that "the tragic theme of depopulation" would
be the subject of his new book.3 By portraying a degenerate family across successive
bloodlines, the twenty novels that comprise Les Rougon Macquart would set out to trace the
moral and physical decline of French society under the Second Empire.4 Zola, who for over
two decades penned these novels as a diagnosis of a sick society, conceived his subsequent
book, Fecondit6, as the repository of a medical technology to treat an incurable malady that
was not only medical but also moral, and "not cathartic but terminal." 5 According to Zola, the
only way to confront the so called social diseases-primarily alcoholism, tuberculosis, and
syphilis-and the immorality and corruption that characterized the physical and moral decay
of Second Empire France was through the generation of healthy children.6 The fear of
digindrescence, a "self-reproducing force" transmitted from generation to generation that
3The title of this new book was Fecondit6. See Emile Zola's article "Depopulation," in Le Figaro,
May 1896; and Zola, Fecondit6 (Paris: Charpentier, 1899). For an English version: trans. Ernest
Alfred Vizetelly, Fruitfulness (London: Chatto & Windus, 1900).
4 Zola's twenty novels include: La Fortune des Rougon (1871), La Cur6e (1871), Le Ventre de Paris
(1873), La Conquate de Plassans (1874), La Faute de l'abb6 Mouret (1875), Son Excellence Eugene
Rougon (1876), L'Assommoir (1877), Une page d'amour (1878), Nana (1880), Pot-Bouille (1882),
Au Bonheur des Dames (1883), La Joie de vivre (1884), Germinal (1885), L'(Euvre (1886), La Terre
(1887), Le Rave (1888), La Bete humaine (1890), L'Argent (1891), La Db3cle (1892), Le Docteur
Pascal (1893).
5 Daniel Pick, Faces of Degeneration: A European Disorder, c. 1848 - c.1918, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 42.
6 As noted in Chapter One, it was at the end of the nineteenth century that the hygiene social
movement in France addressed for the first time in a single vision these three health problems, which
were seen until then as separate. It was precisely this convergence that characterized the social hygiene
movement and its concept of biological regeneration. From this moment on, alcoholism, tuberculosis
and venereal diseases were known as the "social" or "modern" diseases.
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drags the individual body and society itself down to decay and final extinction, was, without a
doubt, the main obsession of late nineteenth century France.7 Zola extended the characteristics
of individual degeneration to the entire body of the nation, at the time that medicine, the
science that had become a constitutive component of the very idea of society, had spread
during the nineteenth century into new social spaces. These new spaces extended beyond the
traditional hospital to pervade the city at large and the domestic space of the home--
ultimately permeating society and its cell, the family. The urgency to understand how the dual
question of heredity and milieu determines the continuity of mankind in a single family was
the primary motivation for Zola's famous series. What is so remarkable about his system for
understanding this dual question at the center of Lamarkian eugenics is that Zola, the writer,
actually assumed two other personas-that of the physician making diagnoses and issuing
prescriptions, and that of the architect drafting more than 150 plans and sketches that Zola
collected in his "dossiers preparatoires" for all the novels of this series.8 These unique
7 Deginderescence as a social question appears for the first time in medical debates about the relative
quality of the population. "...by the 1890s degeneracy was no longer simply a clinical theory of
abnormal individual pathologies, but a social theory of persuasive force and power." Robert A. Nye,
Crime, Madness and Politics in Modern France: The Medical Concept of National Decline, (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984), 143. In fact, practically two opposite characterizations of
nineteenth-century France became the focus for scholarship: one that emphasizes the meliorist and
progressive aspects of the period; the other its dissension and degeneration. See Eugen Weber's
France, Fin de Siecle (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1986) as an example of the
meliorist interpretation; and Robert A. Nye's Crime, Madness and Politics in Modern France: The
Medical Concept of National Decline (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984) as a work that
emphasizes the national crisis of the country and its fear of degeneration. Deborah L. Silverman, Art
Nouveau in Fin-De-Siecle France. Politics, Psychology and Style (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1992) is an excellent work that xxx
8 According to Henri Mitterrand, who in 1986 first published a selection of Zola's "dossiers
preparatoires," what characterizes Zola's preparatory work for the novels that comprise Les Rougon
Macquart series was the clear understanding of the three features of his ethnographic method:
"fieldwork, observation of the characteristics of particular groups (the railway workers on the Paris-
Rouen line, the peasants of the Beauce, the chop workers of the Bon Marche), analysis and
organization of the phenomena observed in order to produce descriptive documents and syntheses."
See Henri Mitterrand quoted in Brian Nelson, "Zola and the nineteenth century," in Brian Nelson
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graphics include Zola's fictional hereditary diagrams and genealogical family trees as well as
the spaces in which the various family members were imagined to have lived-spaces that
ultimately were thought to be both the cause of and the cure for degeneration [Images 1-2]. As
were the Lamarckians, Zola was convinced that "man cannot be separated from his
milieu... [he] is shaped by his clothing, his house, his town and his province; ... [we cannot]
refer to one single phenomenon of his brain or heart without searching for its causes and
consequences in his milieu." 9 In fact, as a preface to the first volume, La Fortune des Rougon
(1871), Zola warns the reader:
Physiologically the Rougon-Macquarts represent the slow succession of
accidents pertaining to the nerves or the blood, which befall a race after the
first organic lesion, and, according to environment, determine in each
individual member of the race those feelings, desires and passions--briefly, all
the natural and instinctive manifestations peculiar to humanity--whose
outcome assumes the conventional name of virtue or vice.10
(edit.), The Cambridge Companion to Emile Zola, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 5;
and Henri Mitterrand, Le Regard et le signe. Po6tique du roman realiste et naturaliste (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1987), 80. Although his "dossier priparatoires" appeared for the first time in
1896, Zola did not intend to keep them secret; during his life time, he talked about them as illustrations
of his naturalist method. Most of Zola's plan and sketches are at the Bibliotheque National de France
in Paris. See Henri Mitterrand, Carnets d'Enqu&tes. Une ethnographie inbdite de la France (Paris :
Terre Humaine. Librairie Plon, 1986).
9
"Nous estimons que l'homme ne peut 6tre separ6 de son milieu, qu'il est complt6 par son v6tement,
par sa maison, par sa ville, par sa province; et d6s lors, nous ne noterons pas un seul phenomene de
son cerveau ou de son coeur, sans en chercher les causes et le contrecoup dans le milieu. De 1a ce
qu'on appelle nos 6ternelles descriptions. >> These are Zola's own words in his article < De la
description,>> published in Le Roman Experimental, and quoted by Chantal Pierre-Gnassounou in
"Zola and the art of fiction," Brian Nelson (edit.), The Cambridge Companion to Emile Zola
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 89-90.
10 See Zola's preface to La Fortune des Rougon, in Emile Zola, Les Rougon-Macquart. Histoire
naturelle et sociale d'une famille sous le Second Empire, ed. Henri Mitterand, 5 vols. (Paris : Tchou,
'Cercle du Livre Precieux', 1966-70). For this English version see Emile Zola, The Fortune of the
Rougons, Translated by Ernest Alfred (London: Chatto & Windus, 1898), 4.
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Image 1
Imile Zola (with Doctor Georges Pouchet), Hereditary diagram preparatory
for the Rougon-Macquart family's genealogical tree (c.1870).
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Le Docteur Pascal, 1893
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.290, f. 185
Image 2
Imile Zola, Plan of "La Bourse" and its Surroundings
Preparatory Dossier for the novel La Argent, 1891
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.269, f. 137
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In other words, Zola wanted to show in a single family "the play of race modified by
milieu." '' He portrayed a family-a social cell on the spectrum between the individual and
the collective-tainted by the so-called social diseases--diseases that were caused by
environmental factors-in order to demonstrate how degeneration permeated society and how
space itself became the spark that reshaped society. Thus, the Rougon-Macquart family
became the unit in which heredity and milieu, and science and morality were intertwined to
the point of no differentiation. This was a direct response to the fact that, at the end of the
nineteenth century, degeneration theories had become the most dominant explanation for
pathologies affecting the French nation-alcoholism, sexual perversion, prostitution, venereal
diseases, insanity, mental diseases and the most important among them: "the incapacity (or
unwillingness) to procreate."' 2
In his diagnosis of Second Empire France, Emile Zola offered a salient understanding of
architecture as a technology of eugenics. Impressed by the contemporary scientific ideas of
Claude Bernard, Prosper Lucas, and Hippolyte Taine, Zola wanted his writing to be
scientific.' 3 The subtitle of his Rougon-Macquart series, "A Natural and Social History of a
Family under the Second Empire," suggests Zola's aim to demonstrate how human nature is
11 In << Diff6rences entre Balzac et moi, >> an article written simultaneously to the beginning of the
Rougon Macquart series, Zola argues: << Mon oeuvre, A moi, sera tout autre chose. Le cadre en sera
plus restreint. Je ne veux pas peindre la soci6t6 contemporaine, mais une seule famille, en montrant le
jeu de la race modifi6e par les milieux. >> (<< ... I do not want to paint contemporary society, but a single
family, by
showing the play of race modified by milieu >>) Emile Zola, Diffdrences entre Balzac et moi, 1869
(BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10345, f. 14-15). All translations from French, Spanish, Portuguese, and
Italian are mine, unless otherwise is indicated.
12 Nye, Op. Cit., 143.
13 Brief information about Bernard, Lucas and Taine. Claude Bernard, the medical scientist who in
1865 published the influential book Introduction a la Medecine Experimentale,
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determined by heredity-the natural--and environment-the social. This work also reveals
his positivist faith in order and science as mediums to arrest the steady progress of decay.
From the first novel, La Fortune des Rougon, which recounts the origins of the family-the
legal union between the mentally ill Dide and a local peasant (the Rougon side), and Dide's
adulterous union with a drunken poacher (the Macquart side)--to the last novel, Le Docteur
Pascal, which presents the pronatalist solution to the decay of the family and society, Zola
offers a remarkable portrait of the ravages of alcoholism, syphilis, sexual depravity,
corruption, and insanity. He dissects the way the family's capital was inherited as genes (the
Rougon side), and alcoholism was transmuted in forms of perversion, venereal diseases, and
homicidal madness (the Macquart side). But what represents an extraordinary passport to my
study is Zola's creative system, which integrates architectural plans, a sort of geometry,
representing an element of order in which Zola inserts a world of social disorder-a
floundering market, disease, corruption, and crime-through the personas of the speculator,
the alcoholic, the syphilitic, the murderer, and the anarchist. Zola invented a preparatory
hereditary diagram as a scientific rationale for the genealogical trees appearing in some of his
novels to show: the birth of a criminal in La Bte humaine; the hereditary trends and ills used
to to reconstruct the genetic history of the Rougon Macquart in Le Docteur Pascal [Images 3-
4]. Zola also presented and re-presented the urban plans of the communities and
neighborhoods that he imagined to have shaped his characters, noting the names and the
layout the streets and sidewalks [Images 5-6]; the architectural plans (some in painstaking
detail) of the buildings, including the worker house in L' Assommoir, 14 the miner house in
Germinal, 15 the cabaret and the prostitute's cabinet in Nana, 6 the wagon train in
14 In L'Assommoir (1877), Zola depicts the role of alcoholism in the suffering of the Parisian working
class. Zola describes the social and moral degradation of urban proletarians in contemporary Paris by
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Image 3
Emile Zola, Manuscript for the Genealogical Tree
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Le Docteur Pascal, 1893
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.290, f. 121
Image 4
Emile Zola, The Heredity of a Criminal
Preparatory Dossier for the novel La Bbte Humaine, 1890
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.274, f. 581
portraying the degeneration of Gervaise Macquart and her husband, with alcoholism as its main root.
'5 In Germinal (1885), Zola describes the physical reality of a coal-mining community in the north-east
of France. The main character of this novel is Etienne Lantier, a Gervaise Macquart's son with his
lover and a worker in the mines, who became the leader of a strike against the bourgeois masters.
Zola's detailed description of workers houses, the illnesses that affect miners and their families, and
the political demonstrations against the mines' owners represents the way in which working-class
alienation and bourgeois domination complement each other.
'16 In Nana (1880), Zola traces the vicissitudes of Gervaise Macquart's daughter, Nana, a high-class
prostitute, a kind of femme fatale who, as a metaphor for an uncontrollable disease, simultaneously
consumes men and their families. Nana, the child but also the agent of degeneration, carries in her
desirable body, in her incapacity to procreate, in her atavistic sexuality, a germ of degeneration that is
passed on through her clients. Portrayed as a symbol of the depravity of the metropolis, Nana dies of
la petite verole, (the smallpox) in a clear allusion to syphilis (la grand verole); thus, as Zola ends the
novel,
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Image 5
Emile Zola, Plan of "Les Halles" Neighborhood
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Le Ventre de Paris, 1893
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.338, f. 135
Image 6
:mile Zola, The Mine Region (L'espace minier et social)
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Germinal, 1885
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.308, f. 109
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La Bte humaine, 17 the bourgeois garden and apartment in La Curee and Pot-Bouille,'8 and
the modem food market pavilions that nourished Paris in Le Ventre de Paris' 9_[Images 7-10].
In a highly tangible way, the Rougon Macquart series constitutes a quasi-medical diagnosis of
a national process of degeneration that haunted French society, offering a Third Republic
retrospective view of Second Empire France. In its aim to portray the solution, Zola's
the decomposition of her desirable body mirrors the decay of the French empire. It has been said that,
fascinated by Zola's L'Assommoir, the novel in which the degenerated girl Nana first appeared,
Eduoard Manet, the celebrated painter of nineteenth century France, envisioned Nana's future by first
depicting her as a prostitute. However, rather than portraying Nana as he did in his famous
Olympia-lying naked in bed in her boudoir served by her "primitive" black maid-Manet painted
Nana clothed but in a position that flaunts her ear-her Darwinian ear-that atavistic feature described
by Darwin in The Descent of Man. In Manet's Olympia, the black maid was used to represent the
illness that invades the prostitute's bedroom as well as deviant sexuality (a black sexuality aligned
with primitive deviation by Comte de Buffon, Lamarcks's mentor). In Manet's Nana, the degenerate
and the primitive live inside of her. A few years later, Zola's imagined his Nana, the child of
alcoholics, who, true to medical patterns, falls into prostitution [Image 11-12]. See Sander L. Gilman,
"Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-
Century Art, Medicine, and Literature," Critical Inquiry 12 (1985), 259-274.
17 In La Bte Humaine (1890) Jacques Lantier, a train driver of the Paris-Le Havre line who was
another of Gervaise Maquart's progeny, is afflicted by a hereditary madness that transforms him into a
killer triggered by sexual contact with his victims. In this novel, Zola portrays the convergence
between progress and regression by depicting his character's regression to primitive states against the
background of the mechanisms of a modern city and its moving trains.
" In La Cur6e (1871) and Pot-Bouille (1882) Zola addresses sexual depravation and financial
speculation in the life of the bourgeoisie in relation to the development of new apartment houses
during the Hausmannisation of Paris. Zola portrays the new capitalists' sexual excesses vis-A-vis the
speculation and corruption encouraged by Hausmann's urban transformation as the basis to criticize
the Second Empire's decadent social morality. In La Curee, Zola also depicts the figure of the inverti
(the homosexual), refusing to procreate, as a menace to the family, and consequently, to the nation.
19 In Le Ventre de Paris (1873), Zola describes in detail the neighborhood of Les Halles, the scenario
in which the characters of his novel spend hours wandering though the food market pavilions that for
more than one hundred year nourished Paris (Les Halles pavilions were demolished in the early
1970's). He represents the urban characteristics of the neighborhood, the layout and names of streets,
as well as the architectonic characteristics of each one of the market pavilions, those modern halls built
on iron, copper, and glass, designed by the architect Victor Baltard. Zola drew the architectonic plan
for each of these pavilions noting what he saw with precision, even the location of goods.
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Emile Zola, The Worker House.
Preparatory Dossier for the novel L'Assommoir, 1877
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.271, f. 102
Image 8
slmile Zola, The Miner House.
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Germinal, 1885
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.308, f. 115
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Emile Zola, Les Halles Food Market. Pavilion 3 -4.
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Le Ventre de Paris, 1893
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.338, f. 267
Image 10
tmile Zola, Les Halles Food Market. Pavilions 9-12
Preparatory Dossier for the novel Le Ventre de Paris, 1893
Archive: BNF, Manuscrits, NAF 10.338, f. ?
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Image 11
Edouard Manet, Nana, 1877
Kunsthalle, Hamburg
Image 12
Edouard Manet, Olympia, 1863
Musee d'Orsay, Paris.
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Feconditd presents the Third Republic's conviction, announced in Le Docteur Pascal,20 that
France's low birthrate-the lowest in Europe--was due to a pathological weakness in the
population. Fecondit6's glorification of family and fertility, its optimistic belief in a
pronatalist solution, took the form of a utopia that embodied France's faith in Lamarckian
eugenics-later emerging in Latin America as a form of medical eugenics.
I. Degeneration in the New Latin World.
Modernity is not normal in the sense of having achieved a definitive superior state.
It is normative, however, because it strives constantly to outdo itself
Georges Canguilhem
Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, the Argentinean activist, writer, and President of Argentina
between 1868 and 1874, saw in the Indian and Hispanic Latin American past a racial
inferiority that had to be redeemed through progress. In his 1883 book, Conflictos y armonias
de las razas en America (Conflicts and Harmonies of the American Races), Sarmiento
explores the complex relationship between two social-historical processes: race and nation.21
Even before Sarmiento, the Venezuelan Sim6n Bolivar, the ultimate leader of Latin American
Independence, had seen the continent's "racial diversity" as a critical impediment to
democracy, suggesting that racially mixed people, by definition not equal to the racially pure,
20 It is in Le Docteur Pascal (1893), the final novel in the cycle of the Rougon Macquart, that Zola, by
celebrating maternity in the idealized portrayal of Clotilde and her newborn, anticipated what would
be
the focus of Fecondit6: his concern over France's depopulation and his conviction that only through a
sustained program to increase the birth of healthy children would degeneration in France be stopped. It
is also in this novel that Pascal Rougon, a physician member of the family, collects, analyzes, and
catalogues its heredity patterns and ills in an attempt to reconstruct the genetic history of the Rougon-
21 Domingo Sarmiento, Conflictos v armonias de las razas en America (Buenos Aires: S. Ostwald
Editor, 1883).
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required a proper education to earn citizenship rights. 22 Sarmiento went even further and,
convinced that to become "civilized" it was necessary to eradicate a nation's "barbaric"
colonial past-a past that included Spaniards as well as Indians-sought to promote mass
northern European immigration and national education. To this end, Sarmiento called for
official policies to attract Germans to Argentina and for the physical extermination of those
who, according to him, could not be educated, namely the Indians of the Pampas. 23
At the turn of the century, imagining "the nation" in biological terms, Latin American
intellectual elites saw the phenomenon of mestizaje (from the Latin word mixticius meaning
mixed) through the prism of degeneration. This is an enormous topic, however, that was
understood by the Latin American elites in very different ways even within the same nation.
In Mexico, for example, late nineteenth century intellectuals attributed backwardness to the
Indians and, consequently, degeneracy to the hybrid mestizo, while a few years later, post-
revolutionary intellectuals promoted the mestizo as an icon of the achievements of the
22 "For Bolivar, the lack of virtue of Venezuelan's mixed-race population counseled against an overly
representative democracy, and he advocated a strong executive and heredity peerage" Nancy P.
Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, Race and Nation in Modern Latin
America, (Chapel Hill and London: The University of North Carolina Press, 2003), 4-5. See also
Vicente Lecuna and H. A. Bierk Jr., eds., Selected Writings of Bolivar (New York: Colonial Press,
1951), 173-97; and John Lynch, The Spanish American Revolutions, 1808-1926, 2d ed. (New York:
Norton, 1986), 191-266.
23 In his celebrated 1843 book, Civilizaci6n y Barbarie Vida de Juan Facundo Quiroga, Sarmiento
vigorously supported mass immigration. He argues that "the principal ingredient towards order and
ethics in the Argentinean Republic is immigration from Europe." See Domingo Sarmiento,
Civilizaci6n y Barbarie Vida de Juan Facundo Quiroga, (Madrid: Ediciones Catedra S.A., 2000),
translated into English by Kathleen Ross as Facundo or, Civilization and Barbarism, (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2004).
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Mexican Revolution, emphasizing the benefits of racial mixing and the creation of a new pan-
Latin American "Cosmic Race." 24
An imported European notion, degeneration was seen throughout Latin America, as in France,
as a national disorder that could be remedied through immigration and medicalization. But,
while French elites saw the solution in the migration of people just like them-Latin people,
especially the Spaniards and Italians-Argentinean elites first saw the solution in the opposite
way: in the negation of their Hispanic and Indian origin and the immigration of people
different from themselves-the presumably educated and hardworking Anglo-Saxons of
northern Europe [Image 13]. Thus, as France wanted to rejuvenate its lost French essence by
returning to its fecund peasant origin, some Argentinean elites, negating their country's
Hispanic-Indian mixed heritage and assuming cosmopolitan roots, paradoxically wanted to
populate the countryside by mixing blood-but by adding "pure" blood that would ameliorate
the racial makeup.25 Nevertheless, the engineering technologies associated with heredity and
milieu and adopted in both regions to confront degeneration exhibit similar characteristics:
Asians and Africans had to be completely excluded from the national project of regeneration,
24 Of course I am referring to the 1925 essay La Raza C6smica by Jose Vasconcelos, which argues that
a hybrid race capable of bringing together the various world's races congregated in Latin America-
Indians, Asians, whites, and blacks--could be achieved by a process of "aesthetic eugenics." See Jose
Vasconcelos, La Raza C6smica (Mexico City: Espasa, 1943), 42, translated into English by Didier T.
Jaen as The Cosmic Race: A Bilingual Edition (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997). In
this chapter, I am focusing on Argentina, but it is important to notice that at the beginning of the
twentieth century various Latin American intellectuals in Mexico, Brazil, Peru, Cuba and other
countries articulated discourses on mestizaje to reject theories that conceptualized Latin Americans as
degenerated hybrids, stressing at the same time the benefits of racial mixing. See Gilberto Freire,
Brazil: An Interpretation (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1945), and David A. Brading, "Manuel Gamio
and Oficial Indigenismo in Mexico," Bulletin ofLatin American Research 7, No. 1 (1988).
25Tensions between rural oligarcs and urban centralized advocators have marked the history of
Argentina. This can be seen, even today, in the recent political conflicts against the government of
Cristina Kirchner and its rural policies.
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Image 13
Book Cover. Edmond Demolins, A quol tient supwulor des Ango-Saxons,
Paris: Impdmieurs de L'Institut, 1899
The world map shows Argentina among the Anglo-Saxon regions.
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and most importantly, the environment-physical and moral-had to be managed by the state,
assuming a protagonist role, in the national process of reshaping the race and, consequently,
the nation. For French and Latin American elites, heredity and milieu were not mutually
exclusive realms. Latin Americans simultaneously embraced different theories of
degeneration that supported both racial and environmental determinism as well as the
Lamarckian conception of heredity.
During the turn-of-the-century's radical transformation of Latin American cities, those
embodying the so-called degeneraci6n hispano-indigena (Hispanic-Indigenous degeneration)
as well as other forms of "degenerate" colonial mixed-origin offspring such as mulatos, a mix
of white and black, and zambos, a mix of Indian and African, became even more vulnerable
when they confronted a modem cosmopolitan form of degeneration. Syphilitic, alcoholics,
tuberculars, lunatics, and undesirable immigrants joined the group. Latin American elites
were convinced, following a Lamarckian tradition, that the "social diseases," known also as
the "racial poisons" of modernity, could modify the genetic composition of a person, be
inherited through bloodlines and produce degenerating progeny. The racial thesis of hybrid
decay propounded by Count Arthur de Gobineau (1816-1882), in which degeneration was an
inevitable consequence of mixing "pure conquering races" with "pure inferior races," 26
converged with the medical theories of B6n6dict Augustin Morel (1809-73), a colleague of
26Joseph Arthur de Gobineau was a French anthropologist who lived in Brazil as a French diplomat
and saw the Latin American country as a "living proof' of his theories of hybrid decay. He wrote his
famous essay "The Inequality of the Races" (1853-1854) before being assigned as a French ministry in
Brazil. On Gobineau's experiences in Brazil, see Thomas E. Skidmore, Black into White: Race and
Nationality in Brazilian Thought, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 30, and Georges
Raeders, Le Comte de Gobineau au Br6sil (Paris, 1934).
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Claude Bernard, in which degeneration was seen as a syndrome of organic decline due to a
pathological environment, a decline that ran in families. 27 It is surely no accident that the
Comte de Buffon (1707-1788), Lamarck's mentor, was precisely the first to define
degeneration as a theory of nature; and that Morel was the one who developed a more
optimistic theory of degeneration in which science and progress brought the possibility of
human redemption. Morel held that an alcoholic-who could transmit a disposition towards
illness to his offspring, who in turn in his weakened condition could generate even more
severely sick offspring--could be saved by science and progress, and then produce healthy
children. As Georges Canguilhem tells us, August Comte (1798-1857) himself considered
Lamarck and Bernard, with Hippocrates, to be precursors of positivism-the influential
philosophy that Comte extracted precisely from a medical treatise and that Latin American
elites so eagerly adopted. It was Lamarck, the first to identify an interactive relationship
between an organism and its external conditions, who opposed the classical assumption of a
pre-existent harmony between species and habitat, revealing the organism's inevitable
struggle to survive, changing and adapting itself to its milieu.28 Lamarck's widely accepted
theories of heredity-which explained how improvements of the individual's health could be
passed to future generations-and a new understanding of the great cholera epidemic of 1832
in Paris, which, through its ravaging impact on the poor and the working class, linked disease,
27 Benedit Augustin Morel, Trait6 des d6gn&~rescences physiques, intellectuelles et morales de
l'espce humaine (Paris, 1857)
28 "The milieu was no longer a preordinained place, but simply the between of two places, mi-lieu, a
relational system without metaphysical grounding." See Georges Canguilhem, "Le Vivant et son
milieu," La Connaissance de la vie (Paris 1965), 134.
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social class, and environment--embodied the French nineteenth-century conception of mi-lieu
as a relational system that brings together space and society. 29
In post-independence Latin America, both race and social diseases became critical trigger
points for re-imagining the nation. Rejecting simplistic fixed definitions of race and nation,
recent scholarship argues that these two social constructions were conceived in spatial terms.
Race, not a preexisting natural entity but rather a social group produced out of discriminatory
practices and unequal power relations, with science playing a critical role; and nation, not
only a territory, a government, or a people but a complete "imagined" cultural artifact
associated with modem nationalism and with race and gender, took the form of finite political
entities. 30 Exploring the spatial dynamics of race and nation in post-independence Latin
America, this scholarship demonstrates how spatial boundaries and nation-state formation
within Latin America "have been constructed by racialized ideas of progress and modernity;"
29 Cholera killed more than 18,000 Parisians, of which more than 11,000 were workers and artisans
and only 5,000 were professionals and members of the upper classes, demonstrating what Louis
Chevalier called "the biological bases of class antagonism." This data revealed how "miserable
conditions somehow provided an environment for weakening the character and body of the poor,
making them susceptible to illness." The brutality of this epidemic was ironically accompanied by a
significant state accomplishment: a new understanding of disease as a single entity, arising from
society and space. Paul Rabinow, French Modern: Norms and Forms of the Social Environment
(Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), 30-39. For more details on the cholera
epidemic of 1832 see Francoise Delaporte, Disease and Civilization: The Cholera in Paris, 1832, trans.
Arthur Goldhammer (Cambridge, Mass., 1985) ; Louis Chevalier, Classes laborieuses et classes
dangereuses ' Paris pendant la premiere moiti6 du XIXe sircle (Paris, 1958) also Chevalier, Le
Cholra: La Premibre 6pid6mie du XIXe sidcle (Paris, 1958).
30 Of course, I am referring to Benedict Anderson's definition of the nation as an "imagined political
community." However, I am also building on Nancy Stepan's work which explores the crucial
association between racism and nationality, a connection that Anderson denies in Chapter 8,
"Patriotism and Racism" of his influential book. See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities:
Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism, 2nd ed.(New York: Verso, 1991).
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often favoring homogeneity. 31 Migration policies favoring the entrance of Europeans in Latin
America were established on the idea that white north Europeans were more civilized and
modem than other possible immigrants. In Brazil, for example, the concentration of north
Europeans in the south of Brazil labeled the area as progressive in the same way as the
concentration of Indians and blacks on the northeastern coasts of Brazil or in the southern
highlands and rain forests of Mexico labeled these regions as backwards. 32 Even some regions
in the Caribbean, identified as Indian or black, were not considered part of the nation,
alienating their inhabitants from the rights of citizenship. Therefore, just as "race [...]
constructed space" in its political assertion-the nation-"space constructed race" in its
political arena-the citizen.33
As noted in the previous chapter, the very term 'Latin America' was a mid-nineteenth century
geopolitical construction, although its origin is still an object of debate. Some scholars argue
that the term was invented in Paris by a group of Latin American intellectuals before pan-
Latinist intellectuals, arguing racial solidarity with a country that was also part of the "Latin
race," used the term to justify the 1860s French intervention in Mexico. A different account
traces the origin of the term to the struggle to establish international trade routes and the
expansion of US capital through a region known at the time as Nueva Granada (today Panama
and Colombia), in which New Granadans assumed this term to differentiate themselves from
the North American Anglo-Saxons. Regardless of the term's precise origin, contemporary
31 See Nancy P. Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, Op. Cit., 11.
32 For the notion of backwardness see Ricardo Roque Baldovinos, "The Epic Novel: Charismatic
Nationalism and the Avant-Garde in Latin America," in Cultural Critique 49, Fall 2001, pp. 58-83
3 See Nancy P. Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, Op. Cit., 11.
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debates demonstrate how the call for an "America Latina" unity should be better understood
as "critical engagements with a larger, transatlantic debate over the relationship between race
and political destiny." 34
II. Laundry Nation: Immigration and Medicalization in Argentina
In late nineteenth-century Argentina, the threat that once was represented by the Indians of the
Pampas expanded at the turn of the century to the 'degenerated' hybrids-mestizos, mulattos,
and zambos-and most importantly to "undesirable" immigrants: the "incompatible" Jews,
Asians, and Middle Easterners as well as the syphilitics and tuberculars. As early as 1890,
even before the institutionalization of eugenics in Argentina, Francis Galtons's identification
processes found a perfect laboratory in the city of La Plata and in the new Hotel de los
Imigrantes for its first application. It is not a coincidence that this identification system,
created by Galton and developed by Juan Vucetich in Argentina to detect the "inferior" and
the "anormal" emerged in La Plata, a planned city or community conceived as a "metaphor
for order" in which "the regularity of its forms would determine its inhabitants' civilized
behavior."35 Immigration and medicalization emerged as the principal regenerative agents of
modern Argentina.
Without a pre-Conquest tradition as in Mexico or the Andean region, and by disregarding
nation's nomadic native population and the few Argentineans of African origin, Argentinean
elites identified themselves with Europeans. Although most of them were of Latin descent-
34 Aims McGuinness, "Searching for Latin America. Race and Sovereignity in the Americas in the
1850s," in Nancy P. Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, Op. Cit., 94
3' Gustavo Vallejo y Marisa Miranda, "La Eugenesia y sus Espacios Institucionales en Argentina," Op.
Cit., 150.
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Spaniards, Italian and French-they sought to emulate the Anglo-Saxons in order to transcend
not only the "modicum" of Indian and African blood running through their veins, but also
their own Latinness. Since the 1850s, Argentinean governments had attempted to increase
immigration form northern European countries. But at the beginning of the twentieth century,
Argentinean elites realized that the vast majority of "imported" people were from the southern
European Latin countries or from Eastern Europe or the Middle East. According to national
physicians and scientists, all of these groups were dangerous-either because they brought
diseases, including among them social problems such as poverty or crime, or subversive
revolutionary ideas. In a country that had received more than six million immigrants between
1871 and 1914, eugenics found in the control of immigration its first raison d'&tre, and in the
Museo Social Argentino, the "most emblematic and influential organization of the national
liberalism," its first promoter.36
Inspired by the Parisian Musee Social, this Argentinean consortium was founded in 1911, in
the aftermath of the centennial celebration of Argentinean independence, with the double
mission of studying "the social and economic problems of the country" and "advertising
Argentina throughout the world." 37 The Museo Social de Buenos Aires (eventually named the
36 Marisa Miranda and Gustavo Vallejo, Darwinism social y eugenesia en el mundo latino, (Buenos
Aires: Siglo Veintiuno, 2005) 155-156.
37
"pero el Museo Social Argentino persigue otro fin fundamental que le diferencia de otros institutos
similares que es la de una alta y sistemitica propaganda argentina realizada con toda amplitud y
verdad, con el objeto de hacer conocer al pais, tal cual es, dentro y fuera de sus fronteras." Boletin
Mensual del Museo SocialArgentino, Year 1, Number 1, (January-February 1912), 9. As the Parisian
Musee Social, the Musee Social Argentino was opened having as one of its principal goals the creation
of an archive and a library to document the social and economical life of the nation, the publication of
a monthly bulletin titled with the same name of the institution, and the organization of a permanent
exhibition on social and economical topics. But, differentiating themselves from the Parisian Musre
Social and other similar institutions in England, the Argentinean institution sought another
fundamental goal "an advanced and systematic Argentina propaganda elaborated with entire openness
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Museo Social Argentino) was sponsored by a constellation of Argentinean institutions and
individuals such as the Argentinean Science Society (Sociedad Cientifica Argentina), the
Progress Club (Club del Progreso), the Mothers Club (Club de Madres), the Society for the
Protection of Infants (Sociedad Protectora de la Infancia), the Fine Arts Academy (Academia
de Bellas Artes), the Regional Public Health Directorate (Direction General de Salubridad de
la provincial de Buenos Aires), the Central Society of Architects (Sociedad Central de
Arquitectos), and the National University of Buenos Aires (Universidad Nacional de Buenos
Aires). 38 Tombs Amadeo, a member of the Argentinean Science Society, had encountered the
Parisian Mus6e Social in 1905 when he went to Paris on an official mission to research
French agricultural cooperatives and credits, and to inform Europeans of employment and
living opportunities in Argentina. 39 The Parisian Mus6e Social and its Section Rurale became
a source of inspiration for the Argentinean elites that were worried about the social
consequences of the capital city's radical transformation, the consequent abandonment of the
and accuracy, with the aim of promoting Argentina, as it is, inside and outside its borders." See
"Origenes y Desenvolvimiento del Museo Social Argentino," Boletin Mensual del Museo Social
Argentino, No, 1, (Januray-February 1912).
38 An anonymous article published in the BMSA in the section on Social Works and Institutions and
titled "El Club de Madres" says that the "Mothers Club" founded a complementary institution the
"Children Club" which owns a children garden in the area of Belgrano and that was preparing an
innovative publication on "maternal education of the child" written by a French physician. BMMSA,
Year I, Number 9, September 1912, 345-347.
39 Tomas Amadeo went to Paris accompanied by Aaron Pavlosky. See lectures published in the
Memoires et Documents du Mus6e Social de Paris between 1906 and 1911. Based on a preliminary
project designed by the agronomic engineer Tomas Amadeo, this social-economic institution emerged
with the aim of creating a Centro de Altos Estudios Sociales (Center of Advanced Social Studies)
capable of collecting information on past and present social organizations and analyzing the country's
socio-economic issues, including its physical and social environment; "vulgarizing" this production to
inform the worldwide public of the reality of Argentina as a means of asserting their economic, moral
and political agenda. The "social question" was assumed by this new institution as the impetus for
challenging the identity of"debilmente Argentina" (feeble Argentina), that according to the elites,
characterized its society.
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countryside, and the need to bring desirable immigrants to develop the rural domain, and from
there being able to more efficiently intervene in urban dynamics. 40 Thus, in the case of the
Museo Social Argentino, "the identity of the institution was marked by a certain regard
towards Buenos Aires that attempted to define its problems and visualize its solutions from an
outside perspective, with its focus on colonization and agricultural development."Al
It was clear to the new Argentinean institution that the city and its spaces represented
effective tools for the resolution of social problems, as was the case for the Parisian Muse
Social for whom the "urban question" became the main response to the "social question." Yet,
the first response of the Museo Social Argentino was to turn to the development of the
countryside and the consolidation of its productive cell-the peasant family. 42 To accomplish
this, the Museo Social Argentino called for the institutionalization of immigration and for the
repopulation of the countryside with northern Europeans immigrants. The Museo Social
lobbied for the denial of access to the country of the "inferior races," known as the "black and
yellow races" as well as the Jewish people "since there is no other race that stems from
40 Based on a preliminary project designed by the agronomic engineer Tomas Amadeo, this social-
economic institution emerged with the aim of creating a Centro de Altos Estudios Sociales (Center of
Advanced Social Studies) capable of collecting information on past and present social organizations
and analyzing the country's socio-economic issues, including its physical and social environment;
"vulgarizing" this production to inform the worldwide public of the reality of Argentina as a means of
asserting their economic, moral and political agenda.
41 ( Concretement, I'identite de l'institution est marquee par un certain regard sur Buenos Aires qui
consiste a definir ses problemes et a envisager leurs solutions d'un point de vue exterieur, dans la
colonization et le developpement agricole >> Alicia Novick, < Le Musee Social et L'Urbanisme en
Argentine >> (1911-1923)in Colette Chambelland, Le Musee Social en son Temps, Op.Cit., 334.
42 The "social question" was assumed by this new institution as the impetus for challenging the
identity of "debilmente Argentina" (feeble Argentina), that according to the elites, characterized its
society.
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Europe as degenerated as the Jew." 43 The famous Alberdian slogan "to govern is to populate"
was rephrased as "to govern is to populate but selectively. '""4 4 The countryside became the
territory that would receive the selected immigrants and the test ground for the Museo
Social's pragmatic project: the "Hogar Agricola" (Agricultural Home), a concrete entity
whose primary social function was to stop the depopulation of the rural areas. Healthy
northern Europeans were thus seduced to colonize the countryside, with women functioning
as "the regenerative factor of rural life.' 45
III. A Pathological Portrait of the City
New institutions were created to transform the family into an agent of medicalization, and to
transform the space of the city into a medical-izable object: the family through medical
eugenics and the city through social hygiene. In this sense, both eugenics and hygiene were
forms of social medicine used to prescribe the very nature of domestic space-the family
sexual practices, its fecundity, and even the layout of its living space-and the very nature of
public space-its organization, its composition, and its newly designated areas of
medicalization. The result of this process, which mimics the spreading of disease, was the
dissemination of new medical dispositifs throughout the city, permeating schools and other
nonmedical institutions, parks and gardens, vacation "retreats, and the private space of the
43 Stach in BMSA 1916, 361-389.
44 Juan B. Alberdi (1810-1884) was an Argentine political theorist who in 1852 pronounced his
maxim, "to govern is to populate." His maxim was follow by a legion of "white" Argentine and
immigrants whose mission was to procreate in the rural areas in order to improve the nation's racial
stock.
45 See BMSA No. 13, 41-49
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family." Thus, the nineteenth century saw the advent of modem medicine transforming the
existing hospital from a charity shelter into an extensive "curing machine," also reconfiguring
the house of the family, particularly the working family, the institutions of the family, and the
city itself. In this realm, germs and genes were identified as "objective" causes of disease and
targets for "scientific" reform. At the same time, physical space, more than the vehicle for
germs, became the engine of Lamarck's hereditary "acquired characteristics" and a critical
instrument in the launching of modem medicine. It was precisely at this juncture, when both
pathology and space emerged as a fused object of analysis and intervention, that the
foundation of modem medicine was laid down. In other words, the beginning of society
viewed as a "historical-natural-whole" marked the beginning of society as a target of state
intervention.46
In Buenos Aires, with the creation of two main public health authorities, the National
Department of Hygiene (Departamento Nacional de Higiene) in 1880 and the Municipal
Department of Public Welfare (Departamento de Asistencia P-dblica) in 1881, the Argentinean
government established the basis for the institutionalization of eugenics-the model that
would "normalize" Argentinean society. 47 The action of the National Department of Hygiene,
created to control the practice of medicine and pharmacology, to monitor the hygienic
46 See Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-1977 (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1980).
47 According to the Census of 1889, the National Department of Hygiene (Departamento Nacional de
Higiene) was created by decree on December 31, 1880 to replace the earlier national Public Hygiene
Council (Consejo de Higiene Piblica), and the Department of Welfare was created a month later on
January 31, 1881. See Chapter XI, "Gobierno Sanitario," in Censo General de Poblaci6n, Edificaci6n,
Comercio e Industria de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Vol 1, (Buenos Aires, Argentina: Compafiia Sud-
Americana de Billetes de Banco, 1889), 194-198.
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deficiencies of the capital city and its ports, and to regulate prostitutes, the destitute, and
orphans, would be complemented by the work of the new Department of Welfare in Buenos
Aires. Inspired by its French counterpart, the Argentinean Department of Welfare was created
by Emilio Coni, the Argentinean physician who in 1919 would write the medical utopia "La
ciudad argentina ideal y del porvenir" (The Ideal Argentinean City or the City to Come) and
Jose Maria Ramos Mejia, a main hygienist and one of the founders of the Argentinean
Medical Circle. The new municipal institution would be devoted to the organization of
Buenos Aires's diverse medical facilities, including hospitals, asylums and dispensaries, the
latter being a new type of clinic that, from that moment on, would start proliferating
throughout the city as part of a larger health care apparatus, a machine for modem life.48
Between 1880, the year that Buenos Aires became the capital of the nation, and 1910, the year
of the centennial anniversary of Argentinean independence, the Department of Welfare in
Buenos Aires, was not only responsible for managing the city's existing public health
facilities under a central authority, but also for creating and implementing numerous new
health institutions and policies.49 A 1911 study by Juan E. Milich on the evolution of
medicine and hygiene in Argentina presents us with a picture of the early development of the
4 8 In his book Policing Prostitution in the Nineteenth-Century Paris, Jill Harsin argues that the origin
of the dispensary can be precisely traced to the very start of the nineteenth century. An ordinance
dated March 3, 1802 decreed that prostitutes had to be regularly examined for venereal disease; and an
ordinance dated May 21, 1805 created the dispensary itself as the new space for this examination. See
Jill Harsin, Policing Prostitution in the Nineteenth-Century Paris, (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1985), 7-18.The young physicians Jose Maria Ramos Mejia and Emilio Coni, the main
proponents of the creation of the new Municipal Department of Welfare, had studied at the University
of Buenos Aires during the 1870s under the special influenced of French medical theories. Their
project was inspired by the Public Assistant program presented by Adolphe Thiers to the French
Assembly. Crider, Modernization and Human Welfare...
49 Two years later, the national government, convinced that they need to make public the medical
advances, decided to create the Scientific Anatomical-Pathological Museum at the National Theater.
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Department of Welfare's health institutions, built in marginal areas of the city. 50 Among these
institutions were: the Hospital Doctor Cosme Argerich (1897) in the south of the city and its
syphilitic dispensary for prostitutes working in the area of La Boca; the Sanatorium Tornu
(1904), a hospital for treating tuberculosis in the north-west of the city and its maternity
pavilion;5 1 the Hospital Torcuato de Alvear (1909), a large medical complex in the west of the
city conceived as the most important sanitarium in South America and designed as a
restorative park by the physician Jose Penna and the French landscape architect Joseph
Antoine Bouvard; 52 the Casas de Socorro, "miniature hospitals," were located in strategic
areas of the city for emergencies; and a nursing school, a central house for first aid, and other
satellite facilities in San Carlos, Nueva Pompeya, las Heras, Santa Lucia and Villa Devoto.53
Throughout Buenos Aires, an urban study was launched to identify both the location of the
sick and possible sites for their regeneration. In 1910, Jose Penna, the same physician who
worked with the architect Bouvard to design the Hospital Torcuato de Alvear, and the
physician Horacio Madero, director and sub-director at the time of the Department of
50 Juan E. Milich, Medicina Argentina: Ligero bosquejo hist6rico v evoluci6n de la hygiene en la Rep.
Argentina 1606-1910, Doctoral Thesis No. 2337, Buenos Aires, Facultad de Ciencias M6dicas
Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires, 1911.
51 Tuberculosis hospital built in area of 72,000 square meters in the north-west of the city became the
only hospital in Buenos Aires that accepted tubercular mothers. Inspired in a study that Marcelo
Torcuato de Alvear brought from France, the Sanatorio Tornu created a maternity pavilion that
allowed the physicians to separate new borns from their tubercular mothers.
52 This health complex that occupied an area of 136,504,40 meters (31,860 meters of construction and
98,644 meters of gardens) at the entrance of the Chararita de los Jesuitas in the west of the city, was
arranged in a park and organized in two geometrical restorative gardens: a triangular one for the
asylum for indigents, and a rhomboidal one for the hospice of the incurables. Capacity for 2000
s3 Several other hospitals are mentioned: The Hospital Teodoro Alvares, The hospital Pirovano,The
Casa de Aislameitnt or Hospital Moderno, the Hospital de Cronicos, The hospital Crespo, the Hospital
Durand, andthe Hospital Pienero. See Juan E. Milich, Op.Cit
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Welfare, published the study "La Administraci6n Sanitaria y Asistencia Puiblica de la Ciudad
de Buenos Aires," tracing the city's evolution of hygiene and public welfare services.54 In a
series of maps, the Penna and Madero study-what can be thought of as the first pathological
portrait of the modem city-delineates a neighborhood-by-neighborhood distribution of
diseases affecting Buenos Aires' urban fabric at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Represented on each block of the maps with a specific black or red pattern, each disease is
identified by its pattern in an unusual star-shaped legend located at the bottom or corner of
each map, which allows the viewer to interpret these urban plans. A number in red, written in
each block, identifies the total number of inhabitants affected by the identified disease, and a
chart that accompanies the map offers detailed information about the relationship between
each specific disease and the number of people affected, block by block. It should be observed
that the represented diseases were basically infectious diseases, produced by the lack of
hygiene, contagious through the environment, and fundamentally affecting babies, children,
and adolescents. Beside tuberculosis, a disease that in Buenos Aires had been feminized (and
considered a "disease of excess" due to its association with fervent sexuality, overwork,
alcohol, and neurasthenia), the other diseases identified in the maps-smallpox, typhoid fever,
diphtheria, meningitis, and puerperal or childbed fever (a disease associated with the lack of
hygiene and appropriate physical conditions during delivery)-were all primarily childhood
diseases that urgently needed to be controlled for the amelioration of the Argentinean race
[Images 14-16].55
54 Jose Penna and Horacio Madero, La Administraci6n Sanitaria y Asistencia Piblica de la Ciudad de
Buenos Aires, Tomo H (Buenos Aires: Litografia y Encuadernaci6n de G. Kraft, Cangallo, 1910).
55 Diego Armus in his book La Ciudad Impura: Salud, tuberculosis y cultura en Buenos Aires, 1870-
1950,
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Image 14
Map of distribution of diseases affecting Buenos Aires. Center of the City. Section
X (1910). Included in Jose Penna and Horacio Madero's study La Administraci6n
Sanitaria y Asistencia Pblica de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires.
Archive: Municipalidad de Buenos Aires.
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15 16
Image 15
Map of distribution of diseases affecting Buenos Aires. South of the City. Section III
(1910). Included in Jos6 Penna and Horacio Madero's study La Administraci6n Sanitaria y
Asistencia POblica de la Ciudad do Buenos Aires.
Archive: Municipalidad de Buenos Aires.
Image 16
Map of distribution of diseases affecting Buenos Aires. Center of the City. Section
IX (1910). Included in Jose Penna and Horacio Madero's study La Administraci6n
Sanitaria y Asistencia POblica de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires.
Archive: Municipalidad de Buenos Aires.
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To combat degeneration, the national ailment diagnosed between 1880 and 1940, hygiene that
made engineering practices, such as water and sewage systems and road development, the
core of the state's activities was replaced by social hygiene that made medicine the core of the
nation's reform movement. Comptean positivism contributed to this medicalization of social
thought. The growing prestige of science, invested with a kind of objective and
unquestionable authority, and its promise of progress, discipline and morality, permeated the
conception of physical space, no longer as the receptor of hygienic policies but as the very
technology of Lamarckian eugenics. Space, natural and architectural, became a major factor
in the transformation of modem medicine into an agent of the normative. Epidemic diseases,
cholera, bubonic fever, and yellow fever were displaced by the social diseases, whose
"perpetrators"--alcoholics, syphilitics, tuberculars and mentally ill-constituted the main
object of reform. The constitution of the family and its physical and moral environments
became the main source of these diseases and their mechanism of healing. The National
Department of Hygiene and the Municipal Department of Welfare were, at the turn of the
century, the state leaders in this process that launched an extraordinary proliferation of urban
spaces and buildings as health facilities for social regeneration. The state saw society as an
organism, and social scientists as physicians who needed to diagnose pathologies and
implement technologies to normalize society and to maximize its productivity, using
architecture as one of its key tools. In the same way as the nineteenth century romantic vision
of women as emotional, neurotic and hysteric (and thus unproductive) was replaced by a
positivist vision of them as procreators, so the traditional notion of architecture as a principle
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form of art, romanticized by its artistic features, was replaced by its essential modem
manifestation as a clinic capable of transforming the human beings.56
This very idea-that medicine was bound to the idea of social milieu, that society itself was
conceived in medical terms and visualized as an organic form-was the impetus for medical
eugenics. The individual body was no longer the only repository of health and disease. The
collective body, which included more than the organisms, was the new territory for this
complex duality. Medicine became a "matter of assemblages," an overlapping landscape of
spaces, bodies, and techniques. As Michel Foucault observed, the individual and collective
body became amenable to profitable use due to the need for integrating the population into the
apparatus of production, a relevant factor for the economy since the end of the eighteenth
century. Thus, it became imperative to organize a state apparatus that would ensure the
population's subjugation or, as Foucault called it, "subjection," in relation to the population's
optimal productivity. 57
Architectures of Hominiculture and Puericulture
It is characteristic of architecture to press towards standard types.
Typology, in its turn, spurns the abnormal and seeks the normal.
Hermann Muthesius, Die Werkbundarbeit der Zukunft.
La maternitd, c'est lepatriotisme desfemmes.
Francine de Riverolles, the heroine of Alexandre Dumas' Frangillon
56 Beatriz Colomina in a recent interview published in the Spanish newspaper El Pais, said that
architecture has been studied from every point of view except from the most obvious: the clinical one.
"Vi que la arquitectura moderna era como un manual antituberculosis: el aire libre, el sol, las terrazas,
la ventilaci6n, la limpieza. La habiamos estudiado desde todos los puntos de vista salvo el mas obvio:
el clinico". See Beatriz Colomina in "Los Arquitectos buscamos Dioses para adorarlos," interview
with Anatxy Balbeascoa, El Pais, April 20, 2009.
57 Michel Foucault, Op.Cit., 181.
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At the turn of the century, architecture in its clinical nature found an extraordinary territory in
which to experiment with the possibility of healing and purifying society in Buenos Aires. As
pieces of a larger mechanism, varied dispositifs were designed and planted in the city to
combat the Argentinean elites' obsession with their feeble society, including dispensaries,
human regenerative gardens, open schools, colonies for weak children, daycare wards for
newborns, maternal/child health and education centers, birthing institutions, and eugenic
homes. As this chapter will analyze, the dispensaries with their recruitment function were the
main prophylactic of prevention, used primarily to register and identify the sick through
preliminary diagnoses, and to educate and alleviate them. Dispensaries were prophylactic
agents rather than therapeutic. For each social disease a specific type of dispensary was
designed. For example, since it was believed that the alcoholic's body was ripe for the
development of tuberculosis, dispensaries for alcoholism were established to prevent
tuberculosis, and dispensaries for tuberculosis became real platforms for anti-alcohol
campaigns58 [Images 17-18]. In addition, other types of dispensaries, such as the
"dispensarios de lactantes" (lactation dispensaries) for the distribution of breast milk, and the
"cantinas maternales" (maternal cafeterias) for the nourishment of mothers, were established.
Open schools, inspired by the French cole du plein air, were more clinics than schools, more
gardens than buildings, designed primarily for "normal" children but also providing a model
5s "Each dispensary shows on its walls the pictures of alcoholism's ravages" ("Cada dispensario tiene
sobre sus muros los cuadros demostraticos de los estragos del alcoholism"). See Emilio Coni's
description of Dispensary Rawson, a model dispensary with its own laboratory for bacteriological
analysis, and of Dispensario Tornu, built at the center of Patricios Park, in his presentation at the
International Tuberculosis Congress held in Paris from October 2 to October 7, 1905. Emilio Coni,
"Higiene PNblica: La Lucha Antituberculosa en la Republica Argentina" in La Semana Medica, Year
XII, No. 42, October 19, 1905, 1059-1076.
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Images 17 & 18
Dispensary Doctor Rawson, Buenos Aires (sf).
Architectural Plan and Photography
Archive: Biblioteca de Medicina, Universidad de Buenos Aires
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for identifying "anormals." Human regenerative gardens were built throughout the city as
institutions of physical and moral cultivation: beyond aesthetic and respiratory functions,
these gardens were designed to provide a "loisir productif' (a productive pleasure) according
to the very ideals of efficiency and productivity of eugenics. 59 They also were used to
identify "weak" children-those projected to become unproductive of society. As economo-
politico agents, daycare wards for newborns were established in workplaces to guarantee
the ultimate efficiency of working mothers. As an essential part of this machinery, homes
were re-conceived as incubators for developing perfect citizens [Images 19-20]. Once
regarded as the unit to reinvigorate the country, in the city, the "hogar agricola" became the
"casa eug6nica"-a unit to normalize everyday interactions and activities. Beyond these
dispositifs, there is evidence in Buenos Aires's archives as well as in secondary sources of the
period of more than twelve types of other dispositifs within a network of still other
reformative institutions-conceived, and in many cases built, during the last decades of the
nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century. It is notable that most of the
accounts about these institutions and their spaces were conceived by physicians, not by
architects, as the list bellow suggests:
Hominiculture Puericulture
Restorative Gardens Autonomous Maternities
Dispensaries Salas-Cuna (Crib Halls)
School Open Air Matemo-Infantil Centers
Sanatoriums and Asylums Institutes of Puericulture
59 I borrowed the expression "loisir productif" from Georges Vigarello. See his article << Le temps du
sport >> published in Alain Corbin, L'avnement des loisirs 1850-1960, (Barcelone : Flammarion,
2009), or his book on the history of sport, Histoire culturelle du sport, techniques d'hier et
d'aujourd'hui, (Paris: Laffont, 1998).
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Images 19 & 20
Sala Cuna Compariia Tabacalera del 43. First industrial daycare wards for newborns
Architectural Plan and Illustration of Interior Space
Published in Emilio Coni, "La Sala Cuna del 43," La Semana M6dica, April 24, 1919.
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Casa Eug6nica (Eugenic House)
The dispensary
Prostitution was legal in Argentina between 1875 and 1934 and, as in many other countries, it
was medically controlled by the State primarily to protect the clients, not the prostitutes
themselves. This was because the elites in Argentina as in France believed that prostitutes
were the incarnation of the vice itself and that "the virus incubated by the prostitutes sets in
motion a process of degeneration that threatens to annihilate the bourgeoisie."6 0 Women had a
specific role in modem society, which was the sustenance of the family and the procreation of
healthy children. According to the French historian of medicine Alain Corbin in his influential
work on French prostitution, it was precisely the need to control women's sexuality outside
the home that led to the legalization and regulation of prostitution.61 In fact, in Argentina,
women were usually confined to the domestic sphere and those women who did not want to
procreate or who rejected sexual relations with their husbands were considered barbaric,
immoral or diagnosed with maternal phobias. The state believed that these "ill" or barbaric
women should be removed from public space, segregated in an enclosed space, hidden as
much as possible, and trapped in asylums or in sanitized bordellos, never to step outside the
state's surveillance. It is within this state's agenda of controlling women, represented in the
control of the prostitution, that an entire infrastructure of social control was implemented in
the city of Buenos Aires.
60 Alain Corbin, "Commercial Sexuality in Nineteenth-Century France: A System of Images and
Regulations," Representations, No. 14, and The Making of the Modem Body: Sexuality and Society in
the Nineteenth Century (Spring, 1986), 212.
61 Alain Corbin, Les filles de noce: Misere sexuelle et prostitution aux 19e et 20e si6cles. In this book,
Alain Corbin argues that it was precisely to canalize << extramarital sexuality >> that the regulation of
prostitution was institutionalized. See The Regulationist Argument, 3-9.
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Colonies for Weak Children
The system of regulation of prostitution in Argentina, called the "French system," was based
on the creation of an "enclosed milieu" invisible to society but transparent to the authorities.
The application of this system of quasi-incarceration required the organization and
construction of four different enclosed spaces all functioning together: The dispensario de
salubridad, the gateway of the system, was created for the registration and medical
examination of the prostitutes. Those who were found to be sick, or whose behavior was
considered indecorous or disrespectful, were sent to the sifilocomio for their isolation and
treatment.62 Prostitutes that were found to be fit to work were then confined to the
prostitutes' house or bordello, which were banished and camouflaged into specific areas of
the city. And finally, the carriages for the transportation of prostitutes from one place to the
other were also "enclosed milieus." These carriages-precursors of the police van-
maintained the hermetic system as the only permissible means of transportation for
prostitutes.
Prostitutes were an important aspect of urban pathology; and, although it was a legalized
profession, they were virtual prisoners treated as confessed criminals to the point that they
were not allowed to leave their bordellos without authorization-unless they were married.
Suspected of carrying a degenerative disease, these "medically dangerous" women were
62 "a building with a modest architectonic plan: [...] an inscription hall, a waiting and distribution hall,
a cabinet for examination, a consultation room, [another] cabinet for examination, a laboratory
(micrographic service), the offices of the director and the secretary, office of statistics, sterilization
room, changing room, a kitchen, a latrine and a dark room." "El edificio se compone de una planta
construida muy modestamente [...]:sala de inscripcion, id.de espera y distribucion, gabinete de
examen, consultorio, gabinete de examen, servicio de mircrografia, direccion, secretaria, oficina de
estadisticas y enfermos, esterilizaci6n, guardarropa, cocina, letrina y camara obscura." Ibid., 390-391.
63 Alan Corbin, Women for Hire, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990), 9-18.
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removed from the visible urban dynamics. As Dr. Benjamin Dupont, a French hygienist living
in Buenos Aires, used to say, "prostitution should be repressed and subject to surveillance
because it endangers public health by propagating contagious diseases. For this reason every
prostitute should be suspected a priori of being ill."64 In fact, their identification and isolation
represent the starting point for modem public health programs in Buenos Aires.6 5
In Penna and Madero's study, "La Administraci6n Sanitaria y Asistencia Pfiblica de la Ciudad
de Buenos Aires," syphilis was not among the diseases identified and represented in the urban
maps. However, the public assistance study included a section devoted to the prophylaxis of
syphilis and other venereal diseases.66 Of course, to combat these diseases the main targets of
intervention were women, not men, and its prophylactic actions were concentrated in the
regulation of female prostitution.67 In their study, Penna and Madero describes in detail the
"dispensario de salubridad," a unique dispositifthat was established for the first time in 1888
and relocated throughout the city, including the proximity of Plaza Lorea facing its central
water tank-a monument to hygiene-and the upper-class neighborhood of Recoleta [Image
21].68 The
64 Ibid., 127
65 Donna J. Guy, White Slavery and Mothers Alive and Dead: The Troubled Meeting of Sex, Gender,
Public Health, and Progress in Latin America (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000),126.
66 See Chapter XIX, "Profilaxis de la Sifilis y Enfermedades Venereas," in Penna and Madero, La
Administraci6n Sanitaria v Asistencia Pfiblica de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Op. Cit.
67 Ibid., 384. Of course, men were never the object of the reform. In her work, Donna J. Guy
insistently showed us how, despite the evidence of male prostitution as well as men as "source of
contamination" to healthy prostitutes, men were never regulated.
68 Established in 1888, the Dispensario de Salubridad was the first medical institution devoted to the
control of syphilis and venereal diseases in Buenos Aires. Its first location was at the core of the city's
downtown at Esmeralda street No.76, but during the following decades it moved several times: in
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Image 21
Plaza Lorea and Water Tank, 1880
Photo: Witcomb. Photo included in Proyecto Orginico para la Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio,
Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
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1891 to Entre Rios street No. 1492, and then close to Plaza Lorea (and its central water tank as a
monument to hygiene), on San Jose Street No. 15. In 1899, it moved back to the southwest of the city,
to Sarandi street
Penna and Madero's study offers a detailed description of this last location and the
architectural distribution of the dispensary's spaces:
"The land is a quadrangular surface [...] with its borders having the following
measurements: 35.70 meters on Pefia street, 29.00 meters on Barrientos street, 14.00
meters on Larrea street, and 24.00 meters on the limit with an open land [owned by the
municipality]. The approximate total surface is 824.76 square meters.
The building was constructed along the perimeter of the land, reserving an empty
space of 310 square meters for parking the carriages that bring the registered
prostitutes for examination: [the carriages] access through the front door on Larrea
street and exit the building through the back door on Barrientos street." 69
[...the sequence of spaces were as follow:] an inscription hall, a waiting and
distribution hall, a cabinet for examination, a consultation room, [another] cabinet for
examination, a laboratory (micrographic service), the offices of the director and the
secretary, office of statistics, sterilization room, changing room, a kitchen, a latrine
and a dark room." 70
The text itself exalts the dispensary's new features which contribute to the hermetic properties
of the system, which was imperative given its paradoxical location in one of the most
fashionable districts of the city:
"it lacks contiguous neighbors, [although even with its central location in the city], it
is [purposely] isolated, and the mass of vehicles and the transfer of the patients-
No.1440, and in 1900 it was relocated to the upper-class neighborhood of Recoleta on Larrea street
No. 1500. Donna J. Guy, Sex and Danger xxx
69 "El terreno es una superficie cuadrangular [...] sus lados dan las medidas siguientes: frente a Pena,
35.70 metros; frente a Barrientos, 29.00 metros; frente a Larrea, 14.00 metros; frente al corral6n 24.00.
La superficie total aproximada es de metros cuadrados 824.76." "Su construcci6n se tiene toda con
frente a dichas calles, dejando en el centro un buen espacio, de 310 metros cuadrados, donde se
estacionan los carruajes que conducen a las inscriptas: entran por un porton sobre Larrea y salen por
otro sobre Barrientos...." Penna and Madero, La Administraci6n Sanitaria y Asistencia Pfiblica de la
Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Op. Cit.,390
70 There is no information about the use of the Dispensario's dark room but it is well know that in
some kind of manifestations of syphilis such as syphilitic retinitis some patients requires confinement
in dark rooms to protect their eyes from bright light. We could also speculate that the dark room was
use in the process of identification of the prostitutes, particularly for photographic registrations but its
location at the very end of the successive rooms suggests a more therapeutic/diagnostic than
administrative use.
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prostitutes, occur inside the building, saving the neighbors from the disturbances that
would take place if occurred in the street."
It is clear that the architectures of the system for the control of prostitution, including the
house of the prostitute, which had to be a one-story house with only one door of access, no
attractive colors in the exterior facades, no publicity or identification of its function, few open
windows, and with prescribed dimensions that correspond to specific conditions for "hygienic
and moralistic reasons," had as its primary purpose the shielding of society from such a
source of degeneration. 72 Zones of tolerance were clearly demarcated to prevent prostitution
appearing in other public spaces. 73 But it is interesting to note that syphilis, analyzed in Penna
and Madero's study, was not visible on the maps of pathology included in the study-as if its
diagnosis, assigned particularly to women, had to be hidden along with them.
Female prostitutes were not only medically but morally suspect. Their sexual freedom, rather
than the potential disease, was the real threat to public health. Thus, prostitutes were not the
only women considered medically and morally dangerous: women outside the domestic
sphere, particularly lower-class workers such as servants and nurses, were also suspect. Thus,
although not widely enforced as the ordinance on prostitution, a public health law was passed
71 "...no tiene vecinos contiguos, esta aislado: el hacinamiento de vehiculos, lo mismo que el bajar y
subir de sus pasajeras, se hace dentro del recinto, salvando las molestia que resultarian si de produjera
en la calle." Ibid.
72 For a more detailed account regarding the physical conditions of the prostitutes' house see Art. 3,
Reglamentaci6n, Decreto de fecha Octubre 1 ide 1907, Exp 30997, c. 907.
73 Since it was believed that they were not only a main source of national infection and degeneration
but of moral degradation, zones of tolerance were demarcated to prevent prostitution in other public
spaces. The ordinance of 1908 established a neighborhood of total exclusion in which bordellos were
prohibited; see Milich, Op Cit.
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calling for the mandatory registration of domestic servants and nurses.74 So, it is not by
accident that the prostitute's house, designed to be easily monitored by the authorities,
became a paradigm for the conception of the ideal lower-class house in Buenos Aires.
Apprehensions about women working outside their homes were linked to the very idea of the
preservation of the family and the nation. Women, valued only in their "natural" reproductive
role rather than in the productive labor sphere, represented a national menace. While the
family, as the basic unit of the "imagined community," forms a critical link to national
identity in most modem nations, it was also argued that the family was used as the main
mechanism for marginalizing individuals and depriving them, women in particular, of civil
rights.7 s In early modem Argentina, the politics of social control of female prostitutes and
lower-class female workers was based on the social constructions of gender and class, and
family and nation. In fact, the 1871 civil code explicitly stated that the role of women was to
marry and bear children. Maternity became politicized, children became the most valuable
resource of the nation, and women became a natural resource but only within the family--the
cell of the nation.
A powerful 1920s poster for a national campaign against syphilis, produced by the French
National Office of Social Hygiene and designed by the well-known illustrator Leo Fontan,
was emblematic of the critical role of women within the family [Image 22]. Above the
poster's title, La syphilis est curable (Syphilis is Curable), there is a dual image: on the left, a
simple silhouette drawing on a red background depicts a medical scene, a physician
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74 Donna Guy, Op.Cit., 126-127.
75 Anderson and Donzelot
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Image 22
Leo Fontan, Poster French National Campaign Against Syphilis, 1923-1936
Direction de I'hygiene et de I'assistance; Service de Prophylaxie des Maladies Veneriennes;
Office National d'hygiene sociale; Commission generale de Propagande de I'office national
d'hygiene sociale.
Archive: Archives Departemental des Bouches-du-Rhone, Marseille. Propagande antisyphilitique,
Box 5M210
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vaccinating a male patient whose arm, the only part of his body seen as complete, rests on an
examinition table at the center
of the monocolor image; on the right, a colorful illustration on a white background depicts a
pleasant bourgeois family scene, a woman holding a baby comfortably sleeping in her arms,
surrounded by her happy and healthy children of different ages, with her husband standing
supportively in the background. The copy above and below the title is emphatic: a well treated
syphilitic could be cured, could create a family, have healthy children, just like healthy men.
This copy encourages prevention, calling for the avoidance of contagion, but it makes it clear
that even if a person is contaminated, science will play its role and the syphilitic man will not
necessarily produce a degenerate--"blind, paralitic, ataxic or mad"--child. In the end, the
copy encourages citizens to visit the dispensaries antiveneriens, those clinics that, as part of a
national program of medicalization, were distributed throughout the city. Thus, as the dual
image of this poster so graphically illustrates, the solution to degeneration was both medical
and moral.76
76 It was very curious that the designer commissioned by the French Ministry of Public Health to
design the campaign poster was Leo Fontan (1884-1965), the illustrator, designer and decorator who
collaborated with important newspapers and magazine in France such as La vie parisienne and
Fantasio, and who also followed Toulusse Lautrec in the design of the poster for celebrated divas and
shows at the Folies Bergere in Paris. The complete original text displayed in the poster is "Le
Syphilitique bien soigne guerit; il peut creer une famille avoir enfants sains, etre un homme comme les
autres car. LA SYPHILIS EST CURABLE. Ne vous exposez pas a la contaion, mais si vous etes
atteint : pour ne pas contaminer vos proches pour que vos bebes ne soient pas des degeneres, pour que
vous ne risquiez pas de devenir tot ou tard aveugle, paralytique, ataxique ou fou. Faites-vous soigner
tout de suite par votre medecin ou aux dispensaires antiveneriens. Demandez-en la liste au ministere
de la sante publique. >) The credits of the organizations behind the poster were : Direction de l'hygiene
et de l'assistance ; Service de Prophylaxie des Maladies Veneriennes ; Office National d'hygiene
sociale ; Commission generale de Propagande de l'office national d'hygiene sociale. I found this
poster in the Archives Departemental des Bouches-du-Rhone, Marseille-France, Box 5M210,
Propagande antisyphilitique 1923-1936.
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Regenerative Gardens
For the city of Buenos Aires, there was not a more prolific urban dispositif conceived in the
service of healthcare than the parks and plazas designed during the end of the nineteenth
century and the first three decades of the twentieth century. And for the Argentinean elites,
there were no more attractive designers and technocrats to imagine these spaces than the
French landscape architects and urbanists trained under the influence of the new "green"
Paris, the city created with its hygienic and moralizing public parks by Napoleon III, the
Baron Haussmann and Adolphe Alphand. Without a doubt, Paris was the primary source of
inspiration for Buenos Aires, which led to Domingo Sarmiento's desire to transform Buenos
Aires into a civilized "French and mercantile" city.77 Sarmientos' obsession with "civilizing
the barbarians" ("civilizar la barbarie"), as clearly manifested in his famous 1845 book
Facundo: Civilizaci6n y Barbarie (Facundo: Civilization and Barbarism) was at the core of his
motivation to create a grand public park and the first neighborhood gardens for the capital
city. It was clear that the concept itself of the public garden, which the nineteenth century
urbanistic revolution started to materialized in the different cardinal points of Paris, emerged
as part of a new way of thinking about the city.78 To create a grand urban park, Sarmiento
counted on the support of the hygienists of the moment, such as the physician Eduardo Wilde,
who argued for the creation of urban parks to "send surges of oxygen to the city, to regenerate
our blood," because "every city needs as an essential hygienic element the proximity of a
77 Federico Ortiz quoted in Sonia Berjman, Plazas Y Parques De Buenos Aires: La Obra De Los
Paisajistas Franceses, Andr6, Courtois, Thays, Bouvard, Forestier, 1860-1930. 1st ed. (Buenos Aires:
Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1998), 56.
78 Michel Vernes, "Genese et avatars dujardin publique," in Monuments Historiques, Paris, No. 142,
January 1986, p.4. Alphand designed the Bois de Boulogne for the western edge of Paris, the Bois de
Vincennes for the eastern edge, the Pare des Buttes-Chaumont for the north side, and the Parc
Montsouris for the south.
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neighborhood jungle, a forest, a plain-that is, sites with trees."" 79 The physician Guillermo
Rawson championed little plazas, far away from the river, the city's center, spreading out
across the urban fabric that, according to him, was inexorably growing to the west of Buenos
Aires.8 0 From Sarmiento's time and for more than six decades, Argentinean elites believed
that the French were best suited to imagine these green dispositifs. The French landscape
architects and urbanists, Edouard Andr6 (1840-1911), Charles Thays (1849-1934), Joseph
Antoine Bouvard (1840-1920) and Jean Claude Forestier (1861-1930), came to Buenos Aires
to conceive the green civilized city.81 Initially, the projects imagined for a late nineteenth
century Buenos Aires were conceived in the Alphand tradition following the hygienic
mentality of the time-as works of art, as aesthetic entities that do not pretend to simply
imitate nature, but to offer healthy environments. However, it was not until the beginning of
the twentieth century, with the work of the Argentinean agronomic engineer Benito Carrasco,
that these green spaces needed to be understood in the context of the demographics of the city,
as a way to gentrify the most unsavory neighborhoods and thus adding a social and economic
function to the aesthetic one. As he states:
In 1914, being the director of "Paseos Piiblicos" [Municipal Directorate for Parks and
Walks], [...] I understood [...] that it was time to complement the decorative and
respiratory function that parks and gardens had assertively performed, according to the
inspiration given by the nineteenth century school, with others [functions] that without
7 9 
"que nos mande a la ciudad bocanadas de oxigeno, para regenerar nuestra sangre. (...) es
indiscutible (...) que toda ciudad necesita como elemento esencial de higiene, la vecindad de una
selva, de un bosque, de un prado, de un sitio, en fin, en que haya arboles" Eduardo Wilde (1844-1913)
was the Department of Nacional Hygiene's director during Sarmiento's goverment. See Eduardo
Wilde quoted in Sonia Berjman, Plazas y Parques de Buenos Aires: La Obra de los Paisajistas
Franceses 1860-1930, 45; or Eduardo Wilde, Curso de Higiene Publica, (Buenos Aires: Cassavalle,
1872) and Obras Completas, Tomo II, (Buenos Aires: Peuser, 1917), 21.
80 Guillermo Rawson, quoted in Armus, Op. Cit., 51.
81 See Berjman, Op.Cit.
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abandoning that concept would (...) fulfill the necessities and requirements (...)
imposed by the growing of human agglomerations. (...) To achieve this goal I decided
to improve not only the aesthetic aspect... [but to introduce]...those elements which
effect would contribute to orient our public promenades towards a more marked social
action (...) this was the concept that motivated the implementation (...) of large floral
pots, children playgrounds with their sand boxes, gymnasiums, courts of basketball,
tennis..., 8 2
Thus, plazas and parks were no longer conceived as representation of the pastoral aimed at the
bourgeois mise-en-scene; rather they were seen as clinics for healing, controlling, and
producing citizens. They were designed to provide the "loisir productif" according to the very
ideals of efficiency and productivity that eugenics would later proclaim.8 3
Nevertheless, modern gardens as social and economic constructs were a preoccupation not
only for Carrasco but also for the Frenchman J.C.N. Forestier. In 1907, an article written by
Forestier, the architect member of the Parisian Mus6e Social, titled "The Modern Gardens"
("Los Jardines Modernos"), was published in the popular Argentinean magazine Caras y
82 "Siendo director de paseos pfiblicos, en el ano 1914, durante la intendencia del doctor Joaquin S. de
Anchorena, comprendi que habia llegado, para esa entonces importante repartici6n, el momento de
completar la funcion decorativa y de pulmones que con acierto venian desempefiando los parques y
jardines segin la inspiraci6n dada por la escuela del siglo XIX, con otras que, sin abandonar ese
concepto, se acercaran mas a llenar las necesidades y exigencias cada vez mayores impuestas por el
crecimiento de las aglomeraciones humanas. [...] Para cumplir ese fin me propuse mejorar no solo el
aspecto est6tico [...sino introducir...] aquellos elementos cuyo efecto contribuyera a orientar nuestros
paseos pfiblicos hacia una mas marcada acci6n social" "este fue el concepto con que se implantaron
entre otros los grandes macizos florales, los juegos infantiles con sus cajones de arena, los gimnasios,
las canchas de basket-ball, tenis..."Benito Carrasco, "Evolucion de los espacios verdes" Boletin del
HCD 31-497.
83 1 borrowed the expression "loisir productif" from Georges Vigarello. See his article << Le temps du
sport >> published in Alain Corbin, L'av6nement des loisirs 1850-1960, (Barcelone : Flammarion,
2009), or his book on the history of sport, Histoire culturelle du sport, techniques d'hier et
d'aujourd'hui, (Paris: Laffont, 1998).
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Caretas.84 In this article, marking the first appearance of his ideas in Argentina, Forestier
argued for the renunciation of the decorative form of the historical gardens. He stated that
"modern gardens must be simple, free of adornments and colors. [...] with straight or wavy
lines [but] only in circular form; all curvy forms are useless and complicated"' " As the French
architectural historian Francoise Choay observed, Forestier's connection to the Parisian
Musee Social intensified his desire to articulate, through history, the social, economic and
aesthetic problems of the city...."86 In Forestier's own words, "the garden today should be
attached to the industrial building and to the castle, to the most modest home and to the most
splendid one;" and, following the ideas of Georges Benoit-Levy, his colleague at the Musre
Social, Forestier states that " cities can no longer be different than city-gardens."" For
Forestier, Buenos Aires would later become the perfect laboratory to imagine gardens "for
health, for charity, for beauty" ("Por la Salud - Por la Bondad - Por la Belleza").8 8 In line
84 In 1923, Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier was invited by Carlos Noel, the mayor of Buenos Aires, to
collaborate in the production of a modern city plan for Buenos Aires, the main project to be
developed by the recently created Comision de Estetica Edilicia (Civic Art Commission). At the time
of the Argentinean the invitation, Forestier was already a global technocrat; his experience and
prestige in Paris had provoked Mariscal Lyautey's invitation to Marrakech and Rabat in 1913. Then,
in 1914 and 1918 he work in Spain, then Buenos Aires and in 1925 Havana in Cuba.
85
"los jardines modernos deben ser sencillos y ni siquiera deben escogerse los adornos y colores. No
muy grande, sencillo, limpio, abitabe, poco costoso su entretenimiento: he ahi las condiciones de un
jardin de nuestra epoca. Se disponen comodamente con lineas rectas o circulares algunas veces; arcos
de circulos solamente; las demas curvas son iniitiles y complicadas."
86 "...sa relation 6troite avec la section d'histoire urbaine et rurale cr66e en 1906 au sein du Musre
social, dont elle tient sa fagon d'articuler par la m6diation de l'histoire une triple probl6matique,
sociale, 6conomique et esth6tique, de la ville..." Francoise Choay, Preface to Jean Claude Nicolas
Forestier 1861-1930. Du jardin au paysage urbain, Op. Cit., 13
87
"Eljardin, hoy (...) debe ser anexado tanto a la fabrica como al Castillo, a la mas humilde como a la
mas fastuosa de las viviendas" xxxx. " ...cities cannot be longer different than city-gardens" The idea
of the cit6-jardin, had been popularized in France since 1903 by Georges Benoit-Lvy. See Georges
Benoit-Levy, La Cit6-jardin (Paris: Henri Jouve, 1904).
88 Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier, Jardins, carnet de plans et de dessins. Paris, Paul Freres Editeurs, s/f
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with Forestier's ideas, and aware of the city radical expansion, Benito Carrasco insisted on the
need to transform existing parks and to create new gardens as true civic centers to be located
in expanded areas of the city. In a 1908 article published only a few months after Forestier's
article in the same magazine, Caras y Caretas, Carrasco visualized Buenos Aires as a center-
less city. In this article "The City of the Future" (La ciudad del porvenir), Carrasco argues for
a radical transformation of the city based on transformative interventions that should occur
away from the city center, where the colonial grid dissipates into new tree-lined boulevards-
making Buenos Aires "the real city, the grandiose city of the near future, the city that will
make America [the continent] and the human race proud....""
The nearly simultaneous visions of the modem city and its open spaces that Forestier and
Carrasco presented in Buenos Aires were an inevitable consequence of the events that
generated the creation in 1908 of a new section of the Musee Social in Paris devoted to the
urban question. The Section on Urban and Rural Hygiene (SHUR), became the stage on
which physicians and architects sought the mutual transformation of space and society. The
very idea of the garden as a social and economic construct was at the core of the emerging
discipline of modem urbanism, and it was at the Parisian Musee Social, that physical space
found its ultimate mission as a social technology. As early as 1903, before the creation of the
Musee Social's SHUR, the physician and Muse Social member Albert Calmette proposed
that all French cities surrounded by military fortification walls should dismantle them to
transform those spaces into a green "hygienic strip," including parks, gardens and public
89 << ...la verdadera ciudad, la grandiosa ciudad del futuro no lejano, la ciudad que Ilenara de orgullo a
America y a la raza..." Carrasco, Caras y Caretas
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health facilities for the poor and working class families.90 Simultaneously, Eugene Henard,
the architect that would later become a member of the Musee Social's SHUR, developed an
urban plan for modem Paris that included the proposal of nine public parks in the lands
occupied by the city's fortifications and new regenerative gardens distributed throughout the
city [Images 23-24]. The motive for their creation is clear, as evident in a section of his study
devoted to the repercussions of the law (Loi de degrevement des boissons hygieniques) in
relation to the city's open spaces: "...this hypocritical law will have a triple consequence: the
promotion of alcoholism and its ravages, the restriction of budgetary resources for
infrastructure works, and therefore, the destruction of the cultivated [green] spaces that
constitute genuine sanatoriums intended to combat diseases...."",,9 In other words, Henard
wanted to ensure that these parks would offer new amenities such as playing fields to
invigorate the working class. Henards' parks and squares included sport facilities and other
infrastructures not usually integrated into public spaces, such as playgrounds and ball courts
that would put more value on physical education. For example, for Champs de Mars, the
esplanade where the Tour Eiffel and the Galerie des Machines represented the triumph of
90 Home, 246-247 "Enfin la question des jardins ouvriers fut examinee au point de vue del higiene. II
faut propager les jardins ouvriers pour se defendre contre la tuberculose, disent les savants. Et le Dr.
Calmette, de Lille, fit adopter le voeu suivant : 'Que les terrains militaires des villes fortifies soient
mis, dans la plus large mesure, a la disposition des societes privees et etablissements d'hygiene et de
bienfaisance, pour y creer des jardins ouvriers, en faveur des families necessiteuses.' )> < L'Oeuvre de
jardins ouvriers, > in Annales du Musee social, 1903, 329. See also Anne Cormier, Extension,
Limites-Espaces Libres : Les travaux de la secion d'hygiene urbaine et rurale du musee social. xxx.
15. Directeur Jean -Louis Cohen Ecole d'Architecture paris-Villemin. Albert Calmette devoted his life
to the fight against Tuberculosis. Hewas the director of the Pasteur Institute in Lille and the founder of
the Pasteur Institute in Algiers.
91 "Ainsi, cette loi hypocrite aura eu cetter triple consequence: de facoriser l'alcoolisme et ses ravages,
de restreindre les resources budgetaires des travaux edilitaires, et par ricochet de detruire les espaces
plantes qui constituaient de veritables sanatoriums, destines a combattre les maladies que l'abus du vin
et des spirituex entraine a sa suite. > Henard, Etudes sur les transformations de Paris, (Paris :
Librairies-Imprimeries Reunies, 1903) 92.
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industry and modernity at the World Fair of 1889, H6nard visualized speed racing and
running tracks, tennis courts, soccer and rugby fields, gymnasiums, and even the
extraordinary Galerie des machines, which he imagined as a hanger for blimps (Gare pour
dirigibles) [Image 25]. One part of Henard's plan devoted to public parks and squares was
officially transformed into the first mission of the Mus6e Social's SHUR. On January 23,
1908, a few months after the creation of SHUR, its members created a sub-commission to
develop the project for open spaces in Paris, for which Eugene Henard was named president
and Forestier its vice-president. 92
The 1908 creation of the Mus6e Social's SHUR coincides with the municipal elections in
Paris. In order to find political and official support, the Musee Social organized a public
meeting at the Sorbonne in June 1908, titled "Les Espaces libres a Paris." Speakers included
the industrialist and president of the SHUR Georges Risler, the liberal deputy Alexandre
Ribot, and the physician and vice-president of the SHUR Louis Landouzy, who had coined
the term hominiculture to argue for the cultivation of the human species. Arguments at the
meeting ranged from explaining the need for "healthy" housing to combat tuberculosis, based
on Landouzy's report on tuberculosis-infected dwellings in Paris, to calling for the
transformation of land occupied by military fortifications into public parks for the working
class in the service of fighting social diseases to revitalize "its force and its virility." The
92 The architects Augustin Rey and Robert de Souza and the chief of public hygiene services for Paris
also joined the < espaces libres >> commission, and on February 01 of the same year Jules Siegfried
manifested his intention to elaborate in collaboration with the nouvelle section a proposal for a law on
open spaces. See Anne Cornier, 17.
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Image 23 & 24
Eugene H6nard, Plan for Parks, Gardens, and Plazas in Paris
Projects included in Eugene Henard, Itudes sur les transformations de Paris. Fascicule 1. Paris :
Librairies-Imprimeries R6unies, 1903
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Image 25
Eugene H6nard, Development Project for Champs de Mars. Blimps' Port and Park of Sports.
Project included in Eugene Henard, Etudes sur les transformations de Paris. Fascicule 1. Paris:
Librairies-Imprimeries R6unies, 1903
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discourses had also nationalist and eugenics undertones, calling for the need to transform
physical exercise into a national project that would contribute to the preservation of the
French race, at the time when France's falling birthrate was attributed to physical
degeneration. 93 The Musee Social's SHUR brought together psysicians and architects, in a
complicit act, in their attempt to regenerate society through the "technification" of space.
Twelve thousand posters-with Henard's plan showing the locations of his nine urban parks
and a positivist promotion of light, air, and spaces for the cultivation of the body-were
printed to introduce the Mus6e Social's plan to the Paris municipal candidates, regardless of
their political affiliations, and to the public at large [Image 26]. The project, which was
widely adopted by the most diverse candidates from the left to the right announced eugenic as
an ideology that permeated society.
In 1907, even prior to the creation of the SHUR, Jules Siegfried, one of the main founders of
the Musee Social who would become the Section's first president, attributed to J.C.N.
Forestier-and not to Hemard's plan-the very idea that led to the creation of the Musee
Social's SHUR: that modem urbanism with its organization of espaces vertes would provide
the most efficient way to combat public health problems. 94 Many years later, the message
was still clear. In the first pages of Forestier's book, Jardins, carnet de plans et de dessins
(1920), he identifies the main principles of his work: the social use of green spaces, the
primacy of the city-garden, and the value of regularity-the use of geometry as compositional
9 SHUR, Le Museo Social, Annales, 1912, 87-88; See also Lucien March, "Pour la race: Infertilit6 et
puericultura," Revue du mois, 10 (1910).
94 Le Musee social, Memoires et documents (1907), 328.
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Image 26
Musee Social's Urban and Rural Hygiene Section, Poster for the Paris Municipal Elections of 1908
Archive: CEDIAS-Musee Social, Paris.
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element.95 These ideas were fundamentally connected to the tri-part focus of the Musee
Social's SHUR section, later renamed Hygiene Urbaine et Rurale et de Prevoyance Social, to
be implemented in 1921: the improvement of the city through the extension of its borders and
the development of its periphery, the battle against venereal diseases, and, most importantly,
the question of natality. Forestier was aware of this focus; he was present at this section's
meeting on December 15, 1920, when Georges Risler, at the time, president of SHUR,
established these priorities. Forestier was particularly adamant about the development of the
periphery and the importance of expropriating property for the construction of green spaces.
Forestier's ideas had traveled beyond the borders of France: among many other places, to the
French colonies by invitation of Hubert Lyautey, the governor-general of Morroco from 1912
to 1925; to Seville for the re-design of the Maria Luisa Park; to Barcelona to develop a system
of parks, including the Montjuich gardens and the America Avenue, the main access for the
1929 World Fair; to Havana for the city's master plan development; and to Buenos Aires,
where he was invited in 1923 by mayor Carlos Noel to collaborate in the development of the
so-named "Organic Project for the Urbanization of the City" (Proyecto Orgainico para la
Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio). Within this comprehensive plan to reform the city, "the first
local document that tried to adopt the points of view of 'modern urbanism'," Forestier
visualized a system of parks and plazas as a part of a larger effort to re-imagine the city
95 In this book, Forestier published some of his works developed between 1912 and 1920, including a
group of gardens designed for Havana in 1918. Jean Claude Nicholas Forestier, Jardins, carnet de
plans et de dessins
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beyond its administrative limits, as one continuous agglomeration that includes its potential
for growth. 96
The system of parks and plazas that Forestier created for the Organic Project resembles
previous plans designed by the City's Directorate of Parks and Walks, one under the direction
of Carlos Leon Thays and the other under the direction of Benito Carrasco. Forestier's plan,
which visualized 2,500 hectares of landscaped space, representing fourteen per cent of the
land in a city with only six per cent of existing open space, included various green typologies:
metropolitan parks, linking the city with the region; urban parks, to be located in the most
diverse areas of the city, including the landfill territories along the river that were transformed
into La Costanera park; private gardens, to increase the percentage of green areas in the city;
promenades or boulevards, commons, park-cemeteries, nurseries. In addition, Forestier
designed gardens for children, away from the streets, circumscribed by plantings, and under
the surveillance of only women (not men); municipal playing fields, designed according to
the size of the population and to the types of sporting activities (371 enclosed and 25 open);
and gardens for the workers, a direct response to the mayor's requirements and to his own
sense that gardens should be located not only in elegant neighborhoods but also in the most
humble ones, near both the workers' houses and their workplaces. For example, for the south
area of Buenos Aires, which Forestier argues was "a sub-standard and unsanitary zone, calling
for an intelligent and service-oriented vision," his study proposes the Parque Bosque, a large
park-forest to be located in a municipal land of 660 hectares in Flores, the Parque Avellaneda,
with its sporting facilities and geometrical gardens, and more than ten garden-plazas (Plazas-
96 Alicia Novick, "Foreign Hires: French Experts and the Urbanism of Buenos Aires, 1907-1932" in
Joe Nasr and Mercedes Volait (edit.) Urbanism: Imported or Exported, (Wiley-Academy, 2003), 276
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Jardines).97 The architectural composition of Parque Avellaneda, designed following a
diagonal central axis that links two football courts, resembles the formal structure of two
playground for children (plazas de juegos para ninos) described by xxxx Nelson in one of the
first articles published in the Bulletin of the Museo Social Argentino [Image 27]. These
playground sketches show quadrangular parks organized along a diagonal axis with the main
entrance located at one of its corner. Also along this axis are the swimming pool, its
bleachers, an oval athletic field in which a baseball court and running track are located.
Separate gyms for men and women as well as other ball courts, play areas and services are
located on the two sides of the main entrance in an L shape [Images 28-29]. As Forestier
would later state, Nelson was also convinced that these plaza-gardens for children "should be
located in those areas of the city in which infant delinquency is more frequent, [because] the
influence of those institutions does not go beyond ten blocks" 98 It is telling that Thays' Park
97 In 1936, more than ten years later, the Concejo Deliberante decided the construction of the Gran
Parque del Sur, following with some variants the forest-park that Forestier had designed for this area
and that was included in the Projecto Organico. The Concejo Deliberante also decided the construction
of a "plaza of physical education" (Plaza de educacion fisica) in Parque Avellaneda, including foot-
ball courts, basket-ball courts, tennis-courts, pistas para carreras and other services considered in
Forestier's project. See Version Taquigrafica de la 7a session ordinatia del Concejo deliberante de la
ciudad de Buenos Aires, October 09, 1936, 1726-1727 and the Version Taquigrafica de la 7a session
ordinatia del Concejo deliberante de la ciudad de Buenos Aires, October 06, 1936, 1719. Some of the
proponed plazas are: plaza en Villa Riachuelo, a plaza-garden in the intersection between Argentina
Avenue, Derqui and Larrazabal, a plaza-garden at J.B. Alberdi, Emilio Castro and Escalada, a plaza at
the interection between Larrazabal Emilio Castro and Bonaldo, a Plaza bewttn Montiel and carhue, a
plaza at the corner of Campana Avenue and Escalada Avenue, a plaza in the municipal land located
between Heredia, El Colegio. Charlone and Giribone, Plaza Saavedra to be located between Cramer,
Conesa, Ramallo and Arias, Plaza de Villa Lynch located at Avenida General Paz and the Plaza
between Acha, Machain, pedraza and republiquetas.
98 "Las plazas de juego deben estar ubicadas en aquella parte de la ciudad donde la delincuencia
infantil es mas frecuente. La influencia de tales instituciones, no va mas alla de diez cuadras" BMSA
No. 20, 286 Generously illustrated with European and US's cases, Nelson explains in his extensive
article the relevance of this new "social typology." He states that these "plazas de juegos para ninos"
compensate an important loss that the compactness of the city took away from urban children-the
backyard of the house with its gardens and huerta/cultivating fields--and at the same time embodies
"a new ideal, the social education social [that] has penetrated the very field of education." The article
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Image 27
J.C.N. Forestier, Avellaneda Park
Proyecto Orgbnico para la Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio, Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
was illustrated with numerous pictures of children playing and with several sketches of architectural
plans for different types of plazas de juegos. A plaza de juegos divided in two main areas: one
occupied by the athletic camp, the baseball camp, the Basque ball camp, the tennis courts, and the pist
for 100 and 250 meters run; and the other part is organized along a social center in a L shape plan
consists of a swimming pool and its battery of showers, toilets and lockers, two covered gyms, one for
women and one for men with its respective batteries of services and between them a hall for cultural
events theater and dance as well as conferences. Other plans include special area for toddlers, libraries
and administrative and medical offices inserted in geometrical gardens also equipped with fountains,
sand beaches, hamacas and balancines.
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Image 28 and 29
Sketches for Plazas de Juegos (Playgrounds Plazas)
published in the Boletin del Museo Social Argentino, No. 20, 1913.
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Chacabuco (1908), also located in the south of the city, represents the first park in the city that
provided facilities for running, tennis, cricket, and swimming.
Forestier's plan included projects for specific parks and gardens such as the project for the
transformation of Parque Saavedra, for which he kept its original oval shape, restored the
water line, the natural element that divided the park into two, and designed geometrical
gardens in which he inserted tennis courts, a swimming pool with showers and lockers and
even a music pavilion [Image 30]; or the Parque de Los Irlandeses, next to the Orfanato para
Irlandeses (Orphanage for Irish Children), with its enormous empty space for playing
surrounded by gardens and equipped with tennis courts and running and walking track [Image
31]. However, the Costanera park, a project that continues the debate about the relationship
between the city and river, was his main preoccupation; in this river park, Forestier included a
waterfront avenue, a public beach, sport facilities, a theater, an aquarium, a zoo, and an elite
residential neighborhood, all contributing to a green system that would help consolidate the
center and periphery into one metropolitan agglomeration [Images 32-36]. To Forestier, it was
critical that, as he stated, "We look not only for the embellishment of the city's better
neighborhoods, but also for the future betterment of peripheral neighborhoods, improving the
hygiene and living conditions of the working and middle classes living within them." Later,
in a report to the Muse Social SHUR on his work in Buenos Aires, he revealed his frustration
that city officials didn't grasp the importance of coordinating the system of open spaces and
the inevitable growth of the city. In a presentation to SHUR at the Musee Social in Paris
devoted to his work experience in Buenos Aires, Forestier argued for considering
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Image 30
J.C.N. Forestier, Saavedra Park
Proyecto Orgbnico para la Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio, Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
Image 31
J.C.N. Forestier, Irish Park
Proyecto Orgbnico para la Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio, Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
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the development of periphery areas of the city-detailing how the population of Buenos Aires
grew up from 177,000 inhabitants in 1869 to 1,400,000 in 1914, to 1,800,000inhabitants in
1924 and more than 5,000,000 inhabitants in 1950-since these areas were intrinsically linked
to the growth of the population within.99 Forestier says, with regret, "it would have been
necessary to complement these projects, which could only be slowly applied, with a study of
the industrial neighborhoods that stand outside the boundaries of the city...but the limits of
my mission and the available documents did not allow me to go further." 0 0 Yet in 1920, the
Housing Congress (Congreso de la Habitacion), organized by the Museo Social Argentino in
Buenos Aires, has called for the regulation of the city's extensions and the construction of
parks in each neighborhood, gardens, playing fields and "plazas arquitectonicas," ornamental
squares that would constitute a reference point for the aesthetic conception of the houses'
facades. 10 1 The idea of barrios or colonias-parques (neighborhood-parks) presented in various
sessions of the congress was complemented by specificities of equipping each of them with a
model of elementary school that includes a play ground for children, tennis courts, and a casa
popular, a kind of civic center or club with halls for conferences, concerts and family events,
libraries, swimming pool, a department of physical education, a medical clinic and a hall for
first aids.' 02 The idea was "to decentralize the population by creating cities-gardens and
9 "Quelques travaux d'urbanisation a Buenos Aires: l'Avenida Costanera," reproduction des proces-
verbaux de s6ancess de la Section d'Hygiene Urbaine et Rurale, Seance du 15 Juin, 302-xxx
100 Forestier in Intendencia Municipal, Comision de Estetica Edilicia (1924) Proyecto organico para la
urbanizacion del municipio: Buenos Aires, (Buenos Aires: Talleres Peuser, n/d), 423.
o01 See Quiros' presentation of the Comision de Municipalismo y Estadistica (Session VIII), in a
special edition of the boletin del Museo Social Argentino devoted to the Congreso de la Habitacion.
Boletin Museo Social argentino, Year IX December 1920, no. 96, 359-360.
102 See Prieto Costa's arguments in Boletin Museo Social Argentino. Ibid., 459.
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Image 32
J.C.N. Forestier, La Costanera Park
General View
Proyecto Orgbnico para la Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio, Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
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Images 33 & 34
J.C.N. Forestier, La Costanera Park and its Public Bath
Plan and Perspective View
Proyecto Orghnico para la Urbanizaci6n Del Municipio, Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
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Images 35 & 36
J.C.N. Forestler, La Costanera Park (Access Dorrego)
Plan and Perspective View
Proyecto Orgdnico para la Urbanizacin Del Municipio, Buenos Aires, 1925
Archive: CEDOM
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neighborhood-gardens out of the nucleus of big populations" in order to reach 1600
inhabitants per green hectare, taking similar actions as the ones taken in European cities to
modify the density of the population. The Argentinean architect Carlos Maria Della Paolera,
who would later study with Marcel Poete and Louis Bonnier in Paris, emphasized the
expropriation of territories to be devoted to the development of public green areas, and the
construction of neighborhood gardens to consolidate the city-garden of Buenos Aires.'0 3 This
argument was also a relevant argument exposed by Forestier for the Organic Project. In fact,
Forestier's plan included a proposal for the construction of workers' neighborhoods on lands
owned by the municipality, such as those surrounding the Parque Centenario, calling for the
construction of a plaza for physical exercises within each group of workers houses. 1 4 The
project also included detailed information about laws and regulations for the expropriation of
territories and the extension of the city. 05
Parks and plazas were also considered the perfect platform for other modem dispositifs for
health and social reform. In fact, the first anti-tuberculosis dispensary in Buenos Aires, the
Dispensario Doctor Tornu, was built as early as 1902 at the core of the very popular Patricios
Park. It was conceived as a architectural model based on a quadrangular architectural plan that
developed its functional spaces around a central tower, which simultaneously represented an
103 Ibid. 374.
104 Sonia Berjman, Plazas y Parques de Buenos Aires: La Obra de los Paisajistas Franceses 1860-1930,
(Buenos Aires: Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1998), 261. Sonia Berjman, "En la Ciudad de Buenos
Aires," in the actes du coloqque internacional sur J. C. N. Forestier, Paris 1990. See also xxx all
published in Benedicte Leclerc, Jean Claude Nicolas Forestier 1861-1930. Dujardin au paysage
urbain xxx observed Forestier's global vision of the gardenxxxp261
105
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element of visibility that announced the dispensary's presence in the park, and an element of
visuality that offered a panoramic view of the park, the main source of health for such a
respiratory disease [Images 37-38]. Adolfo Bullrich, the major of the city between 1898 and
1902, justified the inauguration of dispensaries in parks as part of the effort that the
municipality was doing to avoid the proliferation of social diseases. As early as 1909, the
National Council of Education also decided to establish a new typology of schools-the open
air school--in central parks of the city. The Olivera Park and the Lezama Park became the
platform for the two first Argentinean open air school devoted to the care of "weak" children.
A 1912 study estimated that between 700 and 1000 children assisted these two open air
schools. In 1910, with Jose Ramos Mejia as its director, the National Council of Education
decided to create two more open air schools in two other parks: the Park Tres de Febrero and
the Patricios Park. 10 6 Convinced that "the open air school was the school of regeneration"
("L'6cole de plein air est l'6cole de regen6ration"), these Argentinean schools were first
conceived, in line with its French origins, as schools for weak children, who were recruited
from "normal" schools in the capital city by the so called School Medical Corp (Cuerpo
Medico Escolar) 107 However, according to the resolutions of the last international congress of
ecole du plein air published in the bulletin of the Museo Social Argentino in 1934, the open
air schools were no longer for the "tuberculars, abnormals, or mentally retarded." Instead as
these schools were considered "the most efficient formula to preserve infancy through
hygiene, physical and moral education under medical control," the schools were for
distinctively healthy children who had been carefully selected after a comprehensive
106 Hamilton Cassinelli,
107 Edouard Petit, "L'Alliance et les Ecoles de plein air" Bulletin Alliance d'Hygiene Sociale, No.21,
Januray-March 1911, 45 ?
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Images 37 & 38
Dispensary Doctor Tornu, Buenos Aires (1902).
Architectural Plan and Photography
Archive: Biblioteca de Medicina, Universidad de Buenos Aires
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school medical evaluation.'08 In this sense, "abnormal" children would be isolated and treated
in natural camps, called colonies for weak children, located away from the cities; and
"normal" children would be preserved in open schools in the city's parks where they would
grew up within the prophylactic action of the open air school and the regenerative gardens.
The Eugenic Home
In Buenos Aires, the Housing Congress of 1920 was the first national event that debated what
Baudelaire had called a "grande maladie," or "the horror of the domicile."'"1 It was in this
congress that the "housing question," brought to the table by the "urban question," was first
explicitly associated with mechanisms of medicalization and morality. The house-the locus
of the family, especially in relation to the working class family-acquired a prescriptive
function: as a seminal dispositif in the process of civilization that had the family as its object
and placed sex and reproduction within the jurisdiction of the state. Convinced that "the
health and prosperity of a population is based on the welfare of family life," the young
architect Carlos Maria Della Paolera, as a spokesman for the Congress, stated that the family
home should be organized in a very particular way that included "separate bedrooms for the
parents and children, and as many bedrooms as necessary to split the children by
gender...." ,10 A healthy home was not only a hygienic house but an entire "apparatus of the
108 See "Las Escuelas al Aire Libre" in Boletin del Museo Social Argentino, September-October, 1934.
109 Study of the great malady of dread of the domicile. Reasons for the malady. Progressive advance of
the malady. Charles Baudelaire, Mon coeur mis a nu.
110 "El Congreso de la Habitaci6n convencido de que la salud y la prosperidad del pueblo se basan en
le bienestar de la vida de la familia, reconoce que esta tiene derecho a un minimo de comodidad para
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interior" able to represent the social construction of the family, in which matrimonial alliance,
sex, reproduction, and education were thought to be part of the national mechanism to rebuild
the nation's stock-producing and cultivating healthy citizens."' Another participant at the
Congress, Prieto Costa, argued for the institutionalization of the Argentinean house (La Casa
Argentina), conceived as a school for learning about the habits and intimate life of the family,
and consequently the life of the nation; a school where the main principles that built the
modem nation were taught.1 12 Few years later, this same position was voiced by Georges
Risler, the president of the Musee Social in France in a clear slogan: "without healthy homes
there are no healthy families; without healthy families there cannot be a healthy nation ) 113
These ideas suggest that the family's milieu contributes to the moralization and
medicalization of the individual, and that heredity makes sex-its alliances, diseases, and
productivity-an issue of "biological responsibility." This responsibility required the
organization of a national project for managing sexuality at its active legal site-the family
su vivienda, que se concretaria en un dormitorio para los padres, dormitorio para los hijos en numero
suficiente para que sea posible en primer termino la separaci6n de los sexos, cocina y una instalaci6n
sanitaria completa por familia ... " See De La Paolera in BMSA, 412.
111 ",, The separation of grown-ups and children, the polarity established between the parents' bedroom
and that of the children (it became routine in the course of the century when working-class housing
construction was undertaken), the relative segregation of boys and girls, the strict instructions as to the
care of nursing infants (maternal breast-feeding, hygiene), the attention focused on infantile sexuality,
the supposed dangers of masturbation, the importance attached to puberty, the methods of surveillance
suggested to parents, the exhortations, secrets, and fears, the presence--both valued and feared-of
servants: all this made the family, even when brought down to its smallest dimensions, a complicated
network saturated with multiple, fragmentary, and mobile sexualities." Michel Foucault, The History
of Sexuality: An Introduction, Vol. I., (New York: Vintage Books, 1990), 46.
112 See Doctor Wenceslao in BMSA 529
113 "Sans maison saines, pas de familles saines; sans familles saine, pas de nation saine. >>Georges
Risler, L'Hygiene de la Maison B Musee Social, Year XXXII, No. 8, 28 August 1925, 226.
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house-as Foucault says "sex and its fertility had to be administered." 114 The Museo Social
Argentino, from its first years of activity with the implementation of its project for the
creation of the "Agricultural Home" (Hogar Agricola), the regular publication of articles on
the family and housing for the rural and urban working classes (See Appendix 1), and the
organization of the Housing Congress, showed that the understanding of the family as the cell
of the nation and the administration of its locus and activities was for the Argentinean
institution a principal concern. But it was not until the 1930s and 1940s, that the discourses
regarding the house and the family became clearly eugenic. The popular magazine Viva Cien
Anos (Live A Hundred Years), published every other week between 1934 and 1949 with the
support of the most important health institutions of the country including the National
Department of Hygiene, the Municipal Department of Welfare, and the Museo Social
Argentino, invaded the Argentineans homes with a potpourri of eugenics values. Considered
the first South American health magazine, Viva Cien Anos promoted common responsibilities
for a collective health that included sports and physical education, high matrimonial and
familiar morals, sexual education and puericulture, and the comfort and hygiene of the
habitat. The articles visualized the Argentinean family within urban and suburban dispositifs
capable of offering health to its inhabitants and balancing the quantity and quality of the
nation stock. These dispositifs, which the architect Jorge Kalnay would call the "eugenics
house" "(la vivienda eugenica), would be materialized in concrete projects of domestic
architecture capable of restoring the organic link between man and nature. For example, the
1930s houses designed by the architect Wladimiro Acosta incorporated an intrinsic succession
of close and open spaces as well as essential features of early sanatorium design that included
114 Foucault The History of Sexuality, 118
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balconies, terraces, covered corridors, and solariums that were furnished with reclining
couches, mimicking the chaisse longues used by the tuberculars in the sanatorium's terraces
during their heliotherapy. 115
In 1940, in the first Congress on Population, also organized by the Museo Social Argentino,
Kalnay and the engineer Besio Moreno participated representing the foundation "Amigos de
la Ciudad" (Friends of the City) the most influential Argentinean institution at the time that
focused its activities on the develop of the city and its architecture. Kalnay and Moreno
argued for a demographic equilibrium between the countryside and the city and for the
balance of the quality and quantity of its inhabitants. Their position in the congress was
probably inspired by the eugenicist and 1912 Nobel Prize winner for medicine Alexis Carrel's
thesis that claimed to favor the quality over the quantity, and in perfect agreement with
Pinard's concept of puericulture that argued for the improvement of the physical environment
of child birth and development. 116 The conviction that the "bad house' was the cause of high
mortality in the overcrowded and unhealthy spaces of the called "conventillos" generated
various motions in the congress that called for the regulation of the family home." 7 Pinard
115 The well-known architect Jorge Kalnay was an active member of the Amigos de la Ciudad that had
joined the Museo Social Argentino and later the Sociedad Argentina de Eugenesia that Quiros founded
in 1945.
116 In 1880, Profesor Tarnier, a physician from the Partsian Maternity, designed an incubator "identical
to the one for chickens" to keep the temperature and the artificial alimentation. According to Auvard's
description: "a wooden box of 65 centimeters long, 36 centimetes wide, and a height of 50
centiemeters." "The box's interior is divided in two parts by an incomplete horizontal wall located a
15cms of the inferior wall. The inferior area was destinated to receive terracotta bowls containing hot
water.
117 See Section on Birth, Marriage, Morbidity and Mortality Congreso de la Poblacion 1940, 76
As early as 1878, the French architect Emile Tr6lat, who was the President of the Societe de Medecine
Publique et d'Hygiene Professionelle, in his presentation to the First International Hygiene Congress
using tuberculosis statistics observes how a lower rate of the tuberculosis infection was present among
the workers that were living in the new hygienic houses and call for providing new standard housing
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and Landouzy's concepts of puericulture and hominiculture were at the core of the debates in
almost every section of the congress."1 Even one of the six sections of the congress, titled
Birth, Marriage, Morbidity and Mortality, (Natalidad, Nupcialidad, Morbidity y Mortalidad)
was devoted to issues of puericulture and hominiculture as the only way to assure the
preservation and amelioration of the Argentinean society. The president of the section Carlos
B de Quiros advocated for "the eugenic constitution of the family" and declared among the
congress' resolutions that "it is convenient to limit, even more, women's work outside their
homes" (Conviene limitar cada vez mas el trabajo de la mujer fuera del hogar), since "the
protection of women, [as] potential mothers" (La protecion de la mujer. Madre en potencia)]
was imperative. 119 Under the title "The eugenic constitution of the family must be guarantied"
("Debe garantizarse eugenicamente la constitucion familiar") the congress considered that
"eugenic legislation was obligatory on matrimony, to prevent the proliferation of diseases by
prohibiting the marriage to any person with a chronic, contagious, or hereditary disease,
including not only venereal diseases...." All persons would then be required to provide a free
prenuptial health certificate before marriage was approved. 120 Making women and children
for the French growing working class. See Burridge and Ormandy (eds) Unhealthy housing: research,
remedies and reform, London: E&F N Spon, 1993) 311-312
118 The sections were: Section I, Birth, Marriage, Morbidity and Mortality; Section II, Racial
Problems; Section III, Culture and Population; Section IV, Agrarian Regime and Population; Section
V, Urbanism; and Section VI, Migratory movements and immigration politics.
"119 Boletin Congreso de la Poblaci6n, 1940, 166
120 "El Primer congreso de la Poblaci6n, considerando que es indispensable legislar eugenesicamente
sobre matrimonio, que debe prevenir racionalmente sobre el impedimento de enfermedad, antes y
depues de celebrado, en defensa de la especie, declara among its regulations:" "el impedimento
matrimonial rige para toda enfermedad cronica, contagiosa o hereditaria, y comprende , no solamente
enfermedades venereas (blenorragia, chancro y sifilis) sino tambien todas aquellas otras de igual
caracteristicas... certificado obligatorio y gratuito para ambos sexos. Poblaci6n 173-174 Pinard himself
presented Henri Cazalis' 1900 book Science et marriage, which called for mandatory medical
examination before marriage in order to prevent the transmission of social diseases, to the Academy of
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the main target of eugenics prescriptions, the resolutions of the Congreso exhibited a clear
conviction to develop, together with healthier houses and cities, two "indispensable"
institutions devoted to puericulture: maternities, or independent maternities wards, and
materno-infant centers (centros materno-infantiles). A final declaration states that these two
institutions should be spread in Argentinean cities in larger numbers: maternities "in the same
number as demographic cells exist in the country" and materno-infant centers "throughout the
entire territory for the eugenic defense of the binomial mother-child unit and the strength of
the new generations."' 21 But the actions of these two institutions should be supported by a
mass media promotion of their ideology and the institutionalization of educational programs
of puericulture for girls and adolescents as mandatory course in every school of the nation. 122
In this sense, after taking under consideration the different works presented at the congress,
Quiros recommended the approval of the following project: "that all radio stations in the
country must broadcast ten daily consecutive minutes for the divulgation of topics related to
eugenics and puericulture, which are, maternity and infancy, morbid heredity, degenerative
Medicine wishing that the book will become a marriage manual to "be in the hands of everyone"
William H. Schneider, Op.Cit.,51, see also footnote 140.
121 "que existan tantas maternidades como celulas demograficas existen en el pais, considera
indispensable en defense eugenica del binomio madre-hijo y de la fortaleza de las nuevas
generaciones, la creacion de Centro Materno Infantiles en todo el territorio, destinados especialmente a
la Puericultura." 163
122 The establishment of a new institution in each elementary school, the Liga de la Bondad, an
Argentinean version of the French Ligues de bont6, sponsored in France by the Ligue frncaise
d'education morale and the ministery of public instruction and ministerio del interior. As the
homonymous French institution, the Liga de la Bondad had as its main mission "cultivar el
sentimiento del deber, del bien y de la bondad, desarrollando en el nino las cualidades del corazon e
inclinando su voluntad hacia lo que debe hacer." See BMMSA year XIII, Number 38, Agust 1924, 133
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social factors, mercenary and artificial breast feeding, social prophylaxis and hygienic
education (...) marriage and the family...."123
During the first half of the twentieth century, all state and institutional efforts to manage the
family and its domestic space were motivated by the ideology of progress and modernity. The
family, as the cell of the nation, was conceived as a productive and reproductive unit, with a
key specific economic function. In fact, a medical social tradition that was essentially
eugenics-based targeted the family as the primary and natural embodiment of the collective
moral order and, in consequence, as "the repository of the maladies of the nation and the hope
of its transformation." 24 As in Zola's novels, the medical Argentinean literature at the time
called for the control of the family as a means to address themes of degeneration and its
consequences in the spheres of sex (syphilis, prostitution, other vices) and work (laziness,
alcoholism, immorality). The Museo Social Argentino became one of the main instruments
for the materialization of the eugenics ideas embodied in the medical social tradition of the
time. It was in this institution that the first movements towards the institutionalization of
eugenics took place and that the Argentinean Society of Eugenics found a platform for its
short existence. But its agenda became totally transparent when in 1956, even after the
Second World War when the knowledge about the cruel and embarrassing nazi eugenics
practices was revealed and Europeans and Americans abhorred eugenics, the Museo Social
Argentino was transformed into a private university with two schools: the Schools of Social
Service (Facultad de Servicio Social) and the School of Integral Eugenics and Humanism
123 Boletin Congreso Poblacion 1940, 180
124 Hugo Vezzetti, Viva Cien Anos. La Revista Popular De La Salud. 167, Buenos Aires.
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(Facultad de Eugenesia Integral y Humanismo). Thus, the new museum transformed into the
Univesidad del Museo Social Argentino (that initially was to be named Universidad de
Eugenia) devoted one of its two schools to the study and teaching of eugenics. The Facultad
de Eugenesia Integral y Humanismo functioned until the 1980s. 125 From its beginnings, the
Museo Social Argentino was interested in the application of technology to the organic,
focusing its main actions towards the countryside, the development of agriculture and the
creation of the productive "hogar agricola." This was the first action towards the
consolidation of their main agenda that sought the transformation of Argentina's "feeble"
society through the "scientific" cultivation of the individual and the family. 126
As these examples show, these building types, driving the apparatus of health and
reproduction, were what the Greeks call a tecne, a practical rationale driven by a conscious
aim as any other practice of social organization. They could have been rich examples for
Siegfried Giedeon's history of the quotidian, the history of the impact of a mechanized world
on human organisms described in his 1948 book, Mechanization Takes Command. 127 In this
book, Giedeon devoted an entire section, "Mechanization Encounters the Organic," to
observing and discussing the application of technology to the organic in practices such as
125 Initially, it seems that the name of this new private university would be precisely Universidad de
Eugenesia. See Gustavo Vallejo y Marisa Miranda, "Los Saberes del Poder: Eugenesia y Biotipologia
en la Argentina del Siglo XX," Revista de Indias, 2004, Vol. LXIV, Number 231, 437.
126 Initially, the French institution was organized around seven research sections, including one
devoted exclusively to agriculture. Nevertheless, its influential new Section on Urban and Rural
Hygiene, created in 1908, would give a new orientation to the Museum that shifted its actions from the
rural agricultural landscape to the urban and suburban fabric.
127 Siegfried Giedeon, Mechanization Takes Command: A Contribution to Anonymous History (New
York: Norton, 1969)
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farming, slaughtering, baking and meat-packing. In what he called his "anonymous history,"
which is the history of the quotidian, Gideon wanted to integrate science with the history and
theory of architecture. 128 Yet as early as 1940, convinced that science played a major role in
the construction of the modem mind, Gideon attempted to articulate its most basic concepts
such as time and space in the examination of architecture. 129 But it was not until his 1948
book, in which Gideon visualized what for Frederic Le Play was an unquestionable truth that
the science of society-social science-was a normative one, that Gideon articulated the
equation to be "technique as the outcome of science." 130 Dating the time of full mechanization
between 1918 and 1939, Gideon located in the 1920s the precise moment in which
mechanization penetrated the domestic sphere. It seems that, contemporary to the events that
he described, Gideon was in fact attempting to identify a particularly modem process whose
purpose was not only to manipulate plants, animals, and other organic products but to
manipulate humans-seeing people as seeds, chickens, and flour, that is to say, as part of a
productive technology under capitalism. His attempt remains unfinished: one could say that
Gideon visualized the role of science, or pseudoscience, in the proliferation of industrial
design that pursues an ideal form to normalize society but without revealing the association of
eugenics as an ideology of modernity with the formulation of ideal aesthetic types for
efficiency and productivity. In this sense, architecture, a crucial instrument in the
configuration of a social order, has masked its participation by presenting itself as a
technological entity that lacks ideology, and thus has been practically absent from extant
128 Ibid., 130-256.
129 See Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1941).
130 Sigfried Giedion, Mechanization Takes Command, Op.Cit. 76
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analyses of eugenics. Yet it is clear that the "technification" of space was the critical
technology of eugenics, especially Lamarkian eugenics, which understood the human body
and the architectural body as "types" to be redesigned.
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Chapter THREE
Geographies of Modernity: Le Corbusier in Burle Marx's Garden
Man is nature becoming self-conscious
Elisee Reclus.
For the World Fair of 1900, the celebrated Belgium geographer and anarchist Elis6e
Reclus proposed the construction of an enormous globe that would represent the inevitable
interaction between the natural milieu of living things and the social dynamics of heredity.
Complementing the two monumental symbols of science and industry built for the previous
1889 World Fair in Paris-the Tour Eiffel and the Galerie des Machines-the globe would
extend the axis to the other side of the Seine, becoming the culminating monument to liberal
republican ideology. But the colossal globe would be more than a symbol or a tourist
attraction; for Reclus, it would be an element of knowledge itself, capable of offering an
accurate representation of the earth and a panorama of its human evolution. Although
convinced that the representation of the world could only be the world itself, Reclus believed
that the gigantic scale of the globe and the representational qualities of its spherical surface
would have the power to simulate reality.1 At a scale of 1: 100,000, Reclus' "model of the
earth" would represent the appearance of the earth's relief with its continents and seas, with
its mountains, rivers and plains, with such realism that every visitor would be "impressed by
the mass itself' and, accustomed to the heights of mountains and hills, would be able to
estimate the real dimension of its features.2 Thus, the great globe was conceived as an
I "There is only one way to represent truly the surface of the Earth. Curves are to be translated in
curves; a sphere or fragment of a sphere must be reproduced by another sphere or fragment of sphere.
Therefore are we really astonished that public attention and the special care of geographers are so little
attracted towards this logical mode of geographical work" Elise Reclus, "A Great Globe" in The
Geographical Journal, Vol.12 No. 4 (Oct., 1898), 402.
2 Ibid., 404-405
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embodiment of scientific knowledge, as a visual machine, and as a temple to evolution and
progress. Just as the 1889 Eiffel Tower offers a 360 degree view of the city, so the great globe
would offer nothing less than a view of the entire landscape of the earth to inaugurate a new
century. And this "scientific" view of nature, "in perfect accordance with reality," which
Reclus thought would be "positively a rapture," would also offer to each visitor a sense of
participating, of feeling "at home," a sense of belonging to "the same family." But overall it
would be a testament to man's capacity to recreate nature, himself included-a natural,
artificial double-being forecasting the direction of human history.3
To design the globe, Reclus invited the French architect Louis Bonnier (1856-1946),
the director of architectural services and public projects for the city of Paris and who would
become an active member of the Section of Rural and Urban Hygiene of Paris' Mus6e
Social.4 To design the globe's panorama "documentaire de l'6volution humaine," Reclus also
3 Ibid.
4 Louis Bonnier had worked as general inspector of the World fair of 1889, and designed the Museum
of Natural History's Gallery of Paleontology in Paris and the Maritime Zoological Laboratory in Pas-
de-Calais. Louis Bonnier was also member of various professional organization including the Soci6t6
de m6decine publique et de genie sanitaire, Soci6t6 des artistes frangais, Societ6 des amants de la
nature, and the Conseil superieur d'hygidne de France, . Bonnier was co-founder of the Ecole
superieure d'art public in 1917, which became the Ecole des hautes etudes urbaines in 1919, and the
Institut d' urbanisme de l'universit6 de Paris in 1924. He was also co-founder with Marcel Podte of the
Ecole des hautes etudes urbaines' journal La Vie urbaine. He published numerous articles on health
and urban themes including the influential articles on tuberculosis written with the physician Paul
Juillerat or with the architect Marcel Podte, both member of the Mus6e Social. See Paul Juillerat and
Louis Bonnier, La tuberculose et I'habitation (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1905); Paul Juillerat and Louis
Bonnier, << Rapport ' M. le Pr6fet sur les enquates effectu6es en 1906, 1907, 1908 dans les maisons
signales comme foyer de tuberculose ,> (Paris: Imp. Chaix, 1907, 1908, 1909). (3 rapports) ; Louis
Bonnier and Marcel Podte, Consid6rations techniques pr61liminaires. (Paris: Impr. Chaix., 1913 );
Louis Bonnier and Marcel Porte, Commission d'extension de Paris : aper u historique. (Paris : Impr.
Chaix., 1913); Louis Bonnier, < La Population de Paris en mouvement : 1800-1961 , La Vie urbaine,
15 avril 1919 ; Louis Bonnier, << Cartes isochrones de l'agglom6ration parisienne >>, La Vie urbaine,
n03, sept. 1920. Louis Bonnier (Louis), < A propos du plan d'extension de Paris >, L 'Alsacefranqaise,
19 aoit 1922.
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invited the scientist Etienne-Jules Marey (1830-1904), who in his early preoccupation with
the movement of blood, and human and animal locomotion, invented the technique of
chronophotography, so instrumental to the development of the first X-rays and to the advent
of cinematography, and ultimately inspiring an entire generation of avant-garde artists. 5 The
team also received the support of the naturalist Alfred Russell Wallace, who, along with
Charles Darwin, developed the theory of evolution by natural selection,6 and the support of
the botanist, sociologist, and town planner Patrick Geddes, Reclus' close friend, who viewed
society and the city from a biological standpoint, acknowledging the eugenic position that
"social heritage provides another means by which human beings can inherit the results of
earlier generations' interaction with the environment." 7 Appearing as a hollow egg-shaped
sphere to accommodate Reclus's "model of the earth," the gigantic artifact designed by
Bonnier was a microcosm-with its "atmosphere" on which visitors could wind their way
5 The Italian artist Giacomo Balla, one of the founding members of Futurism, visiting the 1900 World
Fair had the opportunity to see Marey's cronophotographies displayed at the Palace of Optics. Marey's
work served as a model for Balla's futuristic work.
6 In the 1850s Wallace had written two seminal papers on evolution by natural selection as result of his
studies on the origin of the species developed during the years of explorations in the Malay
Archipelago and the Amazon. These papers pushed Darwin to complete his work that he was
developing in secret for years. I refer to Wallace's "On the Law which has Regulated the Introduction
of New Species," Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 2nd ser., 16 (1855) 184-196; and "On the
Tendency of Varieties to Depart Indefinitely from the Original Type" Proc. Linnaean Society, London
Zoology, 3 (1858) 52-62. For an account on the relationship between Darwin and Wallace's work see
Arnold C. Brackman A Delicate Arrangement: The Strange Case of Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel
Wallace (New York, 1980) and the extraordinary synthesis that Nancy Leys Stepan articulates in her
chapter "An Evolutionist's Tropics" in a very inspiring book for this chapter, her Picturing Tropical
Nature (London: Reaktion Books, 2001)
7 Volker M Welter, Op. Cit., 191.
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from continent to continent---of a macrocosm-the representation of the earth itself.8 Rising
from the bottom up, a serpentine ramp circling the globe would allow visitors progressively to
visualize the various landscapes of earth from pole to pole, from hemisphere to hemisphere.
Emerging from the center of this spiral ramp was a vertical elevator that would take visitors
directly to the interior of the earth-to Marey's panorama of human evolution.9 Two more
elevators, curved rather than vertical, would allow visitors to traverse the spherical surface of
the globe. As a concentric organic cell, the building's entry level was organized around a
central point from which the ramp emanated. Ticket booths, cafes, bookstores, exhibition
halls, a press room, and other visual features such as dioramas and photographic displays
were located in separate cells around the spiral. At the center of this colossal artifact, the
spiral trajectory of the ramp evokes the essential symbolism of its form: the natural succession
of life-death-rebirth [Images 1-51].1
It is thus evident that the great globe was to be more than a unique visual machine
designed for the 1900 World Fair to illustrate the geography of the earth. A powerful geo-
political tool, the globe had become the very embodiment of a new way of seeing that the
synoptic aerial view of aviation would herald a few years later. Suddenly, this aerial
' I am borrowing Patrick Geddes's conceptualization of the globe "the microcosm of the macrocosm
itself." See Patrick Geddes, "A Great Geographer: Elisee Reclus," in Scottish Geographical Magazine
21 (1905) 549-550.
9 In 1851, James designed a sphere 60 meters in diameter with a relief representation of the earth
surface on its inner side, in which four platforms allowed visitors to have several perceptions of earth
landscape.
10 In the discussion after Reclus presented the his paper, Patrick Geddes said that << while he has been
speaking, I have been thinking of Mr. Herbert Spencer, and how both the concrete and the abstract
mind are each working out their own view of the world into one great unity.
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Image 1.
Elys6e Reclus, Louis Bonnier, Etienne-Jules Marey, The Great Globe, 1900
Archive: Centre d'Archives d'architecture du XXe siecle (Cit de I'architecture et du patrimoine), Paris.
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Image 2 & 3
Elysee Reclus, Louis Bonnier, Etienne-Jules Marey, The Great Globe, 1900
Archive: Centre d'Archives d'architecture du XXe siecle (Cit6 de I'architecture et du patrimoine), Paris.
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Image 4 & 5
Elys6e Reclus, Louis Bonnier, Etienne-Jules Marey, The Great Globe, 1900
Archive: Centre d'Archives d'architecture du XXe siecle (Cit de I'architecture et du patrimoine), Paris.
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perspective from high above the earth presented a panorama of human geography and, in its
wake, a panorama of human evolution. This chapter explores the ramifications of this new
way of seeing that established man and nature as the core of the technological agenda of
modernity. It thus examines various forms of representations that reveal the relationship
between modernism and eugenics, as the ultimate ideology of modernity, in the work of two
key theorist-practitioners-Le Corbusier and the Brazilian landscape architect Roberto Burle
Marx. More specifically, this chapter first demonstrates an explicit connection between Le
Corbusier's version of modern utopia and the eugenic ideology-which produced a body of
work that reinforced the French preoccupation with degeneration and the resulting binary of
architecture-as rational purity versus nature as contaminating other. It focuses on Le
Corbuiser's Latin American travel, his relationship with the French eugenicist Alexis Carrel,
and his own doctrinaire ideas of the 1930's and '40's. Then the chapter turns to Burle Marx,
whose work challenged the very heart of Le Corbusier's understanding and utilization of
nature, proffering instead a representation of the tropics not as uncivilized-and thus an
obstacle to progress-but rather as the very image of the Brazilian nation.
I. The Remaking of Man
On one of Le Corbusier's sketches from the 1930s is the representation of a man
aligned horizontally at the bottom of the page; some notes appear there in which he reminds
himself to buy a book by Alexis Carrel (1873-1944), the French physician who in 1912
received the Nobel Prize in Medicine. "Acheter livre Carrel" is the last line of this cardboard
of notes, which begins with the word "Castello," followed by the name "Lucio Costa," the
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phrases "pedro aller police" and "Castello cofits clich6s," and the name "Carlos Porto."" This
list of names scribbled on a piece of cardboard brings together the name of the mountain-
Morro do Castello--that, in 1922 for eugenic reasons, was eliminated from the urban
topography of Rio de Janeiro; the name of Alexis Carrel, the physician and eugenicist who
became a celebrity after his 1935 bestseller, L'Homme cet inconnu (Man The Unknown), was
published; and the representation of a man, a simple man, who would become the object of
transformation for both Le Corbusier and Carrel [Image 61.12. What made Le Corbusier think
of Carrel while thinking of Rio de Janeiro? Was Carrel's theory of "the salvation of the white
races"' 3 an agglutinin for Le Corbusier's ideas on landscape, urban planning, and
architecture? In point of fact, it does not seem to be simply a coincidence that the word
Castello appears first on the cardboard. Besides from being the name of Rio's eradicated
mountain (the elimination of which displaced hundreds of "undesirable" inhabitants from the
center of the city), Castello was the name given to the esplanade that remained after this
devastation, and the name of the epicenter of Alfred-Donat Agache's urban plan for that area.
It was also the popular name of the new building for the Ministry of Health and Education
(MES)--for which Le Corbusier just happened to be invited to Rio as a design consultant. For
this new Castello building, which would be located on the blasted site on which the Castello
mountain once stood, the Brazilian architect Lucio Costa was chosen as leader of the design
11 Lucio Costa (1902-1998) was a well-known Brazilian architect and urban designer that became
internationally acclaimed due to his urban plan for Brasilia, the new capital of Brazil; and Carlos Porto
was a Brazilian architect who in the 1930s became one of the designers of the series of art-deco
residential buildings that offer a modern personality to the southern neighborhoods of Rio de Janeiro.
12 In 1912, when the thirty-nine years old Alexis Carrel was awarded with the Nobel Prize, he worked
at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York. It was the first Nobel Prize to US
Medicine, acknowledging Carrel's contribution to vascular surgery and organ transplantation.
13 Alexis Carrel, Man, The Unknown, (New York: Plon, 1935), 292.
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6Image 6
Le Corbusier, Notes and Sketch (nld)
14,7cm x 10,2 cm Document: F2-17 No. 275.
Archive: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris
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team. However, this association Le Corbusier made between Carrel and Rio de Janeiro would
not remain an isolated thought materialized in a little sketch.
In fact, this association between Carrel and the built environment would become the
trigger point for much of Le Corbusier's thinking over the next several years. In 1936, seven
years after his first visit to Brazil, Le Corbusier came back to Rio when he was invited to
deliver a series of lectures, and to participate as a consultant in the development of two
important projects for the ministry: its new administrative building known as the Castello
building, and the Cidade Universitaria do Brasil (City University of Brazil). 14 For the very
first of six lectures delivered at Rio de Janeiro's Instituto Nacional de Musica, Le Corbusier
clearly identifies with Carrel's ideas and even muses about the possibility of materializing
these ideas in his own work. Evoking Carrel's book, a doctrinarian compendium which
advocated the implementation of a regime based on eugenic measures and practices, Le
Corbusier commented to his audience:
Plon, an editor who published my book on North America, welcomes at this time the
success of his latest book: Man, The Unknown by Dr. Carrel. Write, he told me, a
book that will be an echo of that one; I will do it with pleasure: the man and his shell,
in other words, the house in which a man is obliged to pass a great portion of his life.
[The house] must be completed and equipped with the essential joys, which can be
defined as psycho-physiological.15
14 In a letter to Le Corbusier dated June 26, 1936, the architect Lucio Costa invited by the Minister of
Health and Education Gustavo Capanema to lead the design team for the development of the
ministry's new administrative building, wrote that the real motivation of the invitation was his
possible participation in the process of design of those two architectural projects: the ministry building
itself and the university campus. In the letter, Costa made clear that it was his initiative to propose Le
Corbusier's name as a consultant instead of the Italian architect Marcelo Piacentini, and that his
invitation came with the authorization of the Minister Gustavo Capanema and the President Getulio
Vargas himself. See Otavio Leonidio, Carradas de Razoes. Lucio Costa E A Arquitetura Moderna
Brasileira 1924-1951, (Rio de Janeiro: Editora PUC-Rio, 2007), 169. See also Elizabeth Davis Harris,
Riscos Brasileiros (Rio de Janeiro: Studio Nobel, 1987).
15 << Un 6diteur qui publie mon livre sur l'Amerique du Nord: Plon, se fl1icit6 en ce moment du succ6s
de son dernier livre: << L'Homme cet inconnu > du Dr. Carrel. Faites, m'a t-il demande, un livre qui
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This appears to be the very first time Le Corbusier makes public reference to Carrel and his
work, and the little cardboard note on which he linked Carrel and Rio de Janeiro with the
sketch of a man was the spark for new theories that he would first articulate in the Rio
lectures. Le Corbusier saw his lectures as an opportunity to sharpen his own ideas, making
them increasingly more essential and clear through the process of presenting them. "I
improvise based on some notes...I explain the plan of my topic... [while] the public follows
the development of thought and gains access to the anatomy of the subject matter.""16 So while
the little cardboard note became the basis from which Le Corbusier would improvise his talk
in Brazil, it is clear that it also transcended the specificities of Rio as well as his imminent
collaboration on the design of the Castello building. During the entire lecture, Le Corbusier
did not mention once the word Castello, referring neither to the mountain, nor to the
esplanade, the urban plan, or the future building. Evidently, Le Corbusier was thinking of
something bigger, applicable to society at large, when he brought Carrel into the discussion.
soit un echo a celui-la ; je le ferai volontiers: l'homme et sa coquille, c'est-a-dire le logis dans lequel il
est oblige de passer une grande partie de sa vie. I1 le faut maximum et muni des joies essentielles, elles
peuvent &re d6finies de psycho-physiologiques. Elles doivent &tre ajout6es a des possibilit6s
techniques qui ne sont pas fournies par les moyens actuels. II faut que le logis puisse retrouver le
silence, >> Le Corbusier, Manuscript Text Lecture I, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (07/1936-08/1936),
Document F2-17, Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris. This document is included as Appendix No.2 in
this dissertation. Carrel's book was simultaneously published in 1935: in French (with the title
L'Homme cet inconnu) by Plon in Paris, and in English (with the title Man, The Unknown) by the
American publisher Harper & Brothers, who also sold to the popular American publication Reader's
Digest the rights to publish condensed chapters, contributing to the commercial success of the book.
Before the end of the 1930s Carrel's book was translated into fourteen languages, and by 1940 Harper
& Brothers had sold 50,000 copies and Plon 168,000. See Andres Horacio Reggiani, "Alexis Carrel,
the Unknown: Eugenics and Population Research under Vichy," 340-341
16 "Minhas conferencias serviram-me intensamente para precisar as minhas ideias, tornando-as
esenciaiis, claras, e tiveran uma relacao considerable com a ampliacao do meu campo de pensamento.
Improviso a partir de algunas notas...Exponho o plano do meu tema. Depois, sem perda de tempo,
executo desenhos com carvao ou gizes coloridos em grandes folhas de papel branco de 2m x 1,5m. O
publico seque o desenvolvimento e o pensamento, e entra na antomia do asunto." Le Corbusier quoted
by Elizabeth Davis Harris, Op. Cit., 106.
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He had started to visualize a viable doctrine on the remaking of man, of an entire way of
living, of a new relationship between man and nature through which the built environment
would be put to work.
In the prologue for the series of lectures of 1936 in which he introduced each of the
lectures he would deliver, Le Corbusier began with a reflection on the need to reconcile
technology and nature. 17 By celebrating the work developed by the city mayor Francisco
Pereira Passos who, according to Le Corbusier, at the beginning of the century "made of Rio a
city that is a miracle, an admirable spectacle," Le Corbusier emphasized the importance of
civic authorities' grandeur de vue because "everything depended on it." 18 He also emphasized
the importance of the technician-architect, "who observes everything, who analyzes and
synthesizes, who recognizes the laws of this world, the one who discovers new aspects of the
continual mutability of life, the one who imagines new combinations, and applies them on
behalf of man." 19 Le Corbusier began his talk evoking power and technique and placing the
human figure at the center of these agents.
Today, populations have arrived at a grave hour, at a time of great enterprise, the hour
of 'great works'; throughout the world, where the essential equipment of the
civilisation machiniste must be created. I have the occasion to evoke this term, and
sometimes to show that, in fact, this is not a normal evolutionary trend but a veritable
17 The titles of the six lectures were: La revolution architecturale accomplie apporte la solution a
l'urbanisation des villes; La d6naturalisation du ph6nomene urbain; Les loisirs: occupations veritable
de la civilisation machiniste; Le logis consid6r6 comme pronlogement des services publics; Les Temps
Nouveaux et la vocation de l'architecte ; L'autorite n'est pas renseignee. >> Le Corbusier, Document
F2-17.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
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revolution, a revolution introduced by mechanization after a hundred years... and
which has the effect of projecting us from habits and traditions into a new era.20
Arguing that machines should stop being viewed simply as objects of efficiency and
productivity and be understood also as a means to recover the vitality of life, Le Corbusier
continued his talk with an affirmation: that the machine, as we knew it, was fminished, that we
have to take control of it, and consider it "our own creature," that we not be enslaved by it.
He announced that the machine will now "liberate us, will imbue us with its benefits, will
offer its abundance." 21 It is in this context that Le Corbusier makes reference to Carrel's
book, introducing his real interest, "the man and his shell"--the human body and the
regulation of life itself through the design of space and a new mode of living in harmony with
nature. In other words, his aim was to show how the machine was not an end unto itself but a
medium for the "rebirth of the human body," that physical, moral and spiritual entity that calls
for a new environment, an environment that, as a living organism, becomes an integral
extension of man's needs. The dichotomy between technocracy and humanity's biological,
moral, and spiritual nature was clearly manifested in a doctrinaire summary that Le Corbusier
20 << Les peuples sont arrives aujour'dui a une heure grave, I'heure des grandes entreprises, I'heure des
"grands travaux"; dans tous les pays l'outillage indispensable a l'equipement de la civilisation
machiniste doit tre cr66. J'aurai l'ocassion d'evoquer ce terme de civilisation machiniste et de
montrer parfois qu'il s'agit, en fait, non pas d'une evolution r6gulire, mais d'une veritable revolution,
revolution que le machinisme a introduit depuis cent ans et qui a pour effect de nous projeter hors de
toutes habitudes et traditions vers une 're nouvelle alors que nous nous servons encore des objets
d'usage ou d'agrement d'une civilisation d6finitivement d6chue. o Ibid.
21 << que nous venons de passer, et cette lecture a montre que la machine avait 6cras' l'homme et qu'il
6tait temps de voir clair, de se mettre au-dessus de la machine, de la commander, d'aiguiller cet
outillage extraordinaire que les hommes ont fait pour operer une abolition de l'esclavage ancien....et le
but n'6tait plus de montrer la d6esse machine ni de nous mettre devant des creations d'acier
stup6fiantes et de les adorer, mais de nous placer a un autre point de vue. Consid6rant desormais les
machines comme 6tant nos propres creatures, nous les disciplinerons, nous leur imposerons un
programme rationnel, sage [...] et "esclavage maudit de cette fin de premiere 're machiniste cessera: la
machine nous lib6rera, nos comblera de ses bienfaits, nos apportera l'abondance. >> Ibid.
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included in the presentation of his own previous book, La Ville Radieuse, published in
1935.22As he notes in this book, his work was about "living men and present places, not
prehistoric times," moving and changing within the dynamics of modem life.
In this context, Le Corbusier's stage was extended; it was necessary, he said, to "keep
a large range of relations in space by means of this basic binomial: man and nature." 23 The
lecture continues with a description of what Le Corbusier believes to be vital to the edification
of life: "For their wellbeing, our lungs have to find their required air, the very air, fair air, in
buildings equipped to this end. Silence and pure air are benefits that modem technology could
offer today." 24 And, while drawing on a large sheet of paper, he proceeds, with words that
evokes nothing less than the narrative voice in the Book of Genesis: "To start, I design a
man..." and then "I design a sun...and to finish I design the trees, the benevolent companions
of man...and thus I establish the fundamental basis for man's psycho-physiological
sensations." 25 Next, he introduces the role of time by drawing the trajectory of the sun: " Here
is the sun that rises and follows its course, here the horizon; it disappears and it is night
... Then a new sun rises and it is a new day...the 24-hour sun itself is the measure of all our
actions." 26 [Image 7] In a different drawing, Le Corbusier specifies how man's quality of life
22 Le Corbusier, La Ville Radieuse, Op. Cit., 7.
23 Ibid., 6.
24 I1 faut que notre poumon trouve pour son bien 'air qui lui est necessaire, de l'air exact, de l'air
juste, dans des batiments amenages pour cela. Le silence et l'air pur sont des bienfaits que la technique
moderne peut operer des aujourd'hui. Ibid.
25 Le Corbusier, Document F2-17
26 Ibid.
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Image 7
Le Corbusier, Lecture Sketch, Rio de Janeiro (1936)
184 x 270 cm.
Document: 13731. Archive: Archive: Museo National Bellas Artes, Rio de Janerio (Coll. P.M. Bardi)
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is dependent on how he spends his days and nights. He dictates a 24-hour prescription: four
hours of efficient work; one hour for transportation, with a half hour to and a half hour from
work; eight hours of sleep; eleven hours of leisure, including time for meals and for night
leisure [Image 8]. In La Ville Radieuse, Le Corbusier had already pointed out that leisure in
the Machine Age could turn out to be "the menace of modem times."27 Now in this lecture he
goes further, stating that "leisure time is not a lightweight promise; it is the most serious
problem of contemporary sociology," so we need "to prepare people to use leisure in the same
way that we need to prepare people to defend the territory or to adapt to the consequences of
science." 28 Presumptuously, Le Corbusier thought that "the education for leisure time-les
loisirs-was important, and that the role of the architect "to prepare their location and to
design their places" was seminal [Image 9]. And before starting to talk about design itself, Le
Corbusier referred to "a nouvelle 6tat" a new way of living that he calls "la ville radieuse," the
healthy and harmonious city as opposed to the state of disharmony and chaos, he argued, in
which we currently live. The need to prescribe human beings' living patterns to the point of
stipulating their use of time took a more dogmatic tone in La Maison des Hommes, one of the
two books that Le Corbusier published during his time at Vichy-the capital of the
government of France that succeeded the Third Republic from July 1940 to August 1944.29
27 Le Corbusier, La Ville Radieuse, Op. Cit., 64-65.
28 Le machinisme va conduire aux loisires, les loisirs ne sont pas une promesse le6gre, c'est le plus
grave probl6me de la sociologie contemporaine, il s'agira de pr6parer les peuples a l'emploi des loisirs
tout aussi bien qu'on a pu les preparer a d6fendre le territoire ou ' s'adapter aux consdquences de la
science.
29 The Vichy government that officially called itself the "French State" (Etat Frangais) as a way to
contrast the previous designation of the "French Republic" willfully collaborated with the Nazi
occupation to a high degree. Phillipe Petain was the Chief of State. The capital of Vichy was located in
Auvergne in central France.
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Images 8
Le Corbusier, Lecture Sketch (and detail), Rio de Janeiro (1936)
134,5 x 237,5 cm. Document: 13727.
Archive: Museo National Bellas Artes, Rio de Janerio (Coll. P.M. Bardi)
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Image 9
Le Corbusier, Lecture Sketch, Rio de Janeiro (1936)
121,5 x 243,5 cm
Document: 13732. Archive: Museo National Bellas Artes, Rio de Janerio (Coll. P.M. Bardi)
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This book was co-authored by Le Corbusier and Frangois de Pierrefeu (1891-1959), his
colleague at the editorial board of two syndicalist periodicals, Plans and Prelude, who
collaborated with Pierre Winter, Alexis Carrel and Le Corbusier himself in the Vichy
regime.30 As his publisher had hoped, La Maison des Hommes, published in 1942 by Plon,
indeed echoes Carrel's project for the "remaking of society." It is in this book that Le
Corbusier provides a clearer explanation for how this process of remaking life is completely
altered by how humans are housed, whether in the single domestic house, the city at large, the
countryside, or the wider metropole. On two separate hexagonal drawings of France, Le
Corbusier first illustrates a country in disequilibrium in which the countryside has been
abandoned and the cities have collapsed; then he shows France in an equilibrium created by a
new means of transportation, new industrialized cities and residential towns, the re-occupation
of the countryside, and, as illustrated in his Rio talk, an effective use of the 24-hour cycle of
life in balance with nature [Images 10-11].
The first chapter of La Maison des Hommes, begins, "We must build new houses, for
the future of our race depends on how it is housed." 31 He writes that it is critical "to create the
necessary transformation of home life or to infuse into it order, fecundity, joy, those desirable
30 Frangois de Pierrefeu (1891-1959) was a civil engineer who worked in metropolitan France, Algeria
and Morroco, collaborating in Le Corbusier's works for Algiers and Nemour. In 1930 he wrote Le
Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret (Paris: Editions Cres, 1930), the first monograph on Le Corbusier's work
xxx In her dissertation "Urbanism and Utopia: Le Corbusier from regional Syndicalism to Vichy"
Mary McLeod note that for the syndicalists group the Mediterranean sun represented "the essence of
France's classical heritage; both rational thought and spiritual joy." See Mary M. McLeod, "Urbanism
and Utopia: Le Corbusier from Regional Syndicalism to Vichy" Unpublished PhD dissertation,
Princeton University, 1985., 245.
31 Le Corbusier, La Maison des Hommes, Op. Cit., 13.
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Image 10-11
Le Corbusier, Diagram Hexagonal France.
Source: Le Corbusier and Frangois de Pierrefeu, La Maison des Hommes. Paris: Plon, 1942.
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substitutes for the loneliness and antagonisms it heretofore concealed." These opening
remarks immediately recall the best-selling work of eugenicist Alexi Carrel, whose book,
Man, The Unknown, Le Corbusier had six years earlier announced in Rio that he would echo
"with pleasure" in a future book.32 In this sense, La Maison des Hommes was Le Corbusier's
answer to Carrel's call "to understand the necessity...of overthrowing industrial civilization
and of the advent of another conception of human progress" by which we can "remake this
world according to the laws of life and the knowledge of body and soul."33 Le Corbusier's
book, which sought to materialize Carrel's "science of man" doctrine, offers a portrait of
France's "wretchedness of the ill-lodged" that directly echoes Carrel's diagnosis of the "crisis
of civilization:"
In Paris only:
Two hundred thousand persons live in houses classified as unfit for human habitation.
Ten thousand families, of four or more, live in one single room.
In Lyons, Marseilles, Nantes, etc., a proportionate number of such slums can be
counted; whence sterility, promiscuousness and other blights rampant in our homes.
One Frenchman or woman dies of tuberculosis every five minutes.
Lack of buildings, lack of pre-natal care, creches, nurseries. Lack of town-planning,
absence of green spaces, playgrounds, swimming pools....
Whence loss of individualism among the proletariat.... Birth of the 'revolutionary-
minded' suburb....
In small towns and villages:
An incredible proportion of all-but-ruined or ill-kept houses
Prevalent unhealthiness
32 After many years devoted to laboratory work at the Rockefeller Institute in New York, Carrel
believed he needed to branch out from the scientific community and communicate his views on a
variety of topics on "human problems" to the public at large. He states in his book, Man, the
Unknown, "we have been the victims of a disastrous illusion--the illusion of our ability to emancipate
ourselves from natural laws." This illusion has created conditions "wherein life becomes impossible,"
and the only solution is to "remake this world according to the laws of life [and] the knowledge of
body and soul." So, Carrel was convinced that the only way to progress is to go beyond mechanization
to embrace what he called the "science of man," a science based on the fact that human beings are
"strictly dependent on the physicochemical and psychological environment."
33 Alexis Carrel, Man the Unknown (New York, 1939), ix-xxv.
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In the country side:
Elementary hygiene far too much ignored...
Lack of 'youth centers' of playgrounds stimulating the community spirit. Lack also of
public halls....
Whence boredom, fields neglected, waste land. Futile political squabbles in caf6's
instead of spontaneous happiness, instead of intellectual or moral exercise.
In the country as a whole:
53 per cent of the households are childless;
23 per cent have only one child;
20 per cent have two.
Quite obviously the remaining 4 per cent are unable to maintain our birthrate.
So much for the social aspect; the economic seems not a whit better.
It is clear that for Le Corbusier the physical environment was a critical factor in the process of
accomplishing Carrel's "voluntary" eugenics program for the "remaking of man." In his
portrait of France, he identifies a disturbing degeneration of the population in terms of
overcrowding, promiscuity, the so-called social diseases, and, most problematically, the
incapacity or unwillingness to procreate, represented in his mind by the 53 per cent of
childless households. Thus, spanning issues related to puericulture and hominculture, Le
Corbusier establishes his allegiance to a eugenic theory that moves beyond the body to
encompass the built environment. Yet, in the time between Le Corbusier's lectures in Rio in
1936 and the date of the publication of this book in 1942, Le Corbusier began an intellectual
relationship with Carrel. At some point in 1937, Le Corbusier sent his books to Carrel, not as
an act of cordiality or as publicity for his work, but rather as a way to initiate an intellectual
exchange. Le Corbusier wanted the opinion of Carrel, the man who had written the most
popularly influential theory of eugenics. Just a year later, after the Rio lectures in which Le
Corbusier had announced that he would write a book like Carrel's, Le Corbusier received a
letter from Carrel. Dated August 31, 1937, the letter, which stated that Carrel needed more
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time to reflect on the richness of Le Corbusier's ideas, is a clear indication that Carrel
regarded Le Corbusier's work of utmost importance to his own theory [Images 12-13]:
As for me, who has to consider not just its intrinsic value but its relationship to the
properties of the human being, and with their power of adaptation, the task is difficult.
The problem of the habitat, of the way of living, is of fundamental importance. 34
Later in their book, Le Corbusier and De Pierrefeu would argue for the institutionalization of
an "authentic doctrine of human dwelling" that would integrate Western traditions with the
new conditions introduced by mechanization-spawning "the necessary transformation of
home life."35 They were convinced that this doctrine needed to "succeed for the good of
humanity." A few lines later, they were even more emphatic: "because one's home, one's
working place (not forgetting their reciprocal influences) do not merely act as shells for the
life of individuals and society; they go deeper, reach within this life, impregnate, color it by a
thousand various approaches, some of which we deem sentimental, others rational."36 In other
words, there is a clear emphasis here that this doctrine, which assumes that the built
environment is a powerful mechanism of control, should be adopted by the state.
Two emblematic drawings by Le Corbusier in his book, La Maison des Homems, seem to
embody the connection between family, state, and the built environment, one representing the
seed (the family), the other representing the state as a tree (the built environment). The first
image, a geometrical diagram, used for the cover of the first edition of the book, is included in
34 Alexis Carrel to Le Corbusier, Letter (1937), Document : E1-12 Dossiers Nominatifs, 4 pages.
35 Le Corbuiser and Francois De Pierrefeu, La Maison des Homems, Op. Cit., 13-14.
36 Ibid.
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Alexis Carrel, Letter to Le Corbusler (August 31, 1937)
Document: E1-12 No. 158 (4 Pages). Archive: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris
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the interior with explanatory text added. Surrounded by the phrases "knowledge of the man"
and "knowledge of the physical laws," the two circles at each pole of the diagram are
differentiated by the words "the architect" identifying the circle at the top and "the engineer,"
identifying the circle at the bottom. Between both circles, a curved graphic is dissected by a
diagonal axis, which features two separate fields that increase or decrease according to the
direction--either to the right towards the "economic man," and to the left towards the
"spiritual man." At the center of the axis, between the rational world and the sentient world is
the habitat of the family. A descriptive text, included in the fourth chapter of the book, states
that "this central position corresponds to the position of the family in society, for which the
family is not only the fundamental unit but its germ""37 [Images 14-15].
In an unedited article written in August of 1942 for a presentation of his book La
Maison des Hommes in the journal Comoedia, Le Corbusier clearly states that, from this book
there emerged a doctrine-a state doctrine.3 8 The intriguing drawing of a tree, the second
image, served as an illustration for his presentation:
"That [the doctrine] nourishes the Etat Frangais' trunk, which digs its roots in a deep
ground where there is the man and his family, the man and his environment, the man
and his work-everything covered by the humus of rationality, the history of France
and its empire. The French State's trunk spreads its great branches of the built
environment's doctrine everywhere, [along with] four other branches: that of
construction technique, that of the corporation, that of finances, and that of legislation.
Together, the four great branches go through the four celestial vaults that traverse the
37 Le Corbusier and De Pierrefeu, La Maison des Homems, Op. Cit., 76.
3 This article was never published until 1985, when the text was included by Giuliano Gresleri in his
introduction to the first Italian edition of La Maison des Homems. See Giuliano Gresleri's presentation
in La Maison des homes translated by Giancarlo Bernabeis as La Casa Degli Uomini, (Milano : Jaca
Book, 1985), 22-24. Founded in 1906 Comoedia, was a French journal devoted to literature and the
arts that in 1941, under the direction of the journalist Rene Delange, became an important media of
German propaganda.
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Images 14-15
Le Corbusier, Cover and Diagram
Source: Le Corbusier and Frangois de Pierrefeu, La Maison des Hommes. Paris: PIon, 1942.
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country, which are: the built environment, public opinion, law, and administration,
partly illuminated by the general doctrine." 39
The image of a tree that, as an axis mundi connecting to the sky through its branches, earth
through its trunk, and the underworld through its roots, is selected by Le Corbusier as the
quintessential image of the content of La Maison des Hommes, and of the social doctrine that
it articulates. It is the tree, directly recalling Darwin's evolutionary Tree of Life-that Arbor
vitae by which, in 1837, Darwin graphically illustrated the interconnectedness of organisms in
his theory of evolution--that Le Corbusier used to illustrate the interconnectedness of man,
nature, and family, all held together by the State and its executive tool - the built
environment. Le Corbusier was, in effect, placing himself within the company of
evolutionists, except that he was taking on a powerful orthopedic function in which the
stability of the family, the French nation, its empire, and the human race depends on the
stability of the physical environment [Image 16].40
II. Picturing Evolution
In a radio broadcast in 1941, Le Corbusier presented his book, Sur les quatres routes,
which he said emerged as a direct result of his twelve-month stay at Vichy. He said that the
book was also the result of preparatory work that he and De Pierrefeu had just assembled for
39 Le Corbusier, "Architecture et urbanisme: La Maison des hommes, >> Text manuscipt and
dactilograph written for Comoedia in August 1942. Document : B3-3/ 615 g 630. Foundation Le
Corbusier, Paris. Founded in 1906 Comoedia, was a French journal devoted to literature and the arts
that in 1941, under the direction of the journalist Rene Delange, became an important media of
German propaganda.
40Le Corbusier and de Pierrefeu, La Maison des Hommes, Op. Cit., 17.
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Le Corbusier, Diagram Arbre domaine bidt
Source: Le Corbusier and Frangois de Pierrefeu, La Maison des Hommes. Paris: Pion, 1942.
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La Maison des Hommes, the book they would publish the following year.4 1 In this radio
presentation, Le Corbusier restated an idea he had used to close the pages of Destin de Paris, a
small book written during the fall of 1940 in which he wrote: "The house problem...is the key
to both the family's regeneration and the spirit's regeneration, the key to the nation's
regeneration." 42 Identifying the built environment as both the cause of and the cure for
degeneration, he tells his listeners that "the degeneration of the house, the degeneration of the
family, are one." And extending this idea to the countryside, he says, "The degeneration of the
peasant's home, the abandonment of the land, are also one." It is intriguing that in this
broadcast Le Corbusier is using the connection between the human body and built
environment-united by degeneration-to present a book organized around the four
transportation systems-the highway, the railroad, the waterway, and the air.43 The last
system-aviation-had fascinated Le Corbusier since his travels to South America in 1929,
and literally gave him a comprehensive view of the land and its geo-political configurations.
It is precisely through this bird's eye view, offered from the fourth route, that Le Corbusier
was able to construct a new way of thinking about natural laws-a way of thinking that
empowered him to design master plans that not only visualized and reshaped territories but
also redistributed their populations in order to achieve "a brave new world.""44
41 Le Corbusier, Radio Broadcast (1941), Document: B3-12. No216, Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.
42 Le Corbusier, Destin de Paris (Clermont-Ferrand : Fernand Sorlot, 1941), 60.
43 Transportation was a crucial element to industrialization and national cohesion. It was not by chance
that as Le Corbusier admitted, his book Sur les quatres routes, was a product of his preparatory work
for a book that would portray a state doctrine.
44 Le Corbusier, Sur les quatres routes, Op. Cit., 17.
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It is evident that Le Corbusier's apprehension of nature was profoundly altered by his
first view of Rio through the window of an airplane. That "living tableau of the lay of the land
seen from on high completely transformed his visual imagery....He witnessed not only the
vast open terrain of space but the mosaic pattern of land ownership and the curvature of the
earth's horizon...."45 This aerial view was reinforced by his second view of Rio from a
dirigible.46 This bird's-eye perspective was at the core of his new geopolitical thinking about
the need to remake "the man and his shell" in the context of regeneration. Playing on the
nation's long-held fear of degeneration to claim the importance of urbanism and architecture,
this book would reinforce the critical connection between the human body and its milieu at
the core of French eugenics. In other words, Le Corbusier was using this fear to promote
what he saw as an absolute need: buildings and plans -- the "equipment of the country." At
this point, Le Corbusier once again turns to Carrel for his opinion on Les quatres des routes,
his last book. The architect was at this point particularly interested in Carrel's perspective as
the director of the French Foundation for the Study of Human Problems. On February 19,
1942, Carrel responds to Le Corbusier about this book in a postcard, sent to Le Corbusier's
former residence at Vichy. Explaining the Foundation's aims, Carrel expresses the
Foundation's interest in releasing "essential rules of housing," once again stating, "I attach, as
you know, very great importance to the influence of the milieu on the human being." And he
cautions that, given the current social and political challenges, the two of them "must
45 M. Christine Boyer, "Aviation and the Aerial View. Le Corbusier's Spatial Transformations in the
1930s and 1940s," Diacritics, (Fall-Winter 2003), 95.
46 After four days, Le Corbusier arrived to Rio by Zeppelin.
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investigate, very deeply, before offering indispensible remedies" [Image 171. 47
By the time of the Allied landing in November of 1942, Le Corbusier was already
distancing himself from the Vichy regime, although he continued his relationship with Carrel.
By the end of 1943, Le Corbusier accepted Carrel's invitation to become technical advisor to
the French Foundation for the Study of Human Problems (Fondation Francaise pour l'Etude
des Problemes Humains).48 Founded in November of 1941 under the joint supervision of the
Ministry of Finances and the Ministry of Public Health, the foundation's main purpose was
studying "...the most appropriate measures to safeguard, improve, and develop the French
population in every domain." The foundation's scientific work was undertaken by six
departments: population biology, child and adolescent biology, bio-typology, work,
production and rural economy, and bio-sociology, all with an emphasis on "finding pragmatic
solutions ... to improve the psychological, mental, and social conditions of the population."
Its two research arms' main targets were: population and industrial hygiene. In the words of
Robert Gessain, director of the research unit on heredity, described the aims of the foundation
as "the study and classification of the French population from the point of view of its quality
and quantity." The critical components of this research were the investigation of the causes of
the low birth rate, or denatalite, and the promulgation of eugenics measures that would
encourage the birth of "hereditarily gifted children." It was also deemed important to identify
the foreign populations that could, or could not, be assimilated into the French nation. To the
investigation of birthrate projects were undertaken to improve childhood hygiene and sanitary
47 Alexis Carrel, Postal Card to Le Corbusier (February 19, 1942). Document: B3-12 No. 219.
Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris
48 Architect J. Merlet, Letter to Le Corbusier, (December 3, 1943), Document: B3-15 No. 160.
Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris
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Alexis Carrel, Postal Card to Le Corbusier (February 19,2009).
Document: B3-12 No. 219. Archive: Fondation Le Corbusier, Pans
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conditions of workers as well as the conditions of medical centers throughout the country.
Thus, although Le Corbusier was not associated with the foundation from its inception and his
involvement was brief, he nonetheless was one of the key figures of the Foundation in 1943,
together with Jean Stoetzel, Jean Bourgeois.
Imagining, on February 19, 1943, how to materialize an overall doctrine in
architectural form, Le Corbusier was articulating the structure of one of his most fundamental
design solutions while listening to a lecture by Carrel, which asked, according to Le
Corbusier's notes, "Can the condition of nature be reintroduced in the housing of men?
[Image 18]"4 9 For more than seven years, Le Corbusier had found Carrel's work of immense
interest. "After 20 years I can offer this formula," wrote Le Corbusier at the top of the page of
notes, referring to a formula that he intended to represent by a building type, "the result of the
simple phenomenon of ground-level circulation." This first point, clearly influenced by his
aerial perspective, differentiates between "urbanism in three dimensions" and "urbanism in
two dimensions." The second point concerns the distribution of the population, "the grouping
of men to be reconstituted" as a response to his axiom that "a new circulation is equal to a
new habitation (logis)." Finally, a third section in these notes includes a list, enumerated
vertically from 1 to 8, that spells out his approach to what he would call "cite-jardin-
verticale:" number 1 being a place for the sun and the landscape; number two the place of the
puericulture; number 5, nearly the middle point of the list, the place for food and other
communal services; and, at the bottom, the open floor that separates the building from the
49 Le Corbusier, Notes on Alexis Carrel's Lecture (February 19, 1943), Documents: U3-06 No. 96
and U3-06 No 97. Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris
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Image 18
Le Corbusier, Notes on Alexis Carrers Lecture (February 19, 1943)
Theme: Can the condition of nature be reintroduced in the housing of men? Documents: U3-06
No. 96 and U3-06 No 97.
Archive: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris
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ground. Under all these numbered elements is a line, under which Le Corbusier places a line
as an indication he is now summarizing. The result is his doctrine (tout ceci = doctrine). It
seems that, by listening to Carrel, Le Corbusier is considering a final structure for an
architectural model, or ideal type -- his cite radiuse with its solarium, kindergarten and
gymnasium at the top, its restaurant and food shops and other services at the center, and its
columns rising up from the ground - all comprising the building Le Corbusier would create
after the war for the Boulevard Michelet in one of the beautiful neighborhoods in the
devastated city of Marseille. This building embodies his doctrine, which became an equation:
"logis = men = happiness = civilization." As Le Corbusier states in the last lines of his notes,
"a civilization creates its own housing, problems of ethics and aesthetics, notions of
happiness, and access to happiness. [Images 19-25]"50
III. Visualizing the Tropics
In 1929, Le Corbusier visited Brazil for the first time. The invitation only included a
lecture in the city of Sao Paulo, but, at the last minute, Le Corbusier accepted an invitation to
Rio de Janeiro. He was literally overwhelmed by the city's natural setting:
Rio is red and pink from its soil, green with its vegetation, blue from the sea; waves
break with a little foam on numerous beaches; everything rises; islands piercing the
water, peaks falling into it, high hills and great mountains; its wharves are the most
beautiful in the world; the sand of the ocean comes to the edge of houses and palaces;
an immense light puts its motor in your heart." 51
50 Ibid.
51 Le Corbusier, Precisions on the Present State of Architecture and City Planning, Trans. Edith
Schreiber Aujame, (Cambridge: The MIT Press), 1-2.
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Image 19
Cover of L'Homme et I'architecture devoted to La Cit6 Radieuse (Unit d'habitation de
Marseille), 1947
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Images 20-25
Le Corbusier, La Cite Radieuse, 1946
Photos: Fabiola Lopez-Duran, Marseille February 2008
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Having flown over Rio, Le Corbusier describes a "violent desire" to "try a human enterprise"
in Rio's extraordinary landscape that would materialize his desire "to play a match for two, a
match of the 'affirmation of mankind' against or with the 'presence of nature." 52 Le Corbusier
imagined a radical project that linked city and landscape: a colossal expressway 100 meters
high, built over volumes of housing and services ten floors high, elevated 30 meters above the
ground. The superhighway would dramatically connect the city's bays and hills: "your peaks,
[Le Corbusier said] your Pio de Aqucar, your Corcovado, your Gavea, your Gigante
Tendido" would be "much improved by that faultless horizontal" [Images 26-271.53 What Le
Corbusier could not imagine was that some years later the immense expressway that he
visualized over Rio would be replaced with a whole system of public parks, gardens, coastal
borders and promenades, designed by the Brazilian landscape architect and botanist Roberto
Burle Marx. The Aterro do Flamengo (Flamengo Landfill), as it is commonly known, is Burle
Marx's extensive complex of parks and gardens on the curving esplanade around Guanabara
Bay. This complex, which extends from the Santos Dumont Airport (including the Praaa
Salgado Filho, his 1938 work) to the end of the Botafogo cove, was built in successive phases
from 1954 to 1961. Unlike Le Corbusier, Burle Marx did not seek to contrast nature with
architecture, to create a platform or a frame through which to contemplate the landscape, from
a safe and "civilized" architecture. Nor did he seek to "mimetisize" architecture into nature.
Instead, in a move to accept the contradictions of a country for which to be modem is
precisely to embody the jungle and the city, Burle Marx "transposed" nature, celebrated it,
overcoming the fear of the Tropics, its association to cultural backwardness [Images 28-29].
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52 Ibid., 236.
53 Ibid., 245.
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Image 26
Le Corbusier, Images of Rio de Janeiro Bay in his book La Ville Radieuse.
The images compared are: a panoramic photo, a representation of Agache's project for the
Morro do Castelo esplanade and Le Corbusier's own proposal.
Source: Le Corbusier La Ville Radieuse, 1935.
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Image 27
Photomontage of Le Corbusier's expressway for Rio de Janeiro
published in a newspaper in Rio, 1999.
Archive: Fondation Le Corbusier
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Images 28-29
Roberto Bude Marx, Aerial View of Flamengo Park, Rio de Janeiro 1954-1961
(Includes: Salgado Filho Square at Santos Dumont Airport, 1938)
Archive: Insitute Moreira Sales, Rio de Janeiro. Collection Marcel Gauterot.
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Not without reason, the architect Lina Bo Bardi refers to Burle Marx's gardens by saying:
"Now, we are witnessing the verification of a conversion: the forest does not scare us any
more. The ancient terror [...] is overtaken by the serene vision."54 But to arrive at this serene
vision, Burle Marx first made peace with reality, going even further to conceive his gardens as
a response to the heterogeneity of nature in the tropics; in this sense, he rejects tropical or
ecological purism in favor of capturing the same heterogeneity found in both the diverse flora
and the population of Brazil to design his parks and garden-thus engendering a more
nuanced and organic metaphor for the essence of Brazil to be represented by nature.
In an extension of more than seven kilometers, the Aterro do Flamengo (Flamengo
Park), the largest work designed by Burle Marx, occupies more than 289 squares acres in the
heart of the city that connects downtown and its two waterfront landmarks-the Santos
Dumont airport and the Museum of Modem Art as well as the main axis of Pereira Passos'
intervention, the Rio Branco Avenue-with the southern neighborhoods of the city; Gloria,
Flamengo, Botafogo and the surrounding slums. The Park and its highways, a major urban
intervention designed during 1950s in collaboration with well-known architects such as
Affonso Eduardo Reidy and Jorge Machado, was mostly developed on a landfill esplanade,
partly created after the demolition of the Morro do Castello and the Morro do San Antonio.55
This enormous intervention brought to the area expressways, pedestrian paths, gardens and
54 Ora si e verificata una svolta: la foresta non fa piu paura. 'Al terrore antico -scrive Lina Bo-segue
una visione serenha" Lina Bo Bardi quoted by Bruno Zevi, "Roberto Burle Marx: Ricrea Paesaggi di
Serpenti e Scorpioni" in Cronache di Architettura. Vol.2, (Roma: Editori Laterza, 1971), 87.
55 For the development of this project, Burle Marx would collaborate with some of his collegues at the
National School of Fine Arts, including Jorge Machado Moreira, Marcelo and Milton Roberto, and
Affonso Eduardo Reidy.
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water gardens, sporting facilities, playgrounds, artificial beaches, footbridges, boat pavilions,
kiosks and restaurants-in a geometric and organic configuration of forms that recall both the
aerial curves and sweeping meanders drawn by Le Corbusier as he flew over Brazil, and the
decorative aesthetic patterns of the Amazonian tribes that Claude Levi-Strauss collected in his
notebooks during his 1930s explorations in Brazil.56 For this project, Burle Marx designed
exuberant tropical gardens and arid ruins strewn with stones and granite columns, similar to
those decaying elements of former buildings that he had incorporated in his own home
garden-but, in the case of Flamengo Park, in dialogue with the ultramodern conveniences of
urban life. 57 It is as if Burle Marx created an image of modernization that was also ruinous,
one in which progress, rather than annihilating the so-called 'primitive', instead sought
productively to incorporate it, so as to provide a strategic counterproposal to the Eurocentric
model put forward by Le Corbusier. Even so, these primitive elements, while existing as a
composition of fragments, as a devastated body in a steady state of transition, continue "to
exist in the sphere of life" even though "life has departed from it."58 Thus, Burle Marx created
a machine for the modem city and also a natural haven of luxury for everyone. In a very real
sense, Flamengo Park represented his first opportunity to materialize his theories of the
"social function" of nature, and his notion of what he termed "urban ecology."
56 Claude Ivi-Strauss (1908- ) collected more than 3000 photographs and drawings of Sio Paolo and
the Amazon tribes. Most of this material now is part of the Muse Quai Branly's collection in Paris.
57 In 1949 Burle Marx acquired in Barra de Guaratiba the so-called "Sitio Santo Antonio da Bica," a
365,000 square meters property outside Rio de Janeiro for his own home, his botanical laboratory, and
his extraordinary collection of tropical plants. In his home garden, Burle Marx recreated a garden
made out of stone blocks and granite columns collected from demolished houses in Rio de Janeiro.
58 Paul Zucher, Fascination of Decay.Ruins:Relic-Symbol-Ornament (Ridgewood: The Gregg Press,
1968), p. 2.
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Biodiversity and Regionalism/ Man and Landscape
It is interesting to note that Burle Marx's first encounter with the Brazilian flora at the
end of the 1920s, the time of the first visit of Le Corbusier to Brazil, did not occur in Brazil
but rather in Europe: at the Dahlem Botanical Garden of Berlin, a garden organized by the
botanist Adolf Engler on a taxonomic and geographical basis. 59 Yet Burle Marx had collected
floral specimens since he was a child, during the many years that he helped his mother with
gardening at their home in Leme, a southern neighborhood of Rio de Janeiro where the Burle
Marx family moved in 1913.60 In fact, one day in 1932, while working in the Leme house
garden, a neighbor passing by offered him his first commission. Burle Marx remembers that
precise moment: "I laid out a bed of caladium and purple coleus in a somewhat
unconventional pattern. Lucio Costa stopped by and saw me working on it. He looked at the
layout and then made a proposal. He was designing together with Gregori Warchavchick the
first house in the modem style in Rio. Would I accept the commission of doing the garden?"'
The resulting garden for the Schwartz family in Copacabana was, in fact, to become the
59 Burle Marx notes: "the visits which I made assiduously to the Botanical Garden of Dahlem in
Berlin, when I was studying there (...) were of fundamental importance to my creative intellectual
development, through the paradoxical discovery, there, of the Brazilian flora and of the ecological
groupings made by Engler." See Roberto Burle Marx, "Conceitos de Composigio em Paisagismo," in
Series B000, Writings and Articles, Document B11. Roberto Burle Marx Collection./ Frances
Loeb Library Special Collections. According to a handwritten note in the first page of this
document, it seems that this is a longer version of the lecture given probably in 1954. A Portuguese
version of this conference was published in Roberto Burle Marx, Arte & Paisagem. Conferencias
Escolhidas, edited by his professional partner Jose Tabacow, (Sao Paulo: Livraria Nobel, 1987), 11-
19.
60 An alternate date of 1920 appeared in various other publication.
61 At the time, Burle Marx was a painting student at the National School of Fine Arts in Rio, under the
direction of Lucio Costa. See Roberto Burle Marx and Conrad Hamerman, "Roberto Burle Marx: The
Last Interview," The Journal ofDecorative and Propaganda Arts, Vol. 21, Brazil Theme Issue (1995),
166.
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impetus for the young Burle Marx to start his professional life as a landscape designer in the
city of Recife-a city in the northeast of the country that became not only his first practice
territory but the very ground for the emergence of his professional ideology, on which his
entire career, was built.62 Thus, at the age of twenty five, Burle Marx became the Chair of the
Section on Parks and Gardens under the auspices of the government-run Directorate of
Architecture and Construction (DAC) of Recife, in the state of Pernambuco. He recounts how
his appointment occurred:
"In 1934 the governor of Pernambuco, Lima Cavalcanti, came to Rio on state business.
Among other things he had in mind finding a competent person to redesign and restore
the decaying public gardens in Recife. In Rio he lodged at the Copacabana Palace Hotel.
During a walk along the beach, he saw the Schwarts residence. He liked the garden and
found out who did it. He then called our house and invited me for an interview at the
hotel [...] and after a brief talk Cavalcanti offered me the position of director of
parks."6 3
Burle Marx accepted, and only a few months later began working with DAC, directed at the
time by the architect Luiz Nunes. Counting on the support of Governor Lima Cavalcanti,
Nunes organized an intellectually driven and integrated professional team that would trigger a
modern architecture movement in the northeast of Brazil.6 In just two years, from 1935 to
1937 when the coup d'etat of November 10 marked the beginning of Vargas' Estado Novo,
the DAC, later renamed Directorate of Architecture and Urbanism DAU, developed numerous
62 In 1933, Burle Marx designed a second garden for Lucio Costa, a garden for the Ronan Borges
family also in Copacabana.
63 Roberto Burle Marx and Conrad Hamerman, Op. Cit., 166.
64 The Diretora de Arquitetura e Constucao was later reorganizad under the name Diretora de
Arquitetura e urbanism. Luiz Nunes, its director until 1936, had been part of the extraordinary team
that Lucio Costa was able to congregate during his brief but intense period as Director of the School of
Fine Arts in Rio. Nunes was considered by Burle Marx as one of the most educated persons that he
had ever met.
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architectural and landscape projects for the city.6 5 Hospitals, schools, markets, popular
restaurants and public gardens were developed by this municipal directorate during this
period, which ended in 1937 because Lima Cavalcanti was removed as governor of
Pernambuco by the new Vargas regime, dismantling the DAU.66 In the two years in which
Burle Marx was Director of Parks and Gardens, he designed and executed more than fifteen
public gardens. Some of these gardens have been barely mentioned or formally analyzed in
the literature as representations of German expressionism, an influential style in Burle Marx's
landscape architecture; however, this perspective ignores the political and cultural
underpinnings of this body of work - seminal in understanding the significance of Burle
Marx's entire oeuvre. Here I will comment only on his first two: the Casa Forte Garden and
the Euclides de Cuhna Park [Images 30-31].
Inspired by a photograph that Burle Marx had seen of the Kew Gardens outside of
London, the Casa Forte Garden was organized into three different sections along a formal
axis. At the center, in a circular pond, he incorporated plants from the Amazon. At one end,
he grouped plants according to the particular species of different regions of the country; and at
the other end, he planted he called the "exotics." It was as if in this project Burle Marx was
rehearsing for what he would later understand as the modern nation of Brazil by placing the
65 On November 10, 1937, Getulio Vargas, the President of Brazil, ruling by decree since his 1934
constitution prohibited his reelection, in a broadcast to the nation communicated his decision to
assume dictatorial powers under a new constitution inspired in European fascist models, dissolving the
congress, many of the state organization, dispensing political parties, and finally curtailing presidential
elections. The Brazilian Estado Novo lasted from 1937 to 1945 and was modeled after Antonio de
Oliveira Salazar's Estado Novo in Portugal, which lasted from 1932 to 1968.
66 VAZ, Rita de Cassia Alves. Luiz Nunes: arquitetura moderna em Pernambuco 1934-1937.
1988. 142 f. Dissertagiio de mestrado em Estruturas Ambientais Urbanas, FAU USP, 1988.
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Images 30-31
Roberto Burle Marx, Casa Forte Garden and Euclides da Cuhna Square, Recife 1935.
Source: Vera Beatriz Siqueira, Burle Marx (So Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 2001)
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Amazon at the centerpoint of this highly structured garden-- plants from the jungle that, for
centuries, had come to characterize the tropics, and Brazil in particular, in the European
conception of the tropics-but complementing them with the enormous diversity of Brazilian
flora from all areas of the country and with the "foreign" element of the culture. The
Euclides da Cunha Park, or the "Jardin das Cacticeas," recreated the ecosystem from just one
area, the caatinga region with its arid, less "tropical" and less desirable landscape of the
northeast. This was essentially a cactus garden that Burle Marx designed to embody both the
region that Euclides da Cuhna made famous in his celebrated book, Os Sertoes, and da
Cuhna's political discourse-as a way to object to the pre-deterministic idea that the
backlands and its people were backwards, ecologically inferior, and racially degenerated. 67 So
it was not by chance that Burle Marx named his first ecological endeavor as an homage to
Euclides da Cuhna. It is interesting to note that this public garden that valorized a landscape
dismissed by the Pemambucanos generated a negative reaction from conservatives lead by
67 Euclides da Cunha (1866-1909) was a Brazilian writer and sociologist who became very famous in
Brazil after the publication of his 1902 book, Os sertoes (published in English as Rebellion in the
Backlands), a non-fictional account of the military forces sent by the Brazilian government against the
rebellious town of Canudos. Known as the War of Canudos, these battles (1893 and 1897) became the
occasion for Da Cuhna to differentiate the land and the man in both the Brazilian countryside and the
coast. Influenced by positivist theories and ideas of Social Darwinism, he characterized the landscape
and the racial composition of the new Brazilian nation by describing the natural features of the
countryside and the coast, contrasting them in his portrait of the dichotomy of the so-called primitive
and civilized. In fact, the book was divided into three parts; the first, "A Terra," portrays an extremely
arid region in the northeastern backlands; the second,"O Homem," depicts the racial composition of
Brazilian inhabitants, explaining their phenotypes by contrasting the person of the coast to the person
of the countryside; and third, "A Luta," narrates the war between the republican army and the
Sertanejos, the inhabitants of those backlands who, although considered racially degenerated, were
able to win several battles-- but not win the war. Os Sertoes, the first book that attempted to represent
the nation in its totality, provided da Cunha an opportunity to reveal his empathy for the "uncivilized"
race and land, and to articulate his doubts about the ideas of progress and modernity that were
supposedly at the core of republican ideals.
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Mario de Melo from the Archaeological Institute of Recife, arguing that Burle Marx was
taking the city back to the jungle-and, consequently, devolving progress.6 8
The intellectual and artistic life in Recife in the mid 1930s had received the impact of
the very inspiring ideas of the Brazilian sociologist and cultural historian Gilberto Freyre
(1900-1987), who, in 1933 published his book Casa Grande and Senzala (in English The
Masters and the Slaves), which was constructed on the criterion of differentiate race and
culture.69 Freyre, who had studied in the US under Franz Boas, came back to his natal city of
Recife in 1923 where he became immediately involved in the intellectual dynamics of the
city, founding in 1924 the Regionalist Center of the Northeast, and becoming the intellectual
ideologist of the Movimento Regionalista (Regionalist Movement) that would emerge in
Recife as a counterpoint to the Sdo Paulo Modem Art Week of 1922.70 In 1926, Freyre
launched his Manifesto Regionalista at the Primeiro Congreso Brasileiro de Regionalismo
(First Brazilian Congress of Regionalism) which according to Freyre himself was not only a
regionalist congress but a modem event that defended, maybe for the first time in the
continent, the idea of decentralization, "the thesis of Brazil [...as] a constellation of nations
that must continue to be independent complementing the unity of the nation, each with its
68 Vera Beatriz Siqueira, Burle Marx (Sdo Paulo: Cosac & Naify, 2001), 18
69 For the English version see Gilberto Freyre, The Masters and The Slaves: A Study in the
development of the Brazilian Civilization, (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1964)
70 Gilberto Freyre conducted graduate studies in anthropology in the Graduate Political Science School
at Columbia University in New York under the direction of Franz Boas. After obtaining his MA in
1922, and also under the guidance of Boas, Freyre spent months traveling and studying at various
anthropological and ethnographic museums throughout Europe before he became involved in the
intellectual and political dynamics of Brazil.
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own tradition, all constituting the general body of Brazilian traditions.""7 The Recife
Regionalist Movement, like the Sao Paulo Modem Art Week, were both reactions against the
establishment in Rio, but the Regionalist Movement emerged in fact as a critical of what they
considered an excessive cosmopolitanism of the Sao Paulo Modernists, a movement that,
according to Freyre "was great but too sub-European." 72 Beside its decentralizing character,
this social and artistic movement in the northeast of the country, by positively recognizing
regionalist elements attempted to create a distinctly Brazilian modernism as a means to
conciliate tradition and modernity. One could say that what Burle Marx was doing in his
Recife gardens, by portraying the diversity of the country, looking at all the flora, even that
which was not exuberant or easily associated with the idealized image of the tropics, was to
find in the Brazilian landscape the key to modernity. In other words, he was attempting "to
liberate gardens from any European imprint [...] to communicate a sense of brasilidade."7 3
Years later, in 1938, Burle Marx was invited by the modernist Lucio Costa to design
the gardens for the new Ministry of Education and Health (MES) in Rio de Janeiro, for which
Le Corbusier had been a consultant. The fourteen floor building, separated from the ground
by ten meter high columns, presented a ground level open floor plan and flat roofs to
71 "It defended the idea of Brazil as a constellation of regions that must continue to be independent
complementing the unity of the nation, each with its own tradition, all constituting the general body of
Brazilian traditions. That is why I always say that the Congress [the First Brazilian Congress of
Regionalism] was, in its way, modernist." (Ele defendia a tese de que o Brasil era uma constela9gio de
regi6es, que devem continuar imperturbadas, completando-se na sua unidade, cada um com suas
tradi9des pr6prias, as quais devem constituir o corpo geral de tradiqes brasileiras. Por isso, sempre
digo que o Congreso foi, a seu modo, modernista.) Gilberto Freyre's interview, "Gilberto Freyre: um
menino aos 83 anos" in Santista, Sio Paulo,v.1, No.2,November, 1983. 16-18.
72 Ibid.
73 See Burle Marx in the local periodicals of the time: "Jardins e parques do Recife," in Diario da
Tarde, March 14, 1935, and in "O Jardim da Casa Forte" in Diario da Manha, June 22, 1935.
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Image 32
Roberto Burle Marx, Gardens for the MES, Rio de Janeiro 1937
Archive: Insitute Moreira Sales, Rio de Janeiro. Collection Marcel Gauterot..
Image 33
Le Corbusier, Lucio Costa, Oscar Niemeyer, Affonso Reidy & others,
Ministry of Health and Education MES. Esplanade Morro do Castelo, Rio de Janeiro. 1936
Photo: Marcel Gautherot. Photographic Collection Instituto Moreira Sales, Rio de Janeiro.
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eventually incorporate gardens by Le Corbusier. However, in the end, the executed gardens
on the ground floor and on the roof of the new Ministry building could not have been more
different than the Corbusian roof gardens [Images 32-33]. The person behind this
transgression was the young Burle Marx. He began by disregarding Le Corbusier's sketch for
the Ministry building in which the garden on the ground floor was to be formed by a row of
imperial palms that simulated the orthogonal compositional order of Le Corbusier's building;
the garden on the roof was to follow a well defined geometric pattern, a kind of square
labyrinth that seems to represent the numerical system known as the Fibonacci code, named
after the thirteenth-century mathematician Leonard Fibonacci. It is notable that, in the case
of the ground floor garden, nature simulates the rationality of architecture, while for the roof
garden, Le Corbusier uses a universal, rational code to represent nature.74
It was clear that for Le Corbusier the connection with the surrounding landscape, as he
had visualized years before in his superhighway imagined for Rio, was conceived to privilege
the distance from nature, the spectacle of vision, the action of contemplation. This condition
recalled his 1920s and 1930s machines for living, in which Le Corbusier, by establishing the
garden on the roof, disclosed the modern rupture between architecture and landscape, culture
and nature, the ideal and the real. However, Burle Marx took a different path. In spite of the
physical separation of the two platforms to be occupied by the gardens, he created a unique
compositional pattern to be applicable to both, allowing on one side, a formal connection
between the gardens, and, on the other, a continuity of the landscape with the architecture. If
Le Corbusier, by displacing the garden upward in his machines for living, removed the
74 This geometric figure, represented by Le Corbusier on the roof of the MES building, was later
included in his book La Maison des Hommes with a comment on its relationship with the law of
numbers but without mentioning Fibonacci.
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horizontal connection with the landscape, Burle Marx, by using the same sinuous pattern in
contrast to the rationalist architecture of the new building, revealed an intense desire to
overcome that separation and a way to create access to nature [Images 34-35].
On the roof garden of the Villa Savoye, as was common in most of his houses of the
1920s and 1930s, Le Corbusier built a wall that conceals the surrounding landscape and
controls the view through orthogonal apertures in the wall, fragments of landscape within the
architecture, by which "the scenery is framed and borrowed [for his work] but the interaction
with the landscape remains visual rather than physical."75 Based on a pictorial principle, the
landscape is assumed by Le Corbusier to be an image removed from nature, transformed into
a two dimensional plane, objectified into a kind of painting whose frame, a necessary
ornament, is in this case "the semiotic condition of its visibility."76 For Le Corbusier, for
whom "everything is in the visual," architecture became "a frame for a view," and in this
supremacy of the visual, the roof garden is transformed simply into a vision machine. 77
In the case of Burle Marx's roof garden for the MES building, Bruno Zevi qualified
the free organic forms of the garden, its colored masses, and amoebic shapes, as if they were
borrowed from an abstract modem painting as "psychological compensation" for its
7 Doroth6e Imbert, The Modernist Garden in France, (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1993), xiii.
76 Louis Marin, On Representation, Op. Cit., 345.
77 For a reflection on the supremacy of the visual in Le Corbusier's houses see Beatriz Colomina, "The
Split Wall: Domestic Voyeurism" in Sexuality and Space, (Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press,
1992), 73-128
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Image 34-35
Roberto Burle Marx, Roof and Fround Floor Gardens for the MES,
Rio de Janeiro 1937
Photographs: Fabiola Lopez-Duran, Rio de Janeiro, August 2007
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artificiality [Image 361.78 Several texts written on this project establish formal analogies
between what was called Burle Marx's serpentine style, a term he disliked, and the abstract
language of Jean Arp, Paul Klee, and Joan Miro. In the context of one of his lectures, Burle
Marx argued that "the shapes of the vases and other tools from the Neolithic period reveal the
presence and the preference for biomorphic motives, vegetable and animal elements of their
natural surrounding, already represented as part of a certain aesthetic reality." Burle Marx
claimed that "it was the reason why those objects take the forms of natural patterns, already
connected with human perception, in an emotional situation, assumed in its beauty beyond its
previous condition of utility." And, finally, Burle Marx added that most of these examples of
stylization -vegetal or animal- from the Neolithic period show a contemplative attitude and
an artistic awareness that together determine the representation of the object outside its
physical reality.79 In other words, in this "physicological compensation" for the rationality of
modern architecture, is Burle Marx's rejection of the functionality of nature-nature as a
source of goods-and his need to redeem nature, to make it visible, to appreciate it, to respect
it in all of its diversity. This is an inevitable task, as Philippe Descola argues "to defend
biological and the cultural diversity because in the end they are one and the same.80
78 "una decorazione 'organica' che insiste nelle curve libere, che ammorbidisce la geometria dei
tracciati regolatori e la durezza dei profile architettonici" Bruno Zevi, "L'architetto in giardino"
L 'Espresso, 16 June 1957.
79 Roberto Burle Marx in transcription of a conversation with William Howard Adams, Tape No. 3, in
Series B000, Writing and Articles, Document B14. Burle Marx Collection. Archive: Frances Loeb
Library Special Collection. Harvard Graduate School of Design
80 See Phillipe Descola, MBis allA de la naturaleza y la cultura (Gallimard, 2005)
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Image 36
Roberto Burle-Marx, Design for roof garden at the
Ministry of Health and Education, 1937.
Archive: Bude Marx & cia Ltda, Rio de Janeiro.
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Burle Marx's proposal for the MES gardens was presented on January 27 of 1938, and
immediately approved by Carlos Leo (who was in charge of the project after Lucio Costa
had left his position in September of 1937), and by Minister Capanema in February of that
year.81 Yet Burle Marx's vision of Brazil's modem future differed profoundly from that of
Capanema. Although Capanema approved Burle Marx's gardens for the very emblem of
Brazilian modernity, the MES building, he also paradoxically commissioned a representation
of what he called the "Brazilian man" that negated the very premise of Burle Marx's ideology
of integrating nature and the human environment. For the building that would host the
Ministry of Health and Education, whose objective, in the words of Capanema himself, was
the "formation" of the "Brazilian man," Capanema argued for the need for the building to
contain an object that would manifest this objective. In a letter to the sociologist Oliveira
Viana, one of the main voices of the "whitening" thesis, Capanema announced the hiring of
Brazilian sculptor Celso Antonio to produce a eleven meter high statue of granite representing
the "homem brasileiro," to be located on the ground floor garden at the very entrance of the
building. Capanema wanted the collaboration of Viana, who had been a major defender of the
thesis that, by mixing mulattos with whites, which he considered the superior race, the
mulatto would be "filtered," and whites would therefore predominate. The reason for this
invitation to Viana was that, for Capanema, this sculptural representation would not simply be
81 Lucio Costa decided to leave the direction of the MES' construction in September of 1937, after the
rejection of his project for the City University of Brazil was made public. He requested his demission
through two letters, both dated September 21, 1937, one to Carlos Drummond de Andrade, chair of the
cabinet, and the other to Minister Capanema. As was clear in his letter to Le Corbusier in October of
that year, only a few days before the coup d'etat of November 10, Costa was very pessimistic about
the coming years of the country. See Lucio Costa, Letter to Le Corbusier, October 24, 1937.
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a work of art but rather a scientific tool to establish the Brazilian type--"the ideal figure that
would be legitimate to imagine as representative of the future Brazilian human being." 82 In
seeking to create a tangible image of the Brazilian genotype that the eugenic movement was
attempting to define, Capanema turned to science: "How will the body of the Brazilian man
be, of the future Brazilian man, not of the vulgar man or the inferior man but the best
exemplar of the race? What is his height? His physical volume? His color? How will his head
be? The shape of his face? His physiognomy?"83 To accomplish his task, Capanema also
consulted with other recognized social scientists, such as Rocha Vas, Frois da Fonseca and
Roquette Pinto. Their answers to Capanema's questions were extensively argued and
supported with the results of their own "scientific" studies, which indicated that, in spite of
their differing views, the representation of the Brazilian should basically be "a white man."
Roquette Pinto argued for representing a leucodermo, one of the predominant types of whites
in Brazil-- but preferably a white with dark enough skin to look like a Mediterranean type,
"the white that would more easily acclimate to Brazil," which, according to Roquette Pinto,
was the racial type that "the morphological evolution" of the Brazilian population was
marching towards; and, similarly, Rocha Vaz, argued for representing the morphological
characteristics of "the white type" most common in Brazil, and the "most homogenous" from
the center of the country: height 1,66 to 1,70, weight 60 to 65 kilograms, straight hair, dark
82 See Gustavo Capanema, Letter to Oliveira Viana (August 30, 1937) in Mauricio Lissovsky and
Paulo Sergio Moraes de Sa, Colunas da Educa9o: a construico do Minist6rio da Educacgo e Safide
1934-1945, (Rio de Janeiro: Fundag o Getilio Vargas and Instituto do Patrim6nio Hist6rico e
Artistico Nacional IPHAN, 1996)
83 Ibid.
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eyes, and so on."84 However, Celso Antonio, the sculptor that Capanema had selected for the
project was not designing a figure like the one described by the physicians and
anthropologists; in fact, he would refuse to follow specifications established by the Ministry
to supervise the development of the colossal statue. In his allegation, Antonio argues that
Capanema wanted "an Arian type," and that, having no pure Arian type in Brazil, he so he
had chosen to represent the Brazilian man as the one he observed in the country, from the
Amazon to Rio Grande do Sul. Capanema's reaction was that "a work of art cannot be
conceived without beauty and truth." He was "disgusted by the mestizo of rough feature {... }
that was taking shape in the atelier."85 So, in January of 1938, when Burle Marx was
submitting his project for the gardens of the building, Capanema called for a competition to
select an artist who would take over Antonio's commission, to design the statue of a human
being "that would be representative of the Brazilian racial type of the best quality, physical
and mental."8 6 The statue was never built.
This pressure to define "the Brazilian man" for the entrance of the building designed
by Lucio Costa and Le Corbusier for what Capanema would called the "Ministry of Man"
simultaneously occurred with the instauration of Vargas' new authoritarian regime, the
Brazilian Estado Novo. The top-down socialism of the Estado Novo, as represented in
Capanema's politics, required an image of the man that would result from the process of self-
84 See Roquette Pinto, Letter to Capanema (August 30, 1937), and Rocha Vaz, Letter to Capanema
(Spetmeber 14, 1937), both included in Mauricio Lissovsky and Paulo Sergio Moraes de Sa, Op. Cit.,
Documents 150-151, 226-229.
85 Paulo Filho, "Homem Brasileiro," in Correio da Manha, Rio de Janeiro, September 23, 1938.
86 See "Edital de Concurso," in Mauricio Lissovsky and Paulo Sergio Moraes de Sa, Op. Cit.,
Document 153, 230.
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remaking that Vargas' new regime was undertaking. It is significant that, a year earlier in
Rio, Le Corbusier had in fact produced a drawing that assembles the same ideological
elements of the regimen: the sketch of a man accompanied by the word "Castello," the name
of the mountain erased for eugenic reasons from the very place where the building of MES
would be constructed, the words "Lucio Costa," referring to the main designer of the building,
and the name "Alexis Carrel," the French eugenicist who would direct a eugenic program a
few years later for the Vichy regime-a program with the same highly fascistic overtones, to
"improve," "develop," and "homogenize" the French man.
All that survived from the battles over the construction of the Ministry building and
the controversial representation of a Brazilian type was the building itself, the emblem of
international modernism in Brazil-and the gardens by Roberto Burle Marx, which implicitly
question everything at the core of the process of governing man as part of the landscape. In
fact, everything Burle Marx accomplished was in a sense a challenge to traditional views of
tropical purism, and a challenge to the very concept of modernity itself. By subverting the
frenzied search for homogeneity and rejecting the superiority of man over nature, Burle Marx
was able to construct an urban ecology that celebrates nature's heterogeneity and ultimately
stands as the true representation of the nation.
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Conclusion
The first decades of the twentieth century saw an urban demographic explosion and
rural exodus in almost every Latin American country. By 1900, only ten Latin American
cities had more than one hundred thousand inhabitants; but by 1940 the population in four of
these cities-Buenos Aires, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Mexico City-had reached more
than 1,000,000 residents, and only three decades later, Buenos Aires and Mexico City
surpassed 8,000,000 people; Sao Paulo more than 7,750,000, and Rio de Janeiro grew from
1,800,000 to 6,700,000." In fact, at that time, these four cities became among the ten most
populated cities in the world at that time.88 Likewise, other Latin American cities, such as the
capitals of Chile, Peru, Colombia, and Venezuela, also expanded in a vertiginous fashion:
Santiago grew from almost 1,000,000 in 1940 to 2,600,000 three decades later; Lima from
600,000 to 2,900,000; BogotAi from 360,000 to 2,540,000; and Caracas from 250,000 to
2,118,000.89 This demographic eruption, which brought together people of the most diverse
racial and cultural backgrounds, resulted in a radical urban transformation that placed race
and environment at the center of contemporary ideas of progress that fueled in Latin America
a self-remaking process in its crafting of modernity.
87 Jose Luis Romero, Latinoamerica: Las ciudades y las ideas (1976), (Buenos Aires: Siglo Veintiuno
Editores, 2005), 327-329.
8s The 2006 World Almanac presents these four cities are among the twentieth most populated cities of
the world.
89 Most of the figures are drawn from "Las Ciudades Masificadas," the last chapter ofJos6 Luis
Romero, Op. Cit., 319-389, and from Hardoy, J.E. and Morse, R.M. (eds.) Rethinking the Latin
American City, (Washigton: The Woodrow Wilson Center and the John Hopkins University Press,
1990), 50-51.
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As a self-proclaimed voice of the Western world, the elites of the different cultures
and nations that comprise the region known as Latin America were convinced that progress-
the inevitable conquest of nature-had to be put to the service of men, industrialization, and
"welfare."90 Therefore, progress became the main objective of Latin American elites who,
driven by positivist ideas, applied science and technology as the primary tools to manipulate
their now malleable milieu and the heterogeneous social body of their populations. As this
dissertation demonstrates, during the last decades of the nineteenth and the first half of the
twentieth century, theories of Lamarckian eugenics, which advocated for the inheritance of
acquired characteristics, offered to Latin Americans a hope and a practical solution for
overcoming obstacles to progress and civilization, supposedly represented by the aboriginal
Indian, the imported African, and other "undesirable" races arriving in the new wave of
migration, and by the inextricable tropical lands that extended for nearly seventy percent of
the region. Thus, eugenics became the elite's ideology of modernity and the paradoxical route
chosen by this heterogeneous group itself to achieve the normalization, commoditization, and
efficiency of the natural-both the environment and the human. 91
The long-neglected missing link in the making of the Latin American built
environment, which this dissertation presented, adds a needed perspective to the limited
scholarly work on eugenics and the history of architecture, urbanism, and landscape design in
the region. It also identifies an unexpected path that, at the turn of the century, opened the
way to the aesthetics of what French and Latin Americans understood as modern. This path
90 Jose Luis Romero, Op. Cit., 310.
91 Regardless of the color of their skin, the members of the Latin American elites considered
themselves white men.
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was medical science, and its implementation tool was, as this research revealed, the social and
biological movement of eugenics in its French assertion-Lamarckian eugenics. Previously,
modem architecture in Latin America has been analyzed from varying points of view for their
design and artistic values, their technological achievements, their political, social, and
economic impact, and even their semiotic content. However, its clinical agenda, its function
as an element of healing and social reform that has made it precisely modem, has until now,
been paradoxically mostly unexamined.
Various studies have previously explained the effects of French urban culture on Latin
America, including the impact of the implementation of the Haussmannic model. Some of
these studies recognized originality in this imitation, arguing, as Angel Rama does in his
seminal book La ciudad letrada (1984), that these urban, surgical interventions were not
simply copies of Second Empire Paris but a genuine re-creation of the obsession and fantasy
of Latin Americans, who strove to appropriate the metropolitan spirit.92 These urban
interventions were seen by the elites as the means to eradicate their colonial past and re-invent
their cities as progressive, independent megalopolises. However, the end of Latin America's
Belle Epoque, in which boulevards and Frenchified buildings redrew the urban fabric and the
features of many Latin American cities, overlapped with a period of scientific discoveries,
evolutionary theories, and medical concepts, all of which intrinsically embody notions of
physical space that Latin America put into practice in the construction of the modem nations.
It was in this period that Latin Americans looked to France, interested more in theories and
ideas than in actual models to be imported. As I have shown this newly adopted methodology
was a combination of what we may call moral and medicinal, which implies an effort to
92 Angel Rama, La Ciudad Letrada, (Hanover: Ediciones del Norte, 1984), 71.
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reinforce the capacity of people to implement principles and knowledge, in turn allowing
them to simultaneously define themselves and equip their modem republics. Thus, at the core
of my argument is a clear demonstration that this new methodology--in which diagnosis and
treatment helped them combat their fears of degeneration, and to overcome racial and
environmental determinism-shaped their view of modem urbanism, architecture and even
nature. In this way, my study reveals the missing link that connects hygienic and eugenic
technologies in the modernization of Latin American cities. As we have seen in the pages of
this work, Latin Americans adopted France's Third Republic obsessions with degeneration as
well as their Lamarckian optimistic notions of the transformative power of the milieu-
liberating them to conceive their modem architectural, urban, and landscape forms, along with
their own modem societies. Modem architecture has been analyzed from varying points of
view for their design and artistic values, their technological achievements, their political and
economic impact, and even their semiotic content. However, its clinical agenda, its function
as an element of healing and social reform that has made it precisely modem, has until now,
been paradoxically mostly unexamined.
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